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Mandalay Bay Active Shooter 

Event M; 1710014518 

DIVISION 
REPORTING; BOB 

' SUBJECT 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: ' CCAC 

dates time 
OCCURRED: 10-M7 22QG 

LOCATION OF 
, , " OCCURRENCE; 3B$b S: Las Vegas Blvd 

Officers; 

Sgt J. Duncan P#7157 
Officer Ja Ledogar P#7411 
Office o. Demote P#9823 
Officer T, Hornsey F#l404b 
Unknown Detective . 

Locations:,' Y"■:■'' ■'"1'■":,,l „ '"vL  ■1 '■■'■■ 1 ■''" :11Y'1:'"y"■ 1'' 
New York New York Hotel - 3790 S Las Vegas Blvd 
Bellagio Hotel - 3600 S Las Vegas Blvd 
Tropicana Hotel - 3801 S Las Vegas Blvd 
Caesars Palace Hotel - 357Q S Us Vegas Blvd 

On 10-1-17 \ was called out reference the active Shooter at the Mandalay Bay. Upon arrival at SCAC Area 
Command reports of another active shooter were caW In at Hew York New York hotel and casino, A strike 
teamconalstihg; Officer & Udoger dfflcerp^ 
T, Hemsey P#14Q40, and an Unknown Plain Clothes Detective responded to the New York New York, As a 
team we beared the casino floor and confirmed there was hot another active shooter. Another active shooter 
Was hailed In at Bellagio which we responded to and confirmed there was hot another active shooter, Another 
call was placed into the Tropicana which we responded to and confirmed'that there was no active shooter.* A 
call of a male going into the rear of Caesar’s palace; with a Hfle was broadcast. VVe responded there to find 
that the VP of security was in plain clothes and was the subject with the rifle. We then staged at tropicana and 
Us Vegas Btvd to be readily available if another incident came out 

Sgt Duncan was contacted by IT Y. YatomiP#6402> We Were tasked to contact each hotel on the west side of 
S Us Vegas Blvd Starting from the SLS Hotel and moving south to the Monte Carlo. At each hotel we met with 
a representative to gather Intel On if there was a strike team at the location, if any people were Injured, if the 
hotel was on a lockdown, and if they wore advised to re-open. 
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We were later told to go to the scene Of the Route 91 concert and search the area for any more survivors who 
might be alive and hiding. We did not locate any further survivors. 



Officers; 
Officer E. Morgan P# 5851 
Officer $, Mafia P# 5839 

Location: ,V 
Mandalay Bay- 3950 Las Vegas Blvd, 

On 10-1-171 and Officer Sean Malia were called out in referenc® to an active shooter at the Mandalay Bay. 
Upon our arrival at SCAC we joined a strike team heading.into the. Mandalay Bay and heeded, forth® 32n‘,.fioor. 
We got to about the 28th floor when a strike team entered the suspects room and located him. We were 
instructed to keep sweeping floors as at that time it: was reported that there were dther shooters, We swept 
numerous floors until we were called to return to the ground floor valet. We did not locate any victims or. other 
Shooters during the sweeps. Once down In valet we were given piaster keys to the roomsand directed to go 
and open all rooms to check for victims; Our teem responded and worked several floors along with many other 
teams, 
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US VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
"Ctofc to wk Event# on AU Pages" 

"PRINT” 
__ Opt 1 Active Shooter 

£w«tfc 171001-3513 

SU&JEOT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: 

DATE A TIME 
OCCURRED: 

E08/K9 

10/1/17 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE 

€CAC 

Mandalay Bay, Route 91 Concert 

NARRATIVE; ■■ 

On Oct T, 2017, 1, Sgt M Harris, along with Officers R Voroe; K McConneil, M, English, D Newton and Set J 
Bttsko was^at Moon Valley Nurseryat 21S/ Eastern for navy dog training; As we waited to begin, we heard the 
radio dispatch of the active shooter, toko and Newton immediately assigned themselves and left Moon 
Valley, The rest of us put on our duty uniform (we were dressed down for training and decoy training) and 
responded code 3, : • 

Iwent immediately to $CAC and assisted Li C Hank with running the staging area in the front parking lot 
Other, Kg units amv^d and were,assigned; jtpate: from the staging area; | ^as m the pds^tadihg 
area for possibly 1 hour Defore Lt Yatpmi drriyed. $he''^s'quickly’tasked' with 'checking! 'in'with the sthp 
properties between Sahara and Flamingo, determining their Status, if they had any injuries inside related to the 
shooting, etc. I joined up with her and we completed that task within ah hour or so, We took the properties on 
the east side of the Boulevard and we tasked W sgt J Quncan andKO OfficorJ Udogar with the west side 
properties* 

When We competed that, we assisted the Special Events personnel at the Route Si scene* There were many 
offers still on scene that had been working since 1300 hours, it was now around 0300-0400. We worked on 
ao^dntjngioraii t&d officers assignedtp the eyent^gMlnithem ' "'T^ene. 
still bodies on Giles that were not being guarded by police and Giles was not very secure. Making sure the 
Scene was secure and staffed with fresh officers was our task until we secured at around 0930 hours. 

<-VMPO 02 + WORD »v> 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 

"cticJt to fttft event# pn AU.'Pager gv#nt §t 1710013519 
"Otic* to edit Dite/Tlme of Report* "PRINT” , —'-- 

__ Madatey Bay415A , . 
SUBJECT' * 71 P"1  -- 

DIVISION OF . 
OCCURRENCE: , 1 ■'■ , CPO ' , : 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: 3WlVB$ 

Fyi 
Officers involved: 

1 R. Vorce 4055 K95 
K9 Amo 

2. M. English 4342 K92 
,■ KSRoy 

■ 3:" ;"S >; Murray 4147K96 
4. Sgt. & Martinet 13408 
5; Unknown Patrol Officer 

division 
REPORTING; H$D 

Date 4 time 1 
occurred,- 10QM7 2200 hours 

^fARRA-nvE; 

On 10-01-17 an active shooter took place at the Mandalay Bay Hotel. The above otora arrived and formed a 
strike team in the lobby of the hotel; i announced over the radio using the call sign K95 that l had a five man 
team and that we were going to begin searching from the second floor and work our way up. 

We entered the staiiwell and encountered aWMAwho was coming down the stairs- He was taken into custody 
and passed off to hotel security. The male said he had walked down from the 13^ floor dud to the elevators not 
wooing, Upon making it to the second floor, we searched the executive offices and encountered several 
employees who had been sheltering in place. The employees were left With security and m moved oh clearing 
the main hallways. The team worked our way to the fifth floor where we finished our search after a radio 
broadcast stated per SWAT to stop clearing floors. 

The team split up and Officer English and T went to the staging area and awaited further instructions. I then 
received a call from $gt Bitskb to meet Sgt Herring on the second floor of Mandalay Bay Valet to run my EDD 
on the suspect vehicle that had been located parked in the valet garage. Officer English and I arrived at the 
valet garage and were shown which vehicle the detectives wanted searched. Officer English did a visual 
inspection of the vehicle looking for any pbvious signs of bobby traps and did not notice anything obvious: I 
began my exterior snW of the vehicle at the driver's side front and.worked counter clockwise arqundth© vehicle 

Date and Time of Report: _ 10-17-17 1930 Officer; , R. Vorce _' m 4055 

p*: 4342 
Approved By: M. Hariris ., Officer M. Enqfiah 

SiSHATUBfc ■ yJ/ 

LVWPO 65 4 WQRP 201O 
Psgoi 
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2idf 3S££ W1 ^ fm0didn°l al®* * 8how any change ofbahavior whifesniffing me 
J^mL 9 i!lods0rve<:i several items |n th® vehicle. We then went to the detectives andtoW them 

SLretwramsfdfthi fh”1? ^ !iT a!Srt °f sh0Wany ‘•"•VMrtuwl «* vehicle but met mate could still 

^ *T t ? *?* 0311 me ba<* «"» m rnceived the warrant and I would fun the dog on 
the inside of the vshjcle. We then cleared and sscurodjust before 0500, _ 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 

Officer's Report for Active Shooter 

Event#; 171001-3519 

SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING; ODB 

OIVISIONOP 
OCCURRENCE: CCAC 

DATE St TIME 
OCCURRED; 10/01/17 201-0. 

LOCATION Of 
OCCURRENCE; MGM Village Lof 

NARRATIVE: , 

On the above date and time;:!, Qfftper Mf Depierro p# 9027 attended the Route 91 Harvest Festival in an off 
duty capacity With my bast friend, and tier husband,We drove the festival in my 
car and valeted it at Mandalay BayTlaeeT 

At approximately 10:08 hours we heard a group of 5-6 pops, which came from an unknown direction; 
looked at me and asked me what it was-1 told Her 1 thought it was fireworks, You could tell everyone in the 
audience heard the noise, but since it was short in duration and stopped everyone continued to enjoy Jason, 
Aldean’sperformance, 

Approximately, 15 second later we heard another large volley of the samp noise and began to witness people 
dropping either from being hit. by gunfire and others who were ducking down. The woman standing directly in 
front of me fell to the ground and from being shot in the head. ^pBi turned around and screamed at me that 
the lady was shot. I looked at the lady and said we need to help her, but then realized that there was nothing 
we could possibly do to help her. We then all ducked down in a Huddle. At.that time*pstated. “I think I am 
shot", I asked him where and asked him if he could move?. JJ^replied he thought he was shot in his butt. I 
told them we needed to move immediately or we would get trampled and we needed cover from the shots that 
were being fired. We were originally standing by the barrier so I advised them to jump: over the barrier to get 
behind cover, went over, then me and we both assisted ^H^get over the barrier, ^^/asable to 
Keep moving so we moved around the back side of the sound/equipment and photographer tent. 

I, then, checkedsee where he was shot and confirmed he was shot on the left side of his butt I then 
told flHBtarcilMfeto get underneath the sound tent which was about 1.5 feet above the ground We 
stayed underneath the tent until i heard a man outside the tent directing people to get out and run during the 
break in volleys of fire. I told^m andthe next lull we would get out and run toward the exit. At the 
next break in firing, I said, “Let's move." i got out from behind cover but noticed they did not come with me. I 
then went about 30 feet to the north of where we were and got behind the bar to use as cover. I was waiting 
there until I saw them come out While i waited r noticed a man in front of me, with a through and through 
would, laying on the ground and his wife was just sitting there screaming. There was another man who stated 
he was a medic from California and asked the woman for her shirt so we could put pressure on his wound. 
She gave us her shirt then took off running. I began to put pressure on the man as l waited to seeflNKand 

Date and Tima of Report: 10/17/171407 Officer; M, DePierro P#; 9027 

Approved By; pffiiier:. 

Signature: 

P#; 
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Event#: 171001*3519 

JippQnce \ saw them, i ran towards them and told them to run toward the exit whei:e I could see fights from 
an emergency vehicle* There were a lot of people hiding behind the patrol car. When Hooked across the 
around I saw an ambulance nearby. 1 told them to run towards the ambulance. There were people hiding 
behind the ambulance with a car nearby. I asked a woman, later identified as^MBHI^HPtwho was 
standing there if that was her car next to the ambulance. She said it was- Tasked her if t could use it to take 

fhe hospital. She had three younger girls with her who were hiding in her car for shelter. She agreed 
to let me use the car.l took her car with theJHMB, the three girls»^BB^and if and drove to 
Sunrise Hospital* At the hospital* was seen by medical personnel. We were advised that^J^had one 
bullet wound in his left butt cheek and they, said he was going to be ok. 

My sister came down to the hospital to KeedMHiB company white I assisted officers outside who were doing 
security of Sunrise Hospital. 1 was advised:by my supervisor at approximately 0130 hours that we were getting 
called into work for ah A/S roster activation and T had to report to work at 0600. My sister then took me home 
and I reported to work as instructed, 

^0lwas released from Sunrise Hospital on Monday afternoon. 

My vehicle was released by Mandalay Bay on Wednesday afternoon* 



LAS VEGAS METBQPOUTAN POUCi DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#; 171001003519 

Air unit response to Route 91 active shooter 

SUBJECT , 

DIVISION , DIVISION OF 
REPORTING; Homeland Security OCCURRENCE; - , Tourist Safety . 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED; ..■ ■ 10/Dl/17 ff10 hfs " * ■ OCCURRENCE; 3950 S. Us Vegas Btyd,. 

NARRATIVE 1 

On 10-01 -17 at approximately 2200 hours ! was at my residence when I received a call from my lieutenant, 
Kenny Delzer P#6841. Lt Delzer notified me that there was a possible active shooter at the Mandalay Bay and 
he was listening to the Convention Center patrol channel as it was occurring. After briefly listening to the radio; 
traffic of the incident, we both quickly decided that I would need to respond with a helicopter to potentially 
deploy SWAT officers at the scene. 

While driving! to the Air Support hangar I called and advised Officer Paul Laurence P#5564 that I needed him to 
load the fast rope gear into our Huey, Air 7, and pull the aircraft outside, j also, requested officer Lourenco. to 
pull our light rescue-helicopter, Ajr-3, outside and prepare both for flight* t; briefed officer Lourenco of the: : 
situation, told him that my intent was for him operate as my co-pilot in Air 7 toffy to the scene where we would 
begin deploying SWAT officers onto the roof of the Mandalay Bay via a fast rope insertion, I also called the 

, McCarran Airport control tower and spoke with. controlie^tfniHflMv i informed ^HniKof thp situation . 
and requested that she stop all aircraft from arriving or departing the airport due to the. proximity of the shooter, 
i also requested that she have all news or media aircraft remain clear of the scene until further notice from our 
agency.' 

Upon arriving at the hangar we did not.have an officer.from Search, and Rescue to act as. a crew chief in Air 7, 
which would be necessary to perform a fast rope insertion. Due to the time it would have taken to locate a crew 
chief I decided to depart to the scene in Air 3 with Officer Lourenco as my co-piiot. 

As we arrived on scene i contacted Officer Bryan Woolard P#7558i who was the pilot in command of Air 5: 
Officer Woolard had landed to pick up a SWAT sniper and was airborne with the SWAT officer In the rear of his 
aircraft. Radio traffic on the Convention Center channel had stated the suspect was firing from a window 
approximately halfway up on the east side of the Mandalay Bay. Officer Woolard had located the window along 
With a second broken window close by on the same floor. Once myself arid Officer Lourenco identified where 
the broken windows were we made several passes at various speeds near the windows in an attempt to locate 
the suspect During this time we were monitoring the SWAT channel along with COAC ds officers ward making 
their way to the 32nd floor of the Mandalay Bay. 

Date and Time of Report; 1 10/14/17,1900 hrs _ Officer:__ Sqt D. Gallon . F#! 6717 

Aooroved Bv: Lt. K. Delzer ' Officer:_ P#: 

Signature: 

LVMFD 62 (Rov.MJI] * WORD 8010 Pape 1 
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CONTINUATION 
, Event#: 171001003519 

We continued to make passes near the windows on the 32nd floor of the hotel as SWAT breached the door of 
the room the suspect had been firing from. Once officers made entry and advised the male suspect was down 
and deceased we began checking reports of other shootings at other casinos in the area. We made several 
low passes near the Beilagio, New York New York, Monte Carlo, MGM and the Paris, We saw no evidence of 
another active shooter at any of these properties and updated dispatch each time. 

Once the scene had become static we spent approximately one hour flying very low and slow over the scene 
to assist in locating victims and evidence. During the event 1 made several landings on the property of the 
Harley Davidson dealership located at 5191 S. t_as Vegas BIvd, which vye used as a landing zone arid staging 
area. At approximately 0300 hours 1 flew back to the Air SUpport hangar in Air 3 with Officer Lburenco and 
secured. 

During the next 48 hours t remained in contact with Las Vegas Air Traffic Control S and requested that all media helicopters remain out of the area until our agency had removed the victims 
processed critical evidence, i also requested the tower modify the arrival and departure of all tour 

helicopters to keep them clear of the scene, On October 3- at 1300 hours) was advised by my, captain, Pete 
Boffeili P#4213 that the flight restrictions were no longer necessary: l then contacted^pj^pand informed 
him they could resume normal flight operations. 



IAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event#: 171001-351$ 

Active Shooter 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING: . , , DTAG OCCURRENCE: CCAC 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED: , 10/01/17 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: CCAC 

NARRATIVR; ■' 

On October 1st 2017, at 2217 hours, I Detective A, Goodrich P#9198,wa$ notified of the active shooter 
situation by a coworker of mine who was currently working on an overtime shift at the University Medical 
Center. (was currently on my regular day off.) left my, residence and arrived at the Downtown Area Command 
at 22:33 hours (17 minutes later), and 1 immediately logged on, grabbed a tactical vest and my department 
Rifle, and i met up with the Downtown Area Command Patrdl investigations Sergeant Kenny Nogle P#8051. 
Sgt. Nogie, myself, and Detective R. Obasi P#8945 responded to the area of Las Vegas Blvd and Sahara on 
the, Downtown Area Command border in an unmarked LVMPD vehicle, Shortly after our arrival, we were 
notified over the radio that there was a possible active shooter, or a person with a gun. at the. Circus Circus 
(industrial .and Circus Circus Way).: .! notified Sgt. Nogie. of bur close proximity, and we. immediately responded 
to the area. After a short moment, we discovered that the information provided to us was inaccurate and 
unfounded. We notified dispatch, and continued to drive down Sammy Davis Jr. Drive. We were then notified 
Via Dispatch that there was a possible active shooter in the Aria hotel and casino. I Instructed Sgt. Nogle as to 
the bbst driving rout to the Aria (having worked the strip for several years), and we arrived in the underground 
parking area of the Aria. Sgt. Nogle and I instructed Detective Obasi to go to the security camera room to look 
at the cameras and advise dispatch and us to the location of the shooter. Sgt. Nogie and 1 ran to the casino, 
floor, and noticed that there was a fair amount of commotion and confusion, however it did not appear to have 
an activeshooter situation. We advi$ed dispatch accordingly. We left the casino.and were.then advised of a 
person who had just entered, into the Bellagio employee entrance with a rifle. We responded tb the Bellagio 
employee entrance, and I noticed a white Ford Dually F-350 that was suspicious in nature,, and we were 
advised from an employee that a person had exitedthetruck and ran into the hotel with a rifle and a tactical 
vest. The person was later discovered to bewho is the V.P. of security for the Bellagio. We 
notified dispatch of the unfounded information^^^" , , 

We returned to the Downtown Area command, and met with Captain Andrew Walsh who instructed Us to 
respond to the Stratosphere Hotel to help secure the hotel from a potential second active shooter event, i 
remained at the Stratosphere until 0419 in the morning before I Was reliyed and returned to my residence* 

Date and Time d Report: __ 10/05/17 

A{$proved By: ... ...'. 

Officer: Detective A. Goodrich p#; 9198 

: Officer; ', ' 1 '■., F#: / ;■' 

StCNATUes: _,_ 

Pajjel LVMPQfi* (Rev,a/01)* WORD £010 



IAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event#; LLV171001003S19 

____ Active .fthpotarincident 
^ - — ■■ ■,■■■■■ ■■■■.;■■■■■■■.■; SUBjecT ^ | ^ ' : ., 

division Tourist Safety Division ^ Downtown Area division OF Tourist Safety Dvision - Convention 
reporting; . : Command, (DTAC) ,, , OCCURRENCE; Center Area Command (OQAG) 

date a time ' ' location of 39So S. Las VegasBlvd, Las Vegas, NV 
occurred; ,, 10/01/17-,8205Hours . OCCURRENCE: , ■ ... 89119 , 

NARRATIVE; 

LVMPD DTAC PD Sergeant: K. Nogle P#8051 

LVMPD DTAC PD Detectives: Aliyn Goodrich P# 9198 
Rachel Obasi P# 8945 
Gilberto Valenzuela P# 8396 
Jason Auschwitz P#5932 
Scott Mendoza :. P# 6878 . , ■ 

Details of Incident: 

On October .10,2017,1, Sergeant Nogle was working in a plain clothes capacity as. a Downtown Area 
Command (DTAC) Patrol Investigations sergeant 

White working in the patrol detectives' (PD) office I heard the DTAC dispatcher broadcast a shooting event in 
Convention Center Area Command (CCAC). I immediately switched from the DTAC radio channel to the 
CGAC radio channel, i heard the officers, at the scene of the shooting describing the incident; as an active 
shooter with multiple casualties* 

Knowing I was the senior Supervisor working DTAp at that time, l immediately notified Captain Andrew Walsh 
P# 5994 of the active shooter incident. Simultaneously, I broadcast 6n DTAC channel an order to have ali 
available units respond to DTACs tourist corridor on Fremont Street I later broadcast an order to ensure units 
were at the Stratosphere as well, DTAC graveyard units skipped tiieir daily briefing and immediately went to 

After broadcasting the radio traffic, l and Detective Obasi began donning bur tactical gear, So we would be 
readily identifiable as law enforcement officers and ready to respond to any incidents that may occur within 
DTAC. While getting ready, Detective Goodrich arrived at DTAC. He was off-duty on a regular day off (RDO), 
but responded anyway after he learned about the incident. Detective Goodrich was also in plain clothes when 

Date and Tima of Report; 10/10/17 2300, Officer: SfltK. Nocile F#i 3051 

Approved Bv; Officer: Pf:. 

Signature: , 

LVMPD 6S <RoV'Sttl) • WORD 2010 Page 1 



IAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#; LLV171001003519 

he arrived* He immediately began donning his tactical gear so he would be readily identifiable as a law 
enforcement officer. 

Detectives Goodrich, Obasi and j got into my department unmarked/plain vehicle (phevrolet Colorado - 
Vehicle #4751)* I decided to drive around DTAG to;check the status of pur tourist corridor arid critical 
infrastructure locations, ] observed multiple patrol units at the DTAC Multi-Assault Counter Terrorism Action 
Capabilities (MACTAC) staging area (supervised by a sergeant), I observed multiple patrol units along the 
tourist corridor of Fremont Street (supervised by a sergeant), 1 also observed multiple patrol units staged 
around the Stratosphere Hotel/Casino (supervised by a sergeant). Lastly, l observed there was one two man 
patrol unit blocking all southbound travel on Us Vegas Blvd. from Sahara. 

Based on my observations I was satisfied with the deployment of the DTAC officers, i decided it would be best 
if my team and I remained as a roving unit so we would be able to rapidly deploy if needed. While still at the 
intersection of Sahara and Las Vegas Blvd; I heard the CCAC dispatcher broadcast there were subjects 
running with firearms to the rear of Oirbus Circus (in the area of Circus Circus Drive and Sammy Davis Jr. 
Drive). 

We quickly responded to that intersection and spbke with several peoplejn the area. None of the people we 
spoke with reported persons with firearms or any gunshots, I drove around the area, behind and arpund 
Circus Circus, but did not observe any persons with firearms, ■' 

it was at this point l realized, there did not seem to be any marked LVWIPD units on Las Vegas Blvd. between 
Tropicana and Sahara. Soon, after that revelation, there were reports of shots being .fired at the New York New 
York.. 1 heard strike teams dispatch themselves to the New York New York. My team and I decided that due to 
the lack of officers present on the north end of The Strip, that we would drive further south on Sammy Davis Jr. 
We made this decision so we woujd be able to quickly respond to any other reports of shots fired at casinos 
north of Tropicana along the west side of the strip. 

As we arrived in the area of the Aria, the CCAC dispatcher broadcast reports of shots fired inside the Aria. 
Knowing the Ideation of the security office, my team and i entered the property through the west loading dock, 
entrance off of Frank Sinatra Orive. We immediately drove to the security entrance, parked and exited my 
vehicle. Detective Goodrich and i deployed with our rifles.. Detective Obasi deployed with her primary 
handgun/duty weapon. 

Security officers were waiting for us by their boors. I immediately asked them If they had reports of shots fired. 
They stated someone had Reported shots being fired on the casino floor. However, he added that they had hot 
been able to confirm those reports. At that time I decided to have Detective Obasi remain jn the security 
camera room where she may have been able to locate possible suspects or victims and relay the information 
to me in real time, i had a security guard escort Detective Goodrich and me to the casino floor through the 
employee hallways, I had the security guard remain with us for the purposes of being able to guide us through 
the casino as well as remain in contact with other security officers bn the property 

After speaking with numerous employees and citizens, many of which were in complete panic, none of them 
could confirm they heard any shots or saw any persons with firearms* Detective Obasi also advised that she 
was not seeing any injured persons, suspicious persons or any signs of an active shooter bn the casino 
surveillance system. I advised the CCAC dispatcher that the reports of shots fired were unfounded, Detective 
Goodrich and 1 regrouped with Detective Obasi at my vehicle, and left the Aria property. 

At this time 1 heard numerous strike teams were now assigned and available for response to any incidents on 
the Strip north of Tropicana. t decided we should start heading back to the DTAG area. While traveling north 
on Frank Sinatra Drive, the CCAC dispatcher broadcast information regarding a maie running into the , 
employee entrance of the Beilagio with a rifle. My team and I were the first to arrive at the employee entrance 
of the Bejlagib, As we exited our vehicle, the person repotting approached us- He pointed to a pickup truck 
and stated a guy jumped out of that truck with a rifle and backpack, and ran into the Beiiagio. I broadcast the 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event #: UV171001003519 

vehicle's license plate while my team and I cleared the vehicle. Soon after, the CCAC dispatcher provided the 
registered owner’s {RO’s) name to up. Officers contacted security who confirmed the RO was a security 
supervisor for the Bellagio. Detective Goodrich informed GGAG dispatch this incident was also Unfounded, 
We then got back into my vehicle and returned to the DTAG area. 

At this point I was able to contact my Detectives Valenzuela, Mendoza and Auschwitz, I also contacted 
Captain WaJsh, He advised me to have my team respond to the Stratosphere and provide security for the 
interior of the Casino/Hotei, l along with Detectives Goodrich, Obasi, Valenzuela; Mendoza and Auschwitz, 
remained at that post until we secured for the evening, 

1 contacted 5gt Brandon Clarkson P# 8890 pn October IQ, SQ17 end discussed some of my observations from 
the night of the incident. I provided some ideas for how we (as an agency) may be able to better respond to 
similar incidents in the future. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: . 171001-3^19 

Mandalay Bay Active Shooter 
, SUBJECT , 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: , Homeland Security Division 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: Tourist , Safety Division 

DATES TIME 
OCCURRED: 10/01/17-2205 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE;. 3950 S. Las Vegas BlvdLV, NV 

NARRATIVE: 

At 2214 hours, th© SWAT/C NT notification system was activated directing all personnel assigned to 

the teams to report to SCAC ** Command Post (CP); Upon my arrival I was assigned to respond to 

UMC Hospital to fry and gather real time intelligence oh the description arid location bf the shooter or 

shooters. Upon my arrival to UMC 1 was directed to handle Valley Hospital due to.no one presently at. 

■that location; Tiy-y y ; v-.'1.';"; ■'".'V; ■ 

As victims began to arrive at the hospital I began to interview anyone who was able to talk about any 

description or location of the shooter or shooters. 1 talked with everyone as they entered, the. ER but 

was getting little to no information about descriptions or locations. 1 checked with, the ER staff if they 

needed any assistance from the. police before I responded back to SCAC (CP): Once back at the CP, 

team members were starting to gather intelligence on the suspect Stephen Paddock and his girlfriend 

MariLou Danley. 

contacted Stephen's cousin' [via the telephone her address is 

l After interviewing her I passed the information 

along to the Intel Coordinator for the Intel Report: 

On October 2,2017, at approximately 0600 hours, the momentum of the incident had slowed as the agency 

moved toward the investigation phase. Dud to the A/S roster being initiated, l was released from the CP, 

Date and Time of Report: 10/01/17-1700 Officer: , R. Hatasi p#: 8793 

Approved By: J. Kommel-Bemstein Officer: P#: 

Signature: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event #; 171001t351$ 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event *: LLV171001003519 

_ Active Shooter Incident_ 

”” 1 ^ ” r SUBJECT . ^ y | ^ .' " v '' 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING; NEAC/ Patrol Instigation OCCURRENCE: CCAC 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: , 10/01/2017 2209 hours , OCCURRENCE: 3901 Sr Us VegasBlVd; LV.NV 89109 

,y,,y;  “ >■■' -|y| 1 1 ■■■ ■■■•■■■ y) ■■'■■} ■ | , "I 'j | |.'|  11 | , ■ ■ 

NARRATIVE; 

On 10/01/20171, Detective C. Rivera P# 8866, was assigned to work overtime at the Route 91 Harvest 
Festival located at 390 I S, Las Vegas Blvd. Las Vegas NV. 89109,1 was scheduled to work from 1300-QQQG 
hours, my assigned partner was Officer Andrew Loos P# 14797! and our assigned post was gate 2b. 

Officer Loos arid l were standing inside the Venue near gate 2b when we heard the first shots fired. We 
immediately exited the venue towards Las Vegas Blvd. and ran southbound along the wall towards Mandalay 
Bay Rd. I moved civilians to cover behind the wait white we attempted to find the location the shots were 
coming from. Knowing the suspect was armed with a rifle. Officer Loos and i moved to our staged vehicles 
located at ith$^ ^danddnedn^ah ^ehd:^, arid Las Vegas Blyd, to retrieve our rifles. Once we had our 
gear we moved westbound across S. Las Vegas Blyd. to a patrol vehicle parked in the roadway. We grouped 
up with two more officers at that patrol vehicle then moved towards the Luxor Hotel stopping at the large Luxor 
tower over the sidewalk. Once at that position.we located several civilians running towards Mandalay Bay 
Hotel and directed those civilians to our position for cover. 

Sergeaht Skenandore approached with, more officers. Sergeant Skenandore created a strike team with multiple 
officers including myself. Our strike team moved into the Luxor.parking lot and conducted bounding over watch 
moving towards Mandalay Bay Hotel. Once at the hotel our strike team entered the building utilizing a service 
entrance for House of Blues. Once inside the hotel our strike team moved through the casino towards the 
Delano tower elevators. We encountered several civilians, conducted a quick de-brief and moved them 
towards safety. We stopped at the Michael Jackson Theater and discovered there was approximately 1,400 
civilian© inside the theater with unarmed security officers providing security. Knowing there were strike teams 
on the target floor with the known suspect, Sergeant Skenandore made the decision to provide security for the 
civilians located in the theater. 

Our strike team formulated a protection plari to ensure all the exits were covered and ensured the safety of the 
civilians, After it was determined the suspect was no longer a threat $ergeant Skenandore organized 
transportation to move ail the civilians by bus to the designated shelters, Our strike team assisted with this 
movement. At approximately 0600 hours l was contacted by Sergeant Van Nest to respond to the event 
command post to be relieved from post, I was relieved from post and sent home at approximately 0700 hours: 

Date,and Time of Report: 10/05/3017 ' ■ Officer: O. Rivera p#; 8866 

Approved By; $gt. B. Woifenbatger 'Offish i'n , / i,1 . p& 

StPNAYUftffl _ 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event #1 171001-3519 

1 ' ^ Officer's ftepofrFor Bay ■ ■ 
, SUBJECT'. 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
reporting; BAC / Patrol , , occurrence: . Patrol 

.|ini»Jwiifiii^iiiwMi*Miii hi i| ....... 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
occurred: ^_ ■ £205 . ■,; .,' occurrence: ' ■ ,-, ■ MandalayBay.■ 

NARRATIVE: 

On Sunday October 1st after the onset of the Active Shooter incident at the Mandalay Bay, I Sergeant J, 
Houchen #8880, self-dispatched to University Medical Center in an effort to assist with the Influx pf wounded 
that would be transported there. In response to the reports of a mass casualty count, 1 started making requests 
on the Bolden , Area Command channel to have the "stay at home1' Officers start shutting down streets to 
facilitate the large amounts of ambulance and paramedic Vehicles that would heed an uminhlbited route to the 
hospital. I directed that Charleston Bjvd be shut down in both directions from the 1-15 to Tonopah, and 
restricted traffic on Tbnopah and Shadow Ln at Goldring and, Alta to emergency vehicles and, persons 
responding to the hospital who were displaying the proper credentials; I advised the Bolden channel 

; dispatcher, who did an putstanding.job throughout the.whplb.incident1..thaf she.yyas to .instruct F.D and: AMR-to .V: 
take any patients not related to this event to other area hospitals. Upon arriving at UMC, I made contact with a 
surgeon in the trauma unit to ensure they were ready to start receiving a targe quantity of wounded, I then 
coordinated with my chain of command to facilitate any requests that were made for information or security for 
the hospital area. I then took on the role of Incident Commander for the area surrounding UMG and Valley . 

. hospitals. 

With reports of the. incident at Mandalay Bay constantly changing, and updating,, scene seouirty at UMC was my 
priority, and because of this J requested, units that had not .responded.tp the incidept be directed to UMC, With ., 
the limited availability of LVMPD officers from.other area commands, I also requested units from NLVPb, hlHP, : : 
HPD, CCSDP, and Qity Marshals, ail of which responded with additional units. I utilized these units and set up 
strike teams to rove the perimeter looking for anyone that appeared suspicious. I sent two strike teams to the 
parking garage to ensure it was secure and no one could get access to an elevated position of advantage with : 
direct line of sight to the trauma unit where first responders and hospital staff were tending to the casualties, l 
directed these resources to vital areas of UMC and Valley hospital tej ensure that no secondary attacks could 
occur as the wounded were being attended to. While all this Was being set up, I also ensured that officers 
posted at the UMC trauma unit were advising the driven of both ambulances and civilian yehilces which had 
brought in the casulaties, that once their vehicles were unloaded they needed to be moved so that the vehicles 
did not get backed up and additional vehicles cound get direct access to the entrance to the trauma unit. 

Knowing that the large amount of wounded we be followed closely by concerned family and friends, but not 
Knowing whether there were additional assailants who could possibly try to get into the hospital and ihfiipt more 

Date and Time oi Report; _10-09-2017/ 1330 Officer; .. Sflt, Joshua Houchen p#: ^880 

Approved By: U. Hector Cintron 7550 , , Officer: , __ ' , P#; | ' , ' 

SlCHATURE; , 
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LAS VSGASMFTFIOPOLiTAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#: 1710014^18 

casualties, | coordinated with UMC security officers to ensure the hospital was locked down, I assigned patrol 
officers to stand with the security officers at the entrances to the hospital with the direction that no one was to 
enter the hospital without proper credentials-1 further directed that any personnel who were in the area and not 
attending to patients were to have the propert credentials displayed and anyone who was not displaying them 
was to be challenged - This applied to vehi jces entering the perimeter as well, i directed patrol officers on the 
perimeter to Use the utmost tact and professionalism in explaining to any family or friends why we cannot allow 
anyone access to the hospital that does not work there* rind to ask for their understanding and patience 
because it would make triaging arid treating the wounded even more difficult if there were people walking 
around who did not need treatment, 

1 facilitated the requests from the chain of command for investigators to start debriefing any witnesses or 
victims that were willing and able to give information as well as information on the number of casualties from 
UMC and Valley hosptial along with their names. 

I was assisted in my efforts by Lieutenant Jeff Goodwin, Sergeants BaJlejos, Overson, Parker, Webb, Bricker, 
Bilyeu (who was handling coordination at Valley hospital) arid the dozens of investigators and patrol officers 
from LVMPO as well as the surrounding jurisdictions. Without any of them, the reception and treatment of the 
casualties at UMC and Valley hospital would not have gone nearly as smbothiy, 



Qn October 1,2017, at approximately 2215 hours, I was called by a MACTAC Gadr? officer that there was an 
active assailant at Mandalay Bay and that there were several casualties on the stop, l immediately got 
dressed and responded to SCAC while listening to the radio traffic. I told Officers Hennesy, Chamberlin and 
Hughes to respond to the Command Post staging area, as they are the most experienced officers in MACTAC 
style attacks. ■ ' , 

Command. Chief Roy Cessions from Clark County; Fire Department was the point of contact for all of Fire 
Department Operations, Chief Sessions was assigned to the Medical Branch who was in charge of the 
Casualty Collections Points (North, South, East) andthe Rescue Task Force Branch. I advised Chief Sessions 
that he would have the required officers for the RTF as needed and could deploy immediately as we identified 
a warm zone as everything with the exception of the affected floors of Mandalay Bay.. ''.'i 
i documented the incident on thevdiite board in the $CA0 conference room where we set up our Unified 
Command. The assignments for Points of Contact of the incident are as follows: 

"■ fC:'' ' John Pelletier 
Dep 1C: Kristine Buist 
Intel: Branden Clarkson 
Ops: Lt Reggie Rader 
DOC Liaison: Harry Fagel 
Staging: Carlos Hank 
Refuge Areas: ONLV: Lt Newman UNLVPD 

Trop Hotel: Sgt Baughman : 
Mandalay Bay Liaison: Chief Charles Hank 
Mandalay Intel: Jaime Prosser 
Mandalay Strike Teams: Lt Leon 
Outer Containment: Lt Desomone 
Route 91 containment: Captain Sasha Larkin 

LVMPO &i (Rov.a/01) * WORD 2010 Page 1 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event #:_ 

Investigations: tt Dennis Obrien 
SWAT Liaison; Capt Tomaino 
Hospital Site Security: SgL Eric Kemmer - NHP (also thp MACTAC liaison for NHP) 

* Deployed Strike Teams to ail hospitals for site security 
McCarran Airport 1C: Lt Weiskoff 

Medical Branch: CCFD Chief Roy Sessions 
Casualty Collection Point: Sgt Patricia Heidt 
Rescue Task Force Liaison: Lt Greg Munson 

For Additional Information, please contact me for follow up. 



IAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 

lay.Bays 
subject 

Event & 171001-3519 

DIVISION 
REPORTING; CCAC 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE; QQAC 

DATE a TIME 
OCCURRED; 10/01/17 at £2Q9hr$ 

location Of 
OCCURRENCE: Mandalay Bay Hotel 

Sgt. Q, Everett 8916 

Off, P, Weslowski 10385 
Off. M. Garces 7949 

Off* D, Razo 15606 
Off. J. Koffford 15662 

V'''"'"' " 15863. 
Off. S. Fox 0485 

Off. G. Dobbins 14910. 
Off* E. Pazoscazares 16450 

CALL SIGN 

3M11 
3M11 

1M49B 
1M49B 

3DP12 
3QF12 

(SCAC) 
(SCAG) 

Capt. R. King PH# 

DETAILS4 
***BWC VIDEO AVAILABLE*" 

On 10/01 /17 at approximately 2209 hours I Sgt* G: Everett 8915 was operating as 7861 while in briefing at 
CCAC I heard the 415A call come opt over the radio with fully automatic gunfire in the background. Graveyard 
officers immediately responded to the scene. 

1 arrived in the area of Renp/Haven arid observed large crowds of people in the roadway. The above listed 
officers were also parked next to me and were gearing up to become a Strike Team* Radio communication as 1 
arrived in the area updated officers not to drive on the Las Vegas Biyd or to go into the venue due to the 
constant gunfire coming from Mandalay Bay. it was unknown if there were more than one shooters at this time* 
I quickly spoke with several people who stated they had come from the venue and believed there to be only the 
shooter up in the Mandalay Bay Hotel, Not having a safe way of getting to the Mandalay Bay from our location 
and having numerous victims approaching us at our location needing medical help it Was decided that we 

Date and Time of Report; 10-07-17/0110hr$ Officer; mi 8915 

Approved By; LT. Summers Officer: 

Signature: 

LVMPD 82 tHov.8/011 * WORD MlQ 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#: 1710014519 

would form a medical triads for the wounded. Gun shots were still Doing fired and ail seemed to be at a great 
distance and from the Mandalay Bay HoteK 

i switched to Admin channel and advised dispatch that i had approximately 30 GSW’s at my location and 
needed medical to stage to our location. Officers quickly gave out their tourniquets and trauma bags to off duty 
nurses and medical personnel to tend to the injured. This was tagged on my BWC. Pens were given to an off 
duty AMR to write on the victims prior to transport. Helpers wore asking for more tourniquets and not having 
any more I gave out hobbles to be used as an alternate. 

Several off duty officers from California) North La$ Vegas, unknown federal agencies and an unknown LVMPD 
academy recruit helped assisted in traffic control and being extra eyes for any threat that may have come upon 
us. Officers were placed as security on the perimeter. The numbers grew to approximately SO GSW victims 
and we had run out of medical supplies very quickly. 

Dispatched was updated several tithes that We were still waiting forFD/Medicaito arrive. Dispatch was given 
ingress and egress routes to get to us and that we had scene security for them when they arrived. 
Approximately 10 to 15 minutes later medical Started to arrive one by one. Ambulances were leaving after only 
taking one patient i advised dispatch that if possible more injured should be loaded into.the transport vehicles 
prior to them leaving, I also asked medical when they arrived to leave us supplies. Several trucks arrived to our 
scene and that had multiple GSW victims in the bed of the truck. Due to there being no more medical supplies 
and no available ambulances on scene t instructed the drivers to go to Sunrise Hospital, This happened 
approximately three times...V ', . ■ , \^,: v ,,,;; 

Several times, officers were advised of a GSW victim nearby our medical triage. Officers would leave in a team 
of two Or four and recover the victims while also escorting people to safety. Those that were riot injured were 
told to.go to Hooters. Casino just north of. our location, Dispatch was advised of this and told that they should 
send officers to that location to gather intelligence. 

A GAT bus arrived to our location and ail GSW victims with non-critical injuries were put on the bus. Once it 
was filled only a few victims remained. Three people were pronounced dead at our scene by medical. Of these 

and daudht#rg^||B§werepresent andb?@?^S?^^^5^rted the 
the deceased bodies. 

The triagp area was sectioned off with crime scene tape. Homicide detectives and Captain Q, Lewis arrived 
and looked over the scene. 

FORCE PROTECTION , 

FD arrived and Captain Ralph King PH#|MVIWWWMi^long with T18 began to organise rescues into the 
Desert Rose Resort located at 5051 Duke Ellington Way LVN 89119. Prior to them going into the resort we 
formed Force Protection Team 4- This consisted of 3M11,3DP12 and L We then took them to three 
apartments where GSW victims were at. Two were located and brought down to medical fpr transport. 

Officers were relieved by Dayshift officers at approximately 1000 hours, 

CONCLUSION 

Officers were able to create a medical triage and render aid to those in dire need. 100’s of people ran through 
our location many of which were injured, Officers stayed cairn in the face of uncertainty and rendered aid to 
many individuals with GSW’s. BWG of this event was saved and tagged. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: . : 17100100351$ 

Officer's Report For Active Shooter at the Route 01 Festival 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION, 
REPORTING:.: Tourist Safety Division / SOB 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: Tourist Safety Division/CCAC 

OATH *TIME 
OCCURRED: . 10/01/17 #2208 Hours 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: 

"The Village Lor 3901 South las'vegas, 
, Blvd. Us Vegas, NV 89109 

NARRATIVE: 

pyr 

On Sunday 10/01/17, (Officer J; White F#8935 was assigned to work the Vegas Golden Knights 
hockey game in the Command Fost located at the T-Mobile Arena operating as uniform officer SE3. We 
secured from the event / venue at approximately 2045hrs, At that time, i went home and secured for the night, 
Uter that night at approximately 2300hrs, l was sailed by my sergeant, Allen Larsen P#9630 who asked me to 
respond to the department operation center (POO) to assist with activating A/B roster, I responded to the DOC, 
where ^assisted in the activation of A/B roster, department wide, Withifl this task, I was directed to designate 
strike teams for all hotel properties along the Las Vegas strip. ! was aiso.tasked with-other miscellaneous : 
tasks such as designating certain teams for the coroner office, headquarters, stagingarea; Mandalay Bay, the 
crime scene and family resource center among others, l Worked throughout the night assisting the DOC in 
whatever needs they requested. I helped with staffing, organization and tracking of resources in and out of the 
DOC. 

All of the above issues were worked on throughout the week. Each day presented new challenges, and 
required assistance and mdnitorlng. Each day, new spreadsheets and notifications had to be made. I was also 
assigned to track officer overtime staffing for the upcoming week and weekend to help the DOC make, 
manpower changes and staffing changes through the week and through the following weekend. This assisted 
the DOC with tracking resources and adjustments that needed to be done with assignment staffing, On 
Wednesday 10/04/17, l assisted with the demobilization of. the A/B roster to go. back down to normal patrol / 
investigative staffing numbers. Later in the week, I put together an incident action plan ,(IAP) that staffed the 
DOC for the remainder of the week and throughout the weekend. 

As I did not respond back to the DOG after Wednesday 10/04/17, l did return to normal duties where I 
went straight into working on the VFOTU$ visit 4 then worked on putting the IAF together for VPOTU3 along 
with staffing and working the visit for Saturday 10/07/17,1 later worked at the scene (Village Lot / Mandalay 
Bay) helping protect and preserve evidence at;the crimes scene throughout the weekend. 

Date and Time of Report; 1.0/11/171162br$ Officer , . 1 J. White ?#: 8835 

Approved By: , , ■ , , „■ Officer: , , ' ' „ ' Ftt 

Smnature: 

ivMPoee (rov-swi • wqrphho Paget 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
' ' Event #; 171001-3519 

_OGDEN TOWER FOLLOW-UP _; 
. ' ^ ; subject " “ 1 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING:_ PTAC OCCURRENCE:' ^_ PTAC 

DATE A TIME LOCATION OF 150 N. LAS VEGAS BLVD Las Vegas,NV 
OCCURRED: 10-02-2017/T100_OCCURRENCE: _■ /'■ 89101  ■   ,  

NARRATIVE: 

On October 2,2017 i responded with my squad to the Ogden Tower located at 150 N. Las VegasBIvdin 
reference to follow Up investigations involving the Mass shooting Incident at Mandalay Bay, The suspect in the 
shooting had rented 3 separate units at the Ogden Tower during the time period of September 17-28^. 1 was 
tasked With contacting 2 of the owners to units rented by Steven Paddock during this time period, I made 
contact who owns unMMfcMVRuses the service of Air BNB to rent out 
her unit. Paddock rente<flHlfs unit through Air BNB from September 17-22. I called MMR to advise her of 
our investigation and to inquire on other renters and to get consent from her to enter the room to take photos of 
the view the room had. SHfegave us permission to enter the unK and advised that she had others to rent the 
unit after Paddock had stayd^ith there.i(Bi^stated that she did not have any personal cohtactwith 
Paddock, only texts sent through the Air BNB app and through her co-host®(| which is like a property 
managerj0|B stated that Paddock had told her that it was him and his wife and they were “tired of staying 
in hotels" when they corresponded about renting the unitijdMthad no information on the alleged wife or 
direct knowledge of if she existed or who she was.also sent an email that was screenshots of the 
correspondence between Paddock andgJR The texts were on 09-17 and 09-22, which were the check in and 
out dates, ft was notification of him checking in and inquiring on air fresheners he hadunplugged.^® did 
not have any other correspondence to provide between her^| and Paddock. . 

■ .The’ oOSicieri^e; t6'ihe ■'OgdSh'TbWwr''jirtivjdfed "wfe .wife' ' 
side of the tower and only 1 floor from the top of the building, with the top floor being the penthouse, Photos 
were taken of the entry way and the vantage points from the living room and 2 bedrooms. All the vantage 
points were directly facing north which would have been the Life Is Beautiful Festival during his stay- 

LVMPD t» (Rwv.fl/01) * WORD 201Q 



Us VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event# 171001-3519 

Route 91 Active Shooter Incident_ . ', 
SUBJECT yr, ■ ^ ; 1 ~ 

DiVtSION m AC /PATROL 
DIVISION OF , 

CCAC/PATROL REPORTING; , OCCURRENCE; 

DATES TIME 
OCCURRED! ■' 10/1/17 2208 

, LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE; 3950 S. LV 8LVD) LV, NV. 69119 ,, 

NARB&T1V.E " 

Oh the above date and time L Officer X Landers P# 8073 Was operating as marked patrol unit 8503 in the 
NWAO Resident Area when dispatch begkn broadcasting reports pf a possible active shooter at the Route 91 
concert event. 1 then contacted my supervisor, Sgt M, Marlow P# 6204 .who was already aware of the event 
Pue to the overwhelming magnitude of the unfolding event, Sgt Marlow quickly formulated a plan Where 
Officers B. Gorder P# 4592 and R. Ramos P# 5315 would staff the resident area allowing myself along With 
Officers R. Hagberg P# 6351 and M. Mitchell P# 6273 to respond and assist. 

Upon checking in at the SCAC Command Post Officers Hagberg, Mitchell and I were assigned to Force 

Protection Team #2 under the command of;Sgt C. diVapong 'P# 9338.Our missions this event consisted of:.. 
providing security for the CCFD Casualty Collect Point located in the intersection of LV BLVD and Tropicana. 
We also responded to reports of shots fired and casualties at various strip properties and evacuated patrons, 
and staff from the Rivea Restaurant located on the 65,h floor of the Delano Las Vegas. I used no force nor 
observed any officers on my team utilize force during the incident 

Date and Time of Report; 10/9/171445 Officer:. ^ ^ J. LANDERS ■ P#; 8073 

Approved By: _ SGT M. MARLOW ..^.. Officer: _'■ . ■' P# 

SENATORS; __' 

Pagel l^VMPD aft ^ Rev, 8/01) - WORD 2(»0 



DIVISION DIVISION OH 
REPORTING: PATROL OCCURRENCE: . PATROL 

DATE* TIME 
OCCURRED: 10/01/17 22QS, HRS 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: 3900 S LAS VEGAS BLVD. 

NARRATIVE; 

AT APPROXIMATELY 2210 HRS WHILE AT THE TRAFFIC SUBSTATION I HEARD THE RADIO TRAFFIC 
ON CCAC OF AN ACTIVE SHOOTER. IIMMEDIATLEY SWITCHED TO A CLEAR CHANNEL TO ASIGN 
MYSELF. I THEN RODE CODE 3 TO THE INTERSECTION OF RUSSELL RD AND LAS VEGAS BLVD. 
ONCE THERE I STARTED REDIRECTING TRAFFIC BACK WESTBOUND RUSSELL-SHORTLY AFTER 
ARRIVING ON SCENE A SGT. ROLLED UP AND STATED HIS WIFE WAS INSIDE MANDALAY BAY. 
MYSELF, 4 OTHER OFFICERS ALONG WITH THE SGT, THEN. RAN NORTHBOUND LAS VEAGS BLVD 
FROM RUSSELL INTO MANDALAY BAY, ONCE INSIDE WE LEARNED HIS WIFE WAS SAFE AT - 
ANOTHER LOCATION. WE THEN MADE OUR WAY TO THE ELEVATORS WHERE WE MET UP WiTH . 

'■ /SEOURlTyitvjySELF/iLONG-'WffiH another OFFtcgR'WERE.DlREGTEDBYTO AT 
THE ELEVATORS. I REMAINED THERE UNTIL SWAT MADE ENTERY TO THE SHOOTERS ROOM AND ■“ 
CLEARED REMAINING FLOORS. AFTER LEAVING MANOALAY BAY I WENT TO THE CP AT SCAC 
WHERE MY PARTNER AND 1 HELPED DIRECT TRAFFIC OFFICERS TO NEEDED POSTS. AFTER THAT . . 
WAS COMPLETED I TOOK A POST AT TROPICANA AND KOVAL UNTIL RELIEVED BY HENDERSON 
OFFICERS. ONCE RELIEVED I CHECKED INTO THE CP AND WENT HOME.: 

Date and Time of Report KVQB/171618 officer: ■ ~ J.BARKER ■ 1 80B5 

Approved By: , ■’ ■ : . Offioer. ' ' .' P«: 

SWNATuae: _._. 

lvmpd es fflQv.rroi j * wqro 2010 Pagel 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event #: 171001-3519 

Active Shooter 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION ■ ■ ' „ DIVISION.OF 
reporting:_Investfative. Services ,, occurrence: , Patrol 

date a time location of 
OCCURRED: 1.0/01/2017 ® 2209 Hours . OCCURRENCE: Route 91 Festivie 

NARRATIVE: 

in reference to the active shooter at the Route 91 Festival, i self-dispatched and responded to the local area hospital to, 
assist, when I learned of the shooting event and the victims* later in the day i responded to Headquarters to work the B 
roster, assisting with locating,victims at hospitals and the corners Office, 

Date end Time of Report: _ .10/01/2017® 1900 Hours Officer: , C,Hui . Ftt 8260 

Approved Bv: Officer: F#: 

Signature: . 

LVMPD 62 (Rov.&'OI) • WORD 2010 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#; 171001-3519 

. Bouts 91 Shooting , , , , 
' ™ ^ '^SUBJECT' W 7 T'"m ", 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING; __ COAC ; OCCURRENCE: CCAQ 

DATE & TIME ' ' . ' . LOCATION OF : 
OCCURRED; __ 10-01-17 /2^05, , , OCCURRENCE! ■ Mandalay Bay Hotel and Casino 

NARRATIVE: ■' 

On 10-01 -17,! Sgt Trayis McMuftry P# 8375, along with all pther members of Convention Center Area 
Commands CC13B squad were at home on our scheduled day off when the shooting at the Mandalay Bay 
started- Officer Thomas Engel P# 15270, was working overtime across town, when he heard the.radio traffic 
from the shooting. Officer Engel notified the other members of CC13B of the active shooter via text message. 
Officer Engel then called me and stated .'theft he was leaving his overtime to go help, and I agreed with his 
decision. ' 

1 then decided that even though the squad had not been called in, that 1 was also going in to see how I could 
help, 1 sent a text: message to my squad that I was going in to help and thatvanybody else that wanted to., 
respond to meet me atGCAC, arid that this was voluntary. The following officer’s volunteered to come in and 

Officer Thomas Engel P# 15270 
Officer Dennis Bee P# 15663 
Officer Dean Fore P# 15732 
Officer Andrew Howard P# 15765 
Officer Mo.ises Ibarra P# 15759,...... 
Officer Vihpent P# 1 
Officer Colin Snyder P# 15767 
Officer Blake Vernon P# 15609 
Officer Robert Winthrop P# 15775 

We grouped together at CCAC to grab gear and vehicles, and made our way to the staging area at SCAC, 
where we were given a strike team number and assigned to the Mandalay lower valet with SWAT officers. We 
spent multiple hours assisting SWAT officers in clearing hotel rooms in the Mandalay Bay floor by floor. Once 
this was completed we responded back to the staging area around 0500 hours and were reassigned to the 
command post at the crime scene to relieve officers who were Working as special events that night. We stayed 
at this location until relieved by day shift officers! 

Date and Time el. Report: r , 10*06^17/0600, Officer: Sgt Travis McMurtry . P#: 8375 

Approved Sir: Officer: P#; 

Signature; 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

TWr* 1 I 511 I 

Event#: 171001-3519 

. _ ROUTE 91 SHOOTING ' 1 
' , SUBJECT ^ 1, i 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
reporting: T purist Crimes, Division , ,. occurrence: OCAC _ 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF ' 
OCCURRED; _10/1/17,2008 hours , ; OCCURRENCE:. Mandalay Bay / Route 91 Festival 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10/1/17 at approximately 2206 hours, my squad, GC18, finished eating at Tropicana and Pecos. Just after 
getting to our cars, we heard a 415A call come out at the Route 9f festival We had no way of foreseeing the 
magnitude of the incident Based on the initial radio traffic, I assumed there were several people shot but 
could have never envisioned hundreds of injured. We responded coefe 3 and airived minutes into the shooting. 
We arrived oh Repo* just northeast of the Roman Catholic Shrine of the Most Holy Redeemer churchjocated 
at £53 E. Reno Ave, This church is just east of the Route 91 festival, My group consisted of; 

Det,. William Ghilarducci P#13797 
Deti Jason.Vallad:P#i.296i ^:.L7: I:;-' 
Sgt. David Rose (doing a ride along with my squad) 
And myself (Sgt. Chris Kennedy P#8377) call sign 648PD 

Det- Jerry Sulek, CC18, and Officer Jonathan Serrano P#14871, also arrived in the area and started providing 
protection for those fleeing as they moved towards the threat. 

As we drove westbound on Reno we were forced to stop near the church because there were So many people 
running northbound across Reno Ave, When Oet. Ghilarducci, Det. Vallad, Sgt, Rose and I arrived on. the east 
side of the church there was mass chaos; We heard the last voiley of gunfire, Multiple people reported to us 
that there were multiple shooters advancing towards the crowd. We urged everyone to keep running while we 
looked to engage any possible suspects, YVe continued to clear people out as we walked westbound through 
the church paring lot, After several minutes we shifted our focus to saying the injured; 

We corralled many of the injured on the east side of the church. There was approximately 4-5 GSW victims 
laying on the ground, 1 called for medical assistance. At this time, I had no idea how many people had been 
shot Naturally, I assumed there couldn't be more than 15-20 victims. Despite the fact I advised dispatch that 
my guys would provide cover for medical, I got no response, A few of my victims appeared to be losing 
significant amounts pf blood, Det. Ghilarducci, who has significant experience and military training relative to 
these situations was extremely; poised as he checked on all of the victims’ injuries. Two victims seemed to 
have more serious injuries: 

Date, and Time of Report: 10/9/17 1S00 hours Officer: C, Kennedy P#; ,8377 

Approved By: Officer: P#; 

Signature: 
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IAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event #: 171001-3519 

Que to the tact we couldn’t get medical to our location, ( made the decision to transport the most seriously 
injured victims via my work truck* vehicle 9934, a ChOvy Silverado.Detectives Vallad and Ghiiarducci, as well 
as Sgt, Dave Rose, provided cover for the injured while i retrieved my truck from off of Reno Ave, (t should he 
noted that during this time, we still had multiple people claiming that there multiple suspects While I retrieved 
my truck* Del Ghiiarducci was treating and assessing multiple victims, When l pulled up in my truck* I asked 
Pet, Ghiiarducci who needed a tourniquet. He calmly informed me that everyone who needed, a tourniquet 
already had. one on. A few of the GSW victims required first aid other than a .tourniquet bet, Ghiiarducci 
applied quick clot gauze to some of the bullet wounds on ^jjWMi was 
bleeding profusely as she was hit in multiple. spots.J^I 'anc^HHl were loaded in the truck, along with 
VHMKs sister4HMl and we left code 3 to UMCTrauma. 

l can't recall who was located Where in the truck, i know pet GhfiardUcicj sat in the back, the bed of the truck, 
with VMPfe continued to talk to her and tried to keep her calm despite the fact she appeared to be going 
into shock from blood loss. We arrived at UMC Trauma and unloaded our Victims, I spoke briefly tb Captain 
Plummer before we left back to CCAC. 

Back at the sdene, Det, Vallad and Sgt Rose continued to evacuate citizens. Pet Vallad spotted a mother and 
her three kids hiding in the south church parking .Jot near a vehicle, just east of the festival. He was able to run 

: to them and get them to .safety. Pet, Valiadiand .Sgt.,.Rose, continued to see others to safety before eventually , 
operating on several strike teams,; 1: r ' '■ 1' 

Pet Sulek and Officer Serrano also helped evacuate hundreds of citizens before operating as a strike team,, 
Det, Ghiiarducci and I responded back to the strip where we responded to multiple reports of shots fired at 
New York- New York, the Tropicana and the Paris, We continued to drive up and down the relatively vacant 
strip looking for any other possible shooters. 

We later, checked on^HandttlWand learned they were in surgery. I was able to contact them via 
Facebook in the following days. They expressed tremendous gratitude. They are both going to recover 
physically. t : ,7 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
EvsnUf: 171001-3510 

Mandalay Bay Active Shooter Repsonse_ ■" 
... ~^ ! ! ^ 

DIVISION 
REPORTING;_ Patroi/DT34 

DIVISION OP 
■ , OCCURRENCE: _, CCAC/DTAC 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED:__ October 1 st, 2017 @ 2213 hours ; 

LOCATION OF 
, , OCCURRENCE; Route ,S1\Harvest Festival 

NARRATIVE: 

On October 1st, 5017 at approximately 2213 hours, (Officer hi. Lefebvre P# 8383 was operating as marked 
patrol unit 383 received the MACTAC activation alert and responded to the designated rally point within the 
Downtown Area Command, Upon arrival I made contact with Sergeant Santos who wa$ gathering intelligence 
Of the incident. Due to the amount of people in Sergeant Santos control, Sergeant Santos directed me to take 
command of a 6 man element acting as a team leader. 

After staging on the corner of Mascjuite/Las: Vegas Btvd, I directed my team to conduct foot patrol in our tactical 
gear on Las Vegas Blvd, Fremont Street as. well as the adjacent streets off the Fremont experience. We did 
this site security and showed officer presence.uhtil 0730 hours,.: - .. .. r: '■ -v 

Date and Tima Qf Report; Qcfobet 7th, 2017 , . Officer; . N.Lefebvre p#; 8383 

Appmved By . i 11 i . ■ Officer: p#; 

Signature:_ 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
to rn evwtjfAUu Pa#*- . , Event #: 1710QV3519 

OmWm of **PB$fF* ™ ^ ' 

'■ __ Mandalay Bay-Active Shooter incident ,, . . 
.SUBJECT 

division division of 
reporting:_ Community .Policing Division OCCURRENCE; Tourist Safety Division . , 

date & time location of Routs 91, Fastfval/MGM.'village - 3901 S. 
OCCURRED; . 10/02/2017 @ 2208 hpur$ (approx.,) OCCURRENCE: Las Vegas Blvd. Las Vegas > NV 09109 

NARRATIVE: ■ 

Vehicle Used: LVMPD Marked Patrol SUV - #10646 
Area of Responsibility: university Medical Center - Trauma Unit 1300 W, Charleston Las Vegas, NV 89106 

On 10/02/2017, at approximately 2208 hours Sgt J, Starks and I were Conducting briefing at Bolden.Area 
Command when details of an active shooter at the Mandalay Bay were relayed to Lt> C. Hank. Having pur pre¬ 
determined assignments for such an incident allowed Sgt. Stark and Mb quickly assemble our officers and 
direct them to our areas of responsibility* Sgt Stark rallied his officers to head towards the incident in 
Convention Center While I directed my officers to take control of the intersections immediately accessible from 
the'University Medical Center’s Trauma Unit : 

initial reports indicated friend® and family had been taking it upon themselves to self-transport to, area . . 
hospitals. Our initial efforts were to control traffic arid the access points to Trauma and the Emergency Room 
entrance through coordination with Department of Public Safety (DPS) officers assigned to the facility. 

Sgt. J Houchen assumed the role, of Incident Commander for UMC while I took.the assignment of ensuring 
perimeter locations were sufficiently covered. During this time, additional calls for service were stilt being 
broadcast with details of shots fired at the Paris Hotel & Casino and a.possible Vehicle Born Incendiary Device 
(VBIED) located atthe Luxor Hotel. These reports caused supervisors to re-assess our priorities. In addition to 
ensuring victims were being routed to the correct destinations within the lability , a vetting process was 
established to ensure only victims and essential personnel (victims, medical staff, law enforcement,) had 
access to the main trauma entrance from Goldring. Other soft entrances to the facility wore identified and 
staffed With a combination of DPS, NLVPD and Clark County School Police! Visitors for previously admitted 
patients were turned away. Family who transported or accompanied wounded persons during the incident were 
taken to the UMC cafeteria by DPS to avoid overcrowding of the Trauma intake areas. 

At some point during the incident, a UMC employee emerged from the Trauma bay door to solicit medical 
supplies; namely tourniquets from patrol officers, to supplement an overwhelming need to triage those victims 
who could not be immediately taken info one of several active operating room®, 1 collected several department 
issued tourniquets from officers on scene and gave them to medical staff, BAG Patrol Investigations Detective 

Date and Time of Report: 10/08/2017 . Officer: Sgt. J. Baliejos . . P#; 8406 

Approved By: Officer: P#: 

SK5NATVR& 
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US VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event #: 171001-3519 

W, Sharp continued this effort to collect several more- At end of shift, I re-supplied officers from Bolden Swings 
and Graves with new tourniquets from the BAG armory. 

Media was staged at 3010 Goidring. However, very few took advantage of the location as the large media 
vehicles were not permitted to allow a free flow of traffic for law enforcement and medical operations to 
continue. Most news media set up on Tonopah and remote locations near Shadow Lane and Charleston Bivd. 

As the night progressed into morning, we continued to make contacts with key employees to vet delivery trucks 
bringing in Medical kits and patient food items, We were relieved by Dayshlft units and began our AB Roster 
protocols. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POUCE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event# 171001*3510 

Mandalay Bay Active Shooter 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING; CCAC 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE;, , , CC1.2 , 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED: . '■ 10-1-17/2215 . 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: 3950 S. Las Vegas BIvcL 

NARRATIVE: 

Wo just completed briefing at CCAC for the graveyard Shift. We were informed that there was an Active 
Shooter at the Mandalay Bay* I was in a rush to leave the station that I forgot to get my BWC, My routine is 
that I put my BWC on after briefing* ! put my rifle andtac vest on in the parking garage of GCAC. I drove 
myeelf and my trainee Officer Sumalpong. the following route, Swenson toHarom, Harmon to Paradise, and 
Paradise to Tropicana. Once on Tropicana driving westbound I was still able to hear the shots being fired. We 
continued west to Koval, where I turned south onto Koval- We then droye west on Reno and stopped just east 
of Haven St. We formed a strike team and walked behind my patrol car, using it as cover. At that time there 
were countless Victims running up to us ashing for help, where medical was staging,! and numerous people 
were, telling us that there, were shooters on the ground level; inside-Of. the fairgrounds in addition to the shooter 
on the 32^ floor. We made out approach using the patrol car ascoverand turned south onto Haven St We 
then continued south Where Haven St came to a dead end. We then broke the team into two separate teams. 

We utilized the bound and oyer Watch technique to cross through the parking lot. As we moved west we. 
continued to encounter more victims seeking shelter and help. We continued to direct them to the east on 
Reno. Once we made west to Giles St, we continued to bound and Over Watch until we made it on the fair 
grounds. We came in contact with off duty LVMPD.Sgt. Lehtinen was attempting to help 30-50 people out of 
the. fairgrounds, i advised Sgt. Lehtinen that we would, provide cover for him so that he could continue to. 
escort peopie out of the fairgrounds. After that we exited the fairgrounds due to me seeing more strike teams 
moving west, and there were reports of another active shooter at the Tropicana hotel. We: were preparing to 
run to thp Tropicana hotel and that is when it was determined that there was in fact no aptivb shooter at the 
Tropicana hotel. 

i then ran into Sgt. Porter and we formed a new strike team, We then heard the vice sergeant on the radio 
calling out shots fired and people running everywhere at th$ Paris hotel. We then ran to Sgt. Porter’s patrol car 
and drove to the Paris hotel and helped clear the hotel. Once the casino floor was deemed safe, we then 
respondedto the CCP at tropicana and LV BLVD, where they were requesting strike teams to come and 
assist with force protection teams. We were then renamed Force Protection 5. We then responded to the 
Paris, Bellagio, NYNY, Luxor and finally ending up at the Mandalay Bay. 

Dale and Time of Report; 10-7*17/ 0115 Officer: , . 0. King P#; . 8467 

Approved By: Officer; ' P# 

SfSWWJBEI ' 
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IAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#; 171001*3519 

Once at the Mandalay Bay, t was then tasked with helping SWAT clear the remaining floors of the main tower 
at the Mandalay Bay. From what I can remember it was 3-4 floors that l helped clear, and 1 cannot remember 
the exact floor numbers. 

From that point i responded to SCAC and awaited further assignment To reiterate, l did hot have my SWC 
activated during the entire event due to, me forgetting it at the station,, , 



IAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 

Mandalay Bay, Active Shooter 

Event#: 171001-3519 

SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING; 

DAT! 4 TIME 
OCCURRED: 

Homeland Security Division 

10/01/17 <§>22Q5hr$ 

DIVISiONOF, 
OCCURRENCE: 

, LOCATION Of 
OCCURRENCE; 

Tourist Safety Division 

3950 S. las Vegas Blvd. LV NV 

NARRATIVE: ■ 

At 2214 hours, the SWAT/CNT notification system was activated directing all personnel assigned to the 

teams to report to SCAC - Command Post (CP). My assignment that night was the secondary position of the 

Crisis Negotiation Team. Upon my arrival at SCAC, 1 reported to the CP with the rest of CNT. it was then 

determined we would need our own area to gather intelligence and not interfere with GP activities. At that 

point we moved to the TASS building located on the same property. 

As the secondary position within CNT, my roie would.be to back up the primary negotiator while he/she 

negotiates with the subject. Until that time; the secondary should assist with intelligence gathering. A$ we 

were not in contact with the suspect, I began helping with intelligence gathering. 

I interviewed who was one of the original PR’s to report the 415A. 

This was very early in the investigation and our goal was still to identify the shooter(s).^^^tated she went. 

to use the restroom at the porta-potty when she suddenly heard the music stop. Once it was quiet she could 

hear gun fire. She stated it came very quickly and Was repetitive. She informed me that she did not see where 

it was coming from or who was responsible for the shooting, ^jjpjstated if We needed any further we could 

call her at any time. 

After the identification of Paddock | began to search his social media for any connection to 

family/mends. I called his brother several times, who did not answer his phone. After Danie/s information 

was discovered I began to search her social media: While searching her Facebook page we could originally 

Date and Time of Report: 

Approved By: _' 

10/06/17 ^>1700hrs Officer:, 

Officer: 

P#; 

P#: 

Signature: 
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LAS VSOAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
' Event #: 171001-3519 

view her friends list- Roughly 30 minutes after first viewing her page, her friends list was no longer visible. At 

that time we knew she was still active on Facebook, but did not yet knpw she was out of the country, 

l assisted Negotiator Horiea with keeping updated information on the white board located in the 

command post. As we began to confirm information we documented it on the board for the negotiators to see. 

As information was proven unfounded, we would update Such on the board as well, ; 

Once Daniey‘s information was released to the media (began to assist dispatch with fielding caffs 

reference her whereabouts, I took several calls from PR’s who had information related to the case and the 

pertinent ones were updated in CAD with their call back information for detectives. 

The rest of my responsibilities were typical of intelligence gathering for Crisis Negotiations and included 

verifying phone numbers, license plates, addresses, etc, and pushing that information forward to the SWAT 

commander through the Team Leader, 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#; 171001 "3319 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: 171001-3519 

ROUTE 91 SHOOTING 
.SUBJECT .. 

DIVISION 
REPORTING; , , 

^ ■ DIVISION OF , , 
Trafic . OCCURRENCE: ■ , Convention Center , 

DATE & TIME LOCATION Op 
OCCURRED: 10/17201710:08 , , . OCCURRENCE: Mandalay Bay Events Center 

NARRATIVE: 

i Officer E Brown P#8539 was off-duty, unarmed, attending the Boute 91 Harvest Festival on October ts\ i had 
arrived later in the evening about 19:30. Luckily my friend decided hot to go last minute since it was a Sunday 
night; At the beginning of the shooting I was on the East side of the crowd in near the House of Blues, When 
the first burst of approximately 3Q rounds were fired I thought for sure they were fireworks and i did nothing. 
When the second burst of approximately 3d rounds started l still assumed they were fireworks. AsI moved 
West into the crowd to figure out who had fireworks a young lady took a headshot ih front of me. 

At this point I realized it was gunfire and ! began to move quickly to the West towards the shooting. 1 had 
worked the event Friday and I knew that several Officers were in the area; however, I didn’t recall any posts 
near the stage area so I was thinking I would be able to at least tackle the shooter. 

As I got to the center of the stage area I had what I believed to be asphalt fly up and it me. At this point i : 
realized the shots were coming from far away and high up. The crowd was in panic and 1 assisted about a 
dozen people over the steel pony, walls at the center of the venue. 

As this crowd in front of me seemed to thin out I noticed a group huddied/iying in the middle of Stage left {West 
side). Bounds were still being .fired and they were unprotected. One man was doing chest compressions on 
who I later learned was tfHHHHMltseemed obvious thatWWMMfrras deceased and { insisted that 
the group get to cover. I had to assist^BHIand VHBVnff the field as they were both suffering from 
gunshot injuries to the lower leg. I was able to get them to the bleachers on the West side of the venue. I left 
them for a short while to help puli more people from the field arid back to the bleachers where it seemed safe. 

Officers were now moving up and past us as they were looking for the threat I came back to the injured 
women and was able to wrap^|p|^||s leg with a towel and apply pressure with e belt, fpm had removed 
her shirt to clean the wound of her daughter,^0^ and they had applied a makeshift toumiguet while I was 
out looking to help others. Bounds were still being fired so I loaded into a wheelchair that was there by 
the bleachers and hobbled along with us towards the medical tent, 1 left them at the tent as it seemed 
like they were stable. 

Date and Time of Report; . 10/11/2017 08:00 _V Officer:.. m';.,.^ gipjtown,.; ' F#: 8539 

Approved By: .. .....;.. . ..; Officer: .1 . 1 ■. .■ ■ P#: 

SteHAtURfi: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#: 171001-3519 

I grabbed a wheelbarrow that was empty .and went back onto the field where I found a couple of guys near the 
same bleachers where we had just taken cover earlier; They Were trying to carry a younger male who had 
suffered a gunshot wound to the right side of his chest; We loaded him into the wheelchair, took him past the 
medical tent and put him into a car along with another injured male. It seemed like the gunfire had slowed or 
stopped at this point. I took another trip onto the field and searched the stage left area for anyone with a pulse 
and couldn't find anyone still alive. The Officers at this point were directing us to leave as it was a crime scene. 

l. headed back to the Medical Tent whereflHHV andfpMB/vere being treated a veterinarian, They both had 
IV's in at this point but no supplies to help them J loaded them onto a golfcart and we drove to the Motel 6 at 
Tropicana and Koval and found them space on an ambulance. 

I returned the golf cart to the sidewalk near the medical tent and came into contact with Sgt t tehtinen and his 
girlfriend. They had been assisting people as well and it seemed like everything was now stagnant and we 
were nd longer needed. 1 convinced them to go with me since i was parked on the East side of the Tropicana 
and, they were in the Luxor which we were being told was on lock dbwh. As we got to the Tropicana people 
were telling us there WaS an active shooter.in the Tropicana; however, we made it to my truck and headed 
home. I sent a text to my Sergeant and Lieutenant to tell them that i was there, summarized my involvement, 
and that 1 was home safely. I reported for.A/B roster at 06;OQ. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POUCE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT; HOMICIDE 
Event#: 171001-3519 

Active shooter at Mandalay Bay 

SUBJECT 

Division Reporting: 
_ NE34 
Date & Time Occurred: 

1tM>M72300 

Division of Occurrence: 
' ■' ■ ■"■ CCAC ■ 

Location of Occurrence: 
. Mandalay Ba’ 

Around 22X5 hours on Sunday ZQ+QM? while of home on an offday (was. made aware by a fellow co-worker of an incident 
at Mandalay Bay where multiple people were shot including ah Officer. As news reports camelnand the reponsof 
casualties kept increasing* i and several of my squad mates from NB4 decided to seif-deploy to NBACto see if we could 
assist in any way possible. 

Once at NEACf sgt T. Fletcher contacted dispatch and was informed that we could report to the command past atSCAC 
Around 2330 hours we arrived and informed we would perform a raving patrdf ofLV Blvd as call sign Strike team 3?A> Three 
other Officers and / conducted roving, patroifrom Sahara to flamingo. Same time later we were told to cover Harmon to 
Sahara, The,other Officers and i performed roving patrol until approximately 0700 hours, At time we reported bock to the 
command post where we were relieved of our duties by the on-coming shift. Around 0730 hours we were told to return to 

Date of Report: Officer #1: P#: Officer® 
10-06-17 I . J, Godfrey 3555 j , , 

Approved By: (Signature) Officer Signature: 

F#; 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#; 171001*3519 

Route 91 - Active Shooter 
Subject 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: ISO 

DIVISION,of 
OCCURRENCE; , Gang / Vice Bureau 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED; 1,0/01/2017 2224 hours 

LOCATION OF , 
, OCCURRENCE; 

3901 South Las Vegas Blvd, 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89119 

NARRATIVE ' ■ , . , 

On October 1* 2017 at approximately 2224 bourse I Detective R. Leung F# 3556 whs notified by My Sergeant 
C. Peek P#5t12 of an active shooter at the Route 91 Harvest Festival. I immediately turned bn my department 
issued radio and began monitoring. Shortly thereafter I gathered my belongings in anticipation of responding 
to the incident. Sergeant Feckcalied and delegated duties for me to contact the entire vice unit for response! 
as he was already on scene, After arrival our squad was assigned "strike team 44," assigned to monitor the 
Wynn; and Encore properties. 

Dale and Time of Report; 10/09/17 1930 hours . Offioer: : ft, Leung , , ' ' P#i 3556 

Approved By; .. " ■ Officer: : Ffl: 

SIGNATURE:____1 ' 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event #: 171001-3519 

Active Shooter at Mandalay Bay 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: . Patrol 

SUBJECT 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: Patrol 

DATE A TIME 
OCCURRED: 10-1-*17 at 2200 hours 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: 

Mandalay Bay 3950. S, Las Vegas,Blvd. 
. Las Vegas, NV. 89119 , 

NARRATIVE: 

REPORTING OFFICER: Sergeant Phillip Mortimer F# 8572 
South Central Area Command 
Community Oriented Policing 
Squad 25 

INVOLVED OFFICERS: Sergeant Phillip Mortimer P# 8572 (SC25) 
Qfficer Walter. Tlockowski.P# 5858 (SC25) ... 

Officer Daniel Blount P# 8287 (SC25) 

DETAILS: 

On October Is*, 2017,1, Sergeant Mortimer P# 8572 was on my regular day off (RDO).along with the rest of my 
squad. Shortly after the active shooter event was.underway, I learned of the details and began listening to the 
radio traffic. I was able to determine that based on what 1 was hearing that there were multiple casualties and 
atthattime believed we had multiple shooters dn Las Vegas Boulevard. I called Officers Tiockowski, Fajardo 
and Blount who work for me. I told them that based on what was happening on Las Vegas Boulevard that I 
was going to respond to South Central Area Command and take action. I told my officers that they did not 
have to go, but if they did, to meet me at South Central Area Command, 

Without any hesitation, Tiockowski, Fajardo and Blount met me at South Central Area Command. We put on 
uniforms and i checked us in with the Command post in front of South Central Area Command, After checking 
in, the command post was notified that Caesar's Palace had an active shooter inside, l immediately requested 
that my squad handle that threat We were assigned as a strike team and drove code 3 to Caesar's Palace. 

Upon arrival at Caesars Palace, I made contact with a security guard who advised me that there was not a 
shooting at their property. I advised the Command post that there was not a shooting at Caesar's Palace. T, 
then received orders to maintain security at Caesar's Palace- 

Date,&hd Time of Report: 10-11-17 1110 hours , Officer: Sot: P. Mortimer F$: 8572 

Approved By: Lt; L. Desimone P# 4713, Officer: P#: 

Signature: , 
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CONTINUATION 
Event#; 171QQV3S19 

I then received a team of officers {7 officers including one Sergeant) from Henderson Police Department to 
assist me, I broke down our officers into teams. Each team was responsible for securing their respective area 
making sure there Were no hidden threats and then stay in their respective area. 1 called the surveillance room 
and spoke directly to a security officer watching the cameras. I advised him to radio into security anything may 
look the slightest bit suspicious. 1 assigned an officer to partner with the security guard with us out front so we 
could get real-time information should .surveillance see anything concerning, l also assigned one officer to 
listen to Convention Center Area Command’s radio channel white! stayed on South Central. 

I then requested that a security guard show me every vantage point around Our area that a threat might be 
able to use. The security officer showed me roof tops, bridges and other areas Where a possible ambush 
could take place from, ( then asked security to remove their coats and place them oyer the large spotlights that 
shine up from their landscaping to prevent my offlcersfrom beingilluminated, Knowing that this mission could 
lastfor a very Jong time, I had security bring water, phone chargers, power strips and an EMT to our location. I 
also requested that a plan be made for food should this event last very long, 

1 made contact with an EMT and had her set up in area just inside the doors around a corner, behind cover, 
and made her aware that she needed to be ready to treat possible gun-shot victims. The EMT set up an area 
for herself to work and I advised her to stay there and away, from any exterior glass doors. 

I set up another location where we would bring a victim, witness or suspect should we have any. From this 
location we could triage appropriately and take the necessary life-saving or enforcement action. 

I briefed all of my officers, Henderson officers, the EMT and security as to what our mission was. Everyone, 
responded bravely and worked together seamlessly. As stressful as the situation was, the cooperation from 
everyone made our mission a success. 

After protecting Caesar's Palace for hours, I was advised to take my squad to the crimescend and leave 
Henderson Police at Caesar’s Palace, We drove to the crime scene and learned that.day-shift relief would be 
coming soon and not to take an official position on the crime scene. My squad returned the command post at 
South Central Area Command and checked out We then returned to A/B foster. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event#: LW7100100^519 

Active Shooter 
SUBJECT 

D,V,8,0N OfVISIQNOF 
REPORTING: SEAC 8839 OCCURRENCE; ■ ■ ■ ■, . CCAC . 1 / ■ 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF ' 
OCCURRED;_104-2017 OCCURRENCE; 8950 $ Us Veges Siyd Las vagas. Nevada 

NABRATIV.E; 

FViOn 10-1-20171 Officer R, Angulo Jr, P#8711 working, as PD201 assigned to $8AG 39 patrol investigations, 
was conducting a follow up in the area of Lake Mead & Boulder Hwy in reference to a domestic battery 
suspect; Around 2208 hours a radio broadcast was made in reference to an active shooter at the Route 91 
music festival across the street from the Mandalay Bay Hotel & Casino; I immediately contacted another 
Detective on my squad to see what our plan of action would be due to the report of multiple shooters and 
volume of the event I contacted Det. J Campbell P#13150 who advised me he was with Deb R; Halasi P#8793 
enrbute to the CP located at SC AC. pet Halasi is part of the CNT and had to report for Ns duties with the 
Crisis Negotiator Team. 

1 responded to the CP located at SCAC and met vyith Det. Campbell, there was multiple reports of additional 
active shooters and casualties in and around the event so we made the determination to move toward the 
event to aid in response to the calls. While driving to the.scene there was a report of a suspicious white male 
adult who had exited an RV parked east of the Motel 6 located at 195 E. Tropicana. Dispatch reported that the 
male was dressed in camouflage clothing and had a duffel bag with him. 

Wb made our way to the east side of the Motel 6 to assist in locating the subject Mpbn arriving there was a 
hasty casualty collection point established by a CCFD fire engine, They were parked on an access road just 
east of the north bound lanes of Koval lane on the executive airport parking lot; The. 4 man crew Was assessing 
patients and appeared to be overran with patients. There was approximately 15*20 patients the crew was 
assessing and there was no Fire rescues or ambulances In the area, 1 advised Det Campbell I was going to 
help with assessing patients due to the fact that I carry a first aid/trauma bag and have an EMT basic 
certification. 

I asked the Fire Captain what l could do to assist and he advised me he had critical patients and no transports. 
My Work vehicle is a quad cab Ford F4&0 pickup truck, 1 advised the Captain 1 would be able to transport 
whatever patients needed to go immediately,! was able to load 3 wounded civilians in the bed and laid another 
female patient across the back seat. Before leaving 1 advised the Captain 1 had room for one more patient and 
a male with Ns clothing;cut off carrying an IV was loaded into my passenger seat, [immediately advised Det, 
Campbell l would be transporting critical patients to Sunrise Trauma; which is the closest trauma center to the 
scene, Det, Campbell stated he would be assisting with the suspicious male at the Motel 6; 

Data and Timeof Report; 10-17-20172200 Officer; , R. Angulo Jr. - '. : F#; 8711 

Approved By: ' 'Officer: ' ' ' , _ . F#: : t ' 
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CONTINUATION 
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i drove east on Tropicana to Maryland Parkway, while driving North to Sunrise I switched my radio to SEAC 
channel to advise dispatch that we would need additional units to assist at the hospital to record names of 
incoming patients and keep unnecessary traffic out of the trauma bay, 1 was able to unload all 5 patients and 1 
found a 6th person, white female adult hiding in the back seat of my truck, f advised her 1 needed.to leave to 
link back up with my squad and she stayed at Sunrise. 

While driving back I made contact with Dei Campbell who was walking to thb Trbpicana Hotel, There was 
multiple reports of an active shooter in the Tropicana^ ( picked him up and we met with pet A, Gallegos 
P#60Q1 who is also assigned to our squad. We met him in the valet of the Tropicana. There we were trying to 
confirm reports of the active shooter when we heard 705V come over the radio and report an active shooter in 
the Paris Hotel and Casino, Detectives Campbell, Gallegos and i ail drove together in my department truck to 
the Paris to assist with clearing the Property,. 

Upon arrival we pulled into the valet area to assist 705V who advised there was shots going off in the Paris, 
We pulled in behind a marked vehicle from the HSST. Officer Ricardo Lara.P#8269 exited the driver’s seat and 
we made the determination to form a strike team toenterthe property with other officers. Detectives Campbell 
and Gallegos stated they were going to find a security guard and attempt to get to the surveillance room to 
receive up to date information and relay their findings over the radio. 

We. made entry and found a Vice squad standing in the middle of the gaming floor. Due to the report of the 
705V, 1 yelled to them we would be clearing to the east of the interior toward the restaurants and shops. 

While clearing the property there was an overabundance of civilians walking, throughout the property and due 
to the multiple radio calls of active shooters on the Las Vegas Strip 1 asked a Paris security guard to find a 
room where we could keep the crowd of civilians in while we finished clearing the property. Detective O, Deeds 
P#14750 and I walked the crowd of about 50 -75 civilians into a conference room .Where I advised them of the 
situation and that they would need to shelter in place with security. I advised the security guard to not let them 
leave until the property was cleared by the-police. 

We then left the conference area to continue to search the property, i was finally advised that there was no 
active shooter in the property and 1 left the property to meet tip with Detectives Campbell and Gallegos who 
had formed an over watch position on the second floor outdoor bar at the Paris, There we continued to monitor 
radio traffic and checked surrounding properties with binoculars for anything suspicious. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#; 171001-3519 

Mandalay Bay Shooting 
SUBJECT. 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING: OCCURRENCE: 

DATE & TIME , 
OCCURRED: 10-01-17 @2200, hours 

LOCATION OF , 
OCCURRENCE: : Mandalay Bay Casino 

NARRATIVE: 

fm Sergeant Findley and i currently work in the gang unit and supervise GC 50 squad. Our shift is 1500 - 
0100 hours, swing shift (S,M,T) off. 
On 10-01-17 at approximately 2214 hours, I was at home and received the first text message from one of my 
officers stating that there was an active shooter at the Mandalay Bay. The following text massages I received 
were that the suspect was shooting from an elevated position with an automatic rifle, shooting into a crowd 
attending the Route 91 festival, multiple casualties, and officers were hit. My unit is on a group text message 
and we were receiving all of this information, 1 decided that whoever could come into Work and dress out 
needed to do so. My officers that were available and responded were myself, Officer Amanda Frey P# 91.1.3, 
Officer Sandon Sowers R# 15002, Officer JosephSaipong-P# 1506i, Officer Justin Spurling P# 13647, and 
Officer Anthony Salgado P# 14918, Once everyone was dressed out and ready, we left HQ and responded to 
the command post located at SCAC front parking lot. The entire process to do this was less than an hour upon 
first text message and arriving at the command post. Once at the command post my unit was assigned to be 
Strike Tearn 16 and to respond to the Mirage Casino to. provide site security. While at the. Mirage Casino we 
handled several calls, one which was an alleged shooter call located on the 7th floor of the parking garage, (the 
call was unfounded). We stayed on post until 9 am until we were relieved by dayshift units. 

Date and Qf Report; 10-05-17 ,1700 Officer: Spt Garth Findley . p#: 

Approved By; __ ■ ■_ Officer: ■ . p#; 

SIGNATURE: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POUCE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#; 171001-3519 

Maodaly Bay Active Shooter_ _" 
iuiilcT^ 1 v ^ ! r'.■ 

Division DIViStONOF 
South Central Area Commpnd/M4 REPORTING; TmffiC/TR*3£ OCCURRENCE: 

DATES TIME 
10*01*17/2208 

LOCATION OF 
Mandaly Bay Hotel Casino OCCURRED: , OCCURRENCE: 

NARRATIVE; 

On 10*01*17 at approximately 2208 LVMPD dispatch received humorous and overwhelming calls via radio and 
landlines reference an active shooter firing into the Route 91 Festival event op the Las Vegas strip just to the 
north and east of the Mandalay Bay Hotel Casino, l Officer J. Jackson P#8727 was acting Sgt under call sign 
740TA, f was approving accident reports at the Traffic Bureau when I heard the radio traffic in reference to the 
active shooter* Due to the nature and scope of the event, ( Knew that MAC/TAC squads would he soon 
activated. Also due the reports of, an active shooter firing from an unknown elevated position and an unknown 
number of assailants, I knew that rushing into the line of fire would be catastrophic for anyone either police, 
fire, rescue or civilians, deploying to the area. Due to thefact that i was. at theTraffic Bureau at Decatuf/Busselt 
area and close proximity to the shooting location and access to Russell Rd and the M5,1 self-dispatched 
myself to block traffic accessing a direct route to the active .shooting area. Unfortunately 1 had numerous upset 
citizens that I prevented their access to the shooting area,. Upon shutting down the T15 northbound access 
road (collector distributor road) to Russell Rd, Frank Sinatra and las Vegas Blvd with line of site to the 
Mandalay Bay, I prevented civilians from entering an active shooting zone, crime scene and allowed 
responding Metro, NHP, North Las Vegas, Henderson, ATF, FBI, Homeland Security, EMS and other first 
responders access to the staging area and initial command post at South Central Area Command at Las 
Vegas Blvd and Russell. Upon completing the shutdown of the route to the strip, I then directed the other 
members of Traffic Squad TR-32 to take up additional staging posts to allow ingress and egress of emergency 
vehicles to and from the casualty collection points within the scene of the active shooter. Finally after Nevada 
Highway Patrol Troopers and Nevada Department of Transportation (NDOT) personnel were able to 
successfully divert traffic, set up barriers and contain a massive outer perimeter, TR-32 was able to deploy to 
inner perimeter spots to help preserve the massive crime scene. Upon being relieved by Henderson units at 
approximately 0700 hours at inner perimeter spots, TR-32 checked out at the SC AC Command Post and 
secured at approximately 0730 hours. 

Date and Time of Report: w 10-07-17/1530 Officer: J, Jackson F#; 8727 

Approved Bv; R. Wiodins P# 9192 Officer: F#: 

Signature: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: 171001-3519 

Route-91 active shooter response 
SUBJECT 

division DIVISION OF 
REPORTING; Patrol OCCURRENCE; „ OCAC 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
occurred;_ 10/01/2017 2205 occurrence; : Mandalay Bay Las, Vega$> NV. 

NARRATIVE; 

On 10/1/17, the following Homeland Security Saturation Team (MSST) Officers responded to the active shooter 
event that occurred at the Mandalay Bay: Officers m; Gass P#13643, C. Leavitt P#8737, S. Greene P#8918, 
G. Young P#15462, D. Garmendia P#14208. 

The above Officers including the rest of HSST Were on a RDO’s when this event occurred, many of which had 
family and friends attending the Route 91 concert- When initial reports gun fire occurred many, of those friends 
and family present contacted those Officers in panic, HSST was given permission by the. Sergeants to activate 
and. report to Headquarters as soon as possible. UpPn arriving at headquarters there; had been additional■; 
reports of gunfire at several locations, which we later found to be false, Officers rapidly deployed to the several 
locations to stop any additional incidents* Once we found those locations safe We reported to the staging area 
where the above Officers received further assignments, being designated as strike team 45. 

Officers were briefed by SWAT at the Mandalay Bay valet and designated as a Rescue Protection Team 
(Rescue 2) tasked with, clearing several hotel.room floors while searching for any persons injured and , 
additionally anything else suspicious or could have been related to the previous active shooter. Rescue 2 was 
assigned with fire rescue medics, Rescue 2 was assigned hotel levels 11 and 34. Officers knocked ori each 
and every hotel room checking, on guests; Once Rescue 2 concluded their assignments the team was broken 
down and the above Officers returned to the staging area for further assignments. All of the above Officers are 
rifle certified and deployed their rifles during this event, with the exception of officer C, Ypung. 

The remaining HSST Officers were assigned to cordon off ah area of Tropicanaand Las Vegas Blvd. There 
was a casualty laying on the street. The area was to be cordoned off until the Coroner could arrive and process 
the body. While the coroner arrived and processed the body HSSf held up white blankets blocking all views 
from the media and public on pedestrian bridges. 

Date and Time ol Report: _10/12/2QT7 l4l 2hrs , Officer; C. Leavitt ?*; B737 

Approved By: ' _M' , Officer; t>, Garmendia F#: 14208 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event* 171001-351$ 

Mandalay Bay Active Shooter _' 

SUBJECT 

DIVISION , DIVISION OP 
reporting: Tourist Safety Division / DTAC / 0132 , occurrence:, , Tourist Safety Division/,CCAC , 

DATE & TIME t ', LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: 10/01/3017 22Q0 Hours , occurrence: , Mandalay Bay / Route 91 Festival , 

NARRATIVE: ■ 

Pre Deployment: 

On 10-01-2017, i was operating in a marked patrol supervisor capacity in Downtown Area Command as 791. 

At approximately 2200 hours our dispatcher broadcast reports of On active shooter at a concert near the 
Mdndalay Bay in Convention Center area command, l was busy bn the phpne in ptAC’s parking lot clarifying 
the details of a call for 3G7WC when I first hear the broadcast. 

After hearing the broadcast I immediately changed the radio to CCAG and heard the chaotic radio traffic from 
officers, I also heard automatic gun fire through the radio when officers would key their microphones. I hung 

: up the phone, and ran into briefing to alert Sgt J: Santos and graveyard officers fn briefing- that an. active. ; : , 
shooter was working and they needed to hit the streets immediately. 

Deployment:, 
From there l broadcast Over DTAC channel to have all units meet at the rally point to regroup to deploy as 
squads. As per our protocol at DTAC being in the Tourist Safety Division I advised officers oyer the air to stay 
in DTAC and not self-deploy to the Mandalay Bay, fearing that with over convergence we would leave the 

thousands of tourists in DTAC exposed. Shortly after broadcasting to have units deploy to the. rally point they 
immediately started arriving. Without hesitation officers from DT32 and DT34 began dawning their MACTAG : 
gear and preparing their rifles and shotguns for deployment. 

Listening to the radio traffic and Sensing how rapidly the scene was deteriorating 1 opted not to waste time 
calling a dispatch supervisor: I advised Sgt. D, Mason that my squad (DT32) would take the Stratosphere 

since I only had six officers, Sgt, Mason (DT34} had a squad of FTO’s and trainees, so ( suggested he take 
the Frempnt Street Experience, I then advised a bike officer via cell phono who had called me that they were 
going to stay at the FSE where they were and be under Sgt, Mason’s direction. 

After making the hasty plan of where we would secure 0T32 began caravanning code 3 to the Stratosphere, 
Upon arrival I had my units set up on the three main entrances. Officers L, Vincent and J. Sandoval on the 
main entrance/vaiet off Of Bob Stupak/LV Boulevard, Officer Vincent hada rifle with optic deployed and 
Sandoval a personal shotgun. Officers M. Elgaard and R, Cuevas were on the north entrance near 

Philadelphia and Main Street, Both were armed with shotguns, Eigaard's being personally owned. Officers R, 

Date and Time of Report: 1Q/Q7/2Q17 2039 Hours Officer: Eb8riirt& J; (Sgp , ,'p#: 974$ 
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Starks, R, Licerio and R. Santini (DTI4), were In the center of the property near the entrance fay the parking 
garage. Officers were armed with Shotguns and handguns. Officer Starks and licerio were both at jail when 
the incident initially occurred and had to (ink up with Officer Santini when they were finished; 

I finked up with security and had a security guard ppst with officers to Keep communication with the inside of 
the casino, A Taxi Cab Authority officer who was doing enforcement in the area saw we were in our MACTAC 
gear and stayed with me until 0300 hours so I would have a unit with me. l was also posted up in the Valet off 
of Bob Stupak, but on the west side of valet. 

I immediately advised Stratosphere security of the incident at Mandalay Bay and they began calling in 
additional resources, Stratosphere’s bike security guards are armed with handguns and Were the guards that 
posted up with officers outside* I suggested to Stratosphere security supervisors that they should begin 
preparing the possibility of clearing Out the tower. 

In the event that an active shooter situation occurred inside the Stratosphere I assigned each team of officers 
what call sign to utilize to minimise confusion of having multiple call signs oh the radio. 

Stratosphere Deployment: 
Shortly after arriving and setting up positions, four female who were at the event, were dropped off at the valet 
in a truok. They advised me that they were okay, but witnessed severalpeopie shot all around them. 1. . 
directed the females of Officer Vincent to take down their information as they were from out of town. 

During the event an Asian, female driving a black VW Jetta pulled into the valet and threw a box wrapped in a 
bag in front.of. Officer Vincent and Sandoval's SUV. The female didn’t say anything to the officers prior to, or 
after discarding the package and began to drive away through valet towards me. Officer Vincent gave very 
calm and concise radio traffic of what had occurred to me. I immediately ran towards the car and pointed my 
rifle at the female, which caused her to stop. Officers Vincent and Sandoval then ordered the female out of 
the car, who at the time had a smile on her face. Officer Sandoval immediately began to question her after he. 
patted her: down as to what she threw in front of their car. As we were dealing with her Stratosphere had a K9 
unit check the package. The contents of the package was determined by the.K9 unit to be a box of doughnuts. 
The female stated felt bad about the incident and wanted to do something nice for officers, 1 thanked her for 
the kind gesture and told her not to do that to any more units, because she could’ve been shot. Officer© 
Sandoval and Vincent showed great restraint and poise during this. They could have easily mistaken this 
female as a threat, do the broadcast on OCAC channel of the shooter having an Asian female accomplice- 
They used sound tactics and verbal commands to deescaiate. what could have resulted in a catastrophic use of 
force on a citizen who chose the wrong time arid place to do something kind for us. Officer Vincent took dbwn 
the female’s information and the license plate of the VW Jetta was logged 

Several hours into the event DTAG PD units manned the interior of the Stratosphere; Previous to this they 
were roving security around the area of the stratosphere and Lucky Dragon casinoT 

Later in the event a subject from the 19th floor of the Stratosphere called out five shots that they heard outside 
the stratosphere. All units to include myself immediately advised that no shots were heard outside the 
Stratosphere. Security quickly confirmed that none were fired inside the building as well. This information was 
quickly relayed to DTAG dispatcher and 210IC, 

Units stayed on post at the stratosphere untit relieved at 0800 hours. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event #: 171QQ1 "3319 

Post incident; 
Ultimately DT32 reacted swiftly and tactically to our area for our initial response. From the multiple calls 
through CCAC channel we were certain that as the reports of active shooters kept coming in farther north up 
the strip at hotel properties, that we would encounter a threat. This never happened. We did exactly what we 
were trained to do as a squad during this horrific event; but will always wish We CouidVe done more. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: LLV171G010G3519 

Route 91 Active Shooter , 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
reporting; . _Special Events . ■ ■ ■, occurrence! CCAC 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED;_, 10/01/17 2200 hours OCCURRENCE; - ■ Route ft 1 Festival Grounds , 

NARRATIVE; 

On 10/1/20171 Officer G, Smith P#8758 was operating as Special Events Unit 765E assigned to Sgt Van Nest 
(765SE) at the Route 91 Harvest Festival- i was stationed at the Main Gate/Bag and Wristband check. At 
approximately 2200 hours I heard 4-5 cracks which I thought to be fireworks initially. Approximately 2t3 
minutes later event security came running out to the main gate area yelling “PEOPLE ARE SHOt, SOMEONE 
ISSHOOTING”! At that time a long burst of gun fire came from the area of Mandalay Bay Hotel I 
immediately took off running west towards Las Vegas BJvd jumping. overa short block wall then I ran south on 
Las Vegas Rivd. i entered an opening at Gate 2B whore I ran south behind the cinder block wall where I could 
hear bullets whizzing over my head and hitting the ground. As I was running there were multiple civilians just 
standing, around confused.and lost as well as walking like .it was hp. big deal As 1.was. running.: 1 was pushing 
people down behind the wall and telling them “STAY DOWN, YOU WILL BE SAFE. WAIT FOR AN OFFICER 
TO COME GET YOU AND FOLLOW THEIR DIRECTIONS", I was also yelling at civilians, in the VIP area who 
were standing around, looking to "GET OUT, GET DOWN. THERE ARE GUN SHOTS”! 1 arrived down at the 
comer of Las Vegas Blvd/Mandalay.Bay Rd where I met up with other officers, Sgt Stuart Richmond (720) 
where we were pinned down behind the block wall with several civilians. While behind the block wall myself 
and a couple other officers were talking to the civilians keeping them calm and reassuring them that they wit) 
be ok as bullets were whizing by ail of our heads and where we could hear rounds hitting the ground behind 
us. Once there.was no.shooting we started.to move the civilians out of the ardain a safe and quick manner 
passing them off to other officers by the main gate: 

Once the civilians were out of the area Sgt Richmond (^20) and Sgt Bauman (790) put together two strike 
teams consisting of 7 officers each, j was with Sgt Richmond1© strike team where I was placed as a team 
leader. A plan was made to conduct bounding oyer watch across Las Vegas Blvd, over a rod iron fence into 
Luxor Parking lot, then across Mandalay; Bay Rd where we made our way up towards the front Valet of 
Mandalay Bay. Both teams radioed to dispatch that both teams were going to enter Mandalay Bay Casino 
Floor, Once we entered the casino floor Sgt Richmond had our strike team go right through the casino where 
we slowly cleared restrooms, bars, stores and restaurants, During bur clearing of the casino We located 
approximately 15-20 civilian© who were still hiding. After conducting a quick pat down of them we quickly 
escorted them to the Michael Jackson Theater where officers were Keeping others safe until they could be 
evacuated* After, SWAT and Medical arrived and the scene became static our strike team was redirected to 

bate and Time of Report; IQ/17/171500 Officer: George Smitty P#; 8758 
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go to SCAC to await further. While at SCAC our strike team was requested to go back to the Special Events 

CP at the Church located at Reno/Giles where we were released to go home* 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event U: 171001-3519 

Active Shooter # Routs 9.1 
7 SUBJECT " 

division division op 
reporting: Support Operations Bureau Occurrence^ ccac 

date & time location OF Route 91 Concert 
OCCURRED: 10/01/2017 @2008 hours ' OCCURRENCE: 3901 &.Us,Vegas Blyd Las Vegas Ny 

NARRATIVE: , 

1, Officer M. Kraut p#93l31 along with Officer Andrew Krnjeu P#933B both operating as 181SE on Sunday, 
October Is1,2017 was working the special event of Route 91 concert, at the MGM Village Lot, which was 
located at 3901 S. Las Vegas Blvd. Officer Kmjeuand I were assigned to an interior post, located oh the grass 
area on the wpst side of the stage near the VIP/Neon lounge bleachers. Our duties for the event were to rove 
the assigned area* handle any police matters and to remain visible while interacting with the crowd. 

Prior to the last concert, with Jason Aldean, Officer Krnjeu and I were staged towards the rear northwest corner 
of the grass area, directly in front pf the.suite 1 and 2. The suites, are directly next to.the. yiP/Neoh.lounge 
bleachers. As the concert started around 2145 hours, people started to fill in the entire grass area, so our plan 
was to remain here for the duration of the concert, . 

At approximately 2207 hours, Officer Krnjeu and I heard a short burst of three to four possible gun shots 
coming from a distance near Mandalay Bay. Immediately, upon hearing these shots both Officer Krnjeu and I 
looked up to see if there were fireworks and then looked at one another saying "are those gun shots?” We 
decided to open the gate near the VIP and suite intersect and started walking south along the front of the VIP 
bleachers. Near half way through the bleachers we both heard another short burst of. three to four gun shots.. 
Both of us drew our firearms and. begin running towards the stage in order to get to the-street out of gate 
number 1,as we thought the shooting was coming from the street. Within & few seconds after the small burst 
of shots we could hear gun fire erupting and with what appeared to be automatic fire all around us. The firing 
sounded like it was coming from the Las Vegas Boulevard and with multiple shooters on the street. As Officer 
Krnjeu and i rounded the corner to go on the side of the coach buses for the singers, we started to walk ; 
towards the street from gate I in order to handle the threat. We spread out between the buses about 20 feet 
apart and started to walking along the buses with our firearms drawn in order to take the threat out when and if 
needed. 

For the Route 91 concert all officers were op Event 5 and did not have A dispatcher, only a CP on Site* This 
being an issue and me think CCAC doesn't know this was happening, I called back my partner and we took 
cover behind a coach bus in order to switch the radio. Kmjey covered me while I grabbed my pack set and 
switched over to CCAC, while he continued to stay on Event 5 radio channel. After doing this, an officer came 

Date and Time of Report: ion 0/2017 1030 hours Officer; . Meghan Kraut • P#; 9313 
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on the radio and said "it's coming high/' in regards to the shooting* At that point i was thinking only a couple 
floors up, so we wanted to try and get close enough to the street to see if we could see where the shooting was 
coming from. The fence around the arena had a green mesh screen on it, so we were trying to get as close to 
the fence as possible to look out-1 yelled to Krnjeu that We needed to "kill the lights so we could get closer." 
We then started to unplug lights and tip over anything that was illuminating or silhouetting us, in order to get 
closer without being seen. While we were attempting to get down all the lights around the coach buses Officer 
Hutchason, our CP, got on the radio and said "the shooting is coming high from Mandalay Bay take cover/1 

Upon hearing this radio traffic we immediately took cover behind the last two singer's buses (the red and white 
bus closest to the stage) in order to shield ourselves from the rounds. I took my coyer stance at the arid of the 
redbue, on the north side and pfflcer Krnjeu took his cover stance at the south side of the bus. Since I was 
closest to the stage opening l made contact with several security guards who in turn went back and got any 
bystanders from underneath the Vl£ bleachers and the stage where they were hiding; When the bystanders 
made their way to me I had them hide and take cover between the coach buses and stay low to the ground; 
Eventually we ended up with approximately 100 people between the buses hiding arid taking cover; While they 
were hiding both Officer Krnjeu and i stayed On each side of the bus in order to control the bystanders from 
leaving the cover of the bus* Several people wanted to leave, some even tried to pass myself arid head to the 
Street I had to yell several times to people to stay behind the bus, stay low and to stay calm. Some bystanders 
would yet* at me asking me for weapons to help and asking for trauma kits for the wounded. 

1 saw around 5-10 injuries when they made their way to me.by the buses, two which appeared to be critical* 
Seeing these injuries, I tasked one of the security guards and a former military member to find me any belts or 
bandanas in order to place tourniquets on individuals if needed. 1 had several chest injuries and wounds to 
arms and legs. I assisted as best as I.could with cutting a women's shirt off to see her wound, but I could only 
help a little, as I was the only one with a firearm on the north side of the bus, that could take out a threat if 
needed to. At one point, I assigned a couple military veterans, two nurses and an off duty fire department 
member to assess the injuries of the people for me. Eventually, I was able.to get on the radio to let dispatch 
and other officers know that‘We were on the west side of the stage with 100 people and one injured”, in order 
to get other officers to us and help evacuate them when it was safe to do so. 

Since we had so many people in between the buses and it was getting crowded, I had someone open a door 
right next to the west side of the stagein order to put more people into the small conex box for them to be but 
of sight of the potential threat, I wanted as many layers as possible between them end the potential threat. 

At one point l had to assign three larger men to pin down an intoxicated male military veteran that wanted to 
run out info the street end was yelling that he wanted to "take care of it himself," The unknown male was so 
intoxicated and fighting that I had to put my firearm away and thrpw my handcuffs to someone in order to get 
him under control. He was making everyone very nervous arid people were panicking even more because of 

Throughout the time that we had all of the concert gpers with us, we were unsure of who and how many people 
were actually on any of the buses or if anyone was injured on the buses. Once we were able to get additional 
officers to us and safely evacuate ail the concert goers to the triage area, we then focused our efforts on the 
buses. Myself and other officers wont and knocked on the buses and took a head count of approximately 40 
people on three of the buses with no injuries. The people that were on the buses were mostly associated with 
Jake Owen’s and Jason Aldean’s family or employees. Our original piari with It. spencer and Sgt Bulmer, was 
to attempt to get everyone out of the buses by evacuating them to the church parking lot, where we staged for 
briefing. We were able to evacuate the red bus, which had the most people of the three buses first A squad of 
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officers helped evacuate them tp a safe place. When we were about to evacuate the two other Puses, multiple 
calls started coming in regarding active shooter's at other hotels on the strip. We set up a plan with IT, 
Spencer and Sergeant Buimer that ware on scene with us, to have them stay put due to the unknown threats. 
We had a discussion regarding the safest way tg get them out of the area: i mentioned the fact about Mumbai, 
India with multiple locations and that these are "dignitaries" in our eyes at this point and if is better to stay put 
because roads are shut down; We didn't know if there ware other threats. We agreed that we would have the 
other officers that made their way to us, conduct a 360 degree perimeter around the buses until we cpuld 
safely get them out About ten officers, along with myself stayed in this position until around 0300 hours; 

While we stayed in this position, I assisted Sgt. Buimer and made sure officers had water and breaks. We were 
able to use the red coach bus for the bathroom to take breaks and watch CNN to see what the breaking news 
was saying about the situation, 

Wlien we were able to get the remaining people off the buses, bur plan was to take a white van toad up about 
14 passengers at a time and evacuate them tP the church parking lot, Officer Tim Fredrick drove the vehicle 
while Officer Krnjeu and I ran in front of the vehicle in order to handle any threats that may come our way. We 
followed the vehicle until it was Out of gate 7 safely, We did this three times to get everyone but safely and take 
them to the church parking lot Once they were all safe, all the officers reported to the church as well. There l 
helped out with whatever was needed to be dorie: for -the LX and Sgt'sr .1 assisted, with: victims and coordinated 
with the PD officers that arrived in Order to get statements: I stayed in the church, parking lot until we had relief 
officers come in, at which point we went to the debriefing location with Captain Larkin. 

Several days later 1 completed On Occupational Injury form, for my ears, as they have continued to ring and the 
pressure in my right ear. 

It should also be noted that off duty Officer Tana Obrgle and an off duty officer from DTAG, in field training 
assisted with us as well. Officer Gurule assisted with administration stuff, counting of people on the buses and 
anything else we needed The officer from DTAG took up. a post bn tfte east side of a bus with a shotgun for 
the entire time in order to keep our perimeter around the buses. Two other off duty officers stayed with this 
DTaG Officer to be his eye as well. One was from the North Las Vegas Police Department and the other police 
officer, I believe was from a California agency. 
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DIVISION 
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location of 3960 South Us Vegas Blvd, Us Vegas, 
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fflftRRATlVE; 

On October 1st, 2017, K Sergeant S. Skenandore P#1334T was operating as marked patrol unit 792 when 
another officer notified our area command that there was an “active shooter" at the Mandalay Bay, located at 
3950 South LaO Vegas Bivd.t Las Vegas. NV 89119. 

1 deployed several officers from Enterprise Area Command with rite to assist the situation. When graveyard 
units logged on soon thereafter, all of swings, including myself deployed to assist. Upon arrival in front of the 
Luxor Casino, there were about 50-100 citizens taking cover behind, the spire directly in front of the Luxor, 
located at 3900 South Las Vegas Boulevard, there were 7-8 officers protecting those citizens taking cover, 
Officer A. Loos P#14797 was one of those officers. Officer Loos believed there were only two teams within 
Mandalay Bay. I had him, another unknown officer with a rifle, and a third unknown officer With a shotgun come 
to me and I told them that we needed tg "bound over watch0 and get into the casino. 

All four of us were eventually joined by four other officers. One of these officers was unknown to myself, the 
Other three were Officer A. Gilbert P#13624, Officer P, BoffeJIi P#15013, end Officer J. Espapes P#13347. 

All eight of us entered the Mandalay Bay through the back emergency exit of the House of Biues and ■ 
continued clearing the first floor of the casino. Eventually we made our way to an area between the Sportsbook 
and the Michael Jackson One Theater, A manager of the Michael Jackson Cirque du Soleil show talked with 
me and told me that there were approximately 1000 people in the theater and that there were no Police 
Officers or armed security officers to protect them. The manager later made a more accurate bount of 1500- 
1800 people within the theater, Qiven that this Was a very largo gathering of Unprotected people within the 
casino where we knew an active shooter to be located, the eight of us deployed to protect the people within the 
theater. 

Over the next several hours, 1 organized the protection and evacuation of those within. 
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- p SUBJECT ■ : ^ ^ 

DIVISION DIVISION OF „ 
, REPORTING: PATROL QFF1QER OCCURRENCE: i ' . ' EAQ34 .,_ 

DATE A TIME , LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: , ■ , _1Q/Q1/17_^_ OCCURRENCE: TROFiCANA/DEAN MARTIN : 

' NARRATIVE: 

On 10/01/17 at approximately 2205 hours, I Officer J, Orgitl #15036 patrolling as marked unit 3S1 When I, 
dispatched myself to an active shooter cell, located at the Mandalay Bay 3950 Las Vegas Blvd, Las Vegas, NV 
69179,'' 

As t approached from Tropicana and Las Vegas Blyd, dispatch was catling for someone to step road traffic and 
foot traffic going east bound on Tropicana from Dean Martin. I, turned around and took control of the 
intersection at Dean Martin and Tropicana. After about 30 minutes I received help from another Highway Patrol 
Officer to control road traffic and pedestrian traffic going east bound; This;lasted for the duration of the cali until 
1 was relieved from Department of Transportation at 0700 hours on 10/02/17, where they were able to set up 
road blockage and signs blocking east bound road and pedestrian traffic. 
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■ ' ' SUBJECT 

DIVISION DIVISION OF ' , 
REPORTING: Patrpl/EAC 34 ; OCCURRENCE: patrol QGAC 

DATE & TIME location of Mandalay Bay Hotel and Casino 3950 $. 
OCCURRED: ■ 10/01/2017 .220$, hQUrft , : , OCCURRENCE: ■ ■ U$, Vega# BlydWHV' 09109 

On October 1, 2017,1, Officer J, Blasko P#15065 was conducting marked patrol as marked unit 3S23, Officers 
were advised over Enterprise Area Command channel of an active shooter call occurring at Mandalay Bay 
Hptei and Casino located at 3950 S. Las Vegas Blvd tV, NV $9109- 

Officer Blasko and Officer J. Park P#1001,1 conducting marked patrol as 3S6 were dispatched to the address 
listed above. Officer Blasko arrived at the Mandalay Bay along with Officer Park at the Mandalay Bay loading 
docks where there was also a South Central Area Command patrol: car; Once all officers were out of their 
patrol vehicles Officers made a four person strike team and entered the Mandalay Bay from the back of the 
house. The plan amongst GffiOer's was to get to the floor where the threat wasat. Officers were then flagged 
down by security. Security took Officer’s to the main control room where the closed circuit television cameras 
are at Officer Blasko and Officer Park stayed in the main control room to monitor cameras while South Central 
Officer's attempted to get a hold of supervisors and communications via land line. 

After a period of a few hours Officer Blasko and Park were relieved by SNCTC. Officers were advised, to go to 
the main valet of the Mandalay Bay to get their next assignment, Once that was complete Officers Blasko and 
Park then went, to the Command Post located at South Central Area Command until advised to secure. 

oat& and Time pf Report; 10/07/2017 Qffloer: J.BIasko . Pfc 16065 

Approved By; <2- Officer: P#: 
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SUBJECT 

DIVISION DIVISION OF , , ■■■ 
REPORTING: ,_Patrol__ OCCURRENCE; CCAQ 

DATES TIME 
OCCURRED; 

LOCATION OF 
10/01/2017,2205 OCCURRENCE: 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10/01/2017 at approximately 2205 hours, Metro Dispatch received a call about an active 
shooter at the Mandalay Bay; Shortly thereafter, !, Officer F, Grille; IP# 115248 while operating as 
a marked patrol unit 3S4, was' dispatched to Mandalay Bay by a MAGTAC activation, 
While enrouie to the Mahdalay Bay, i was hailed down by a motors SGT at Bussell and Frank 
Sinatrd to render aid to citizens! Once the majority of the citizens Were out of harm-s Way, I 
helped with PIC to block off traffic heading eastbound. I was posted at Russell and Frank 
Sinatra with a Clark County School District $bt until I was released at approximately 0630 
hours to secure. 
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10/18/17 P8O0 Active Shooter/Mandalay Bay 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
reporting: , Tourist Safety Division / SOB occurrence; 

DATE a TIME 
OCCURRED: 10/01/1? 2330hrs 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: Route 91. Harvest Festival 

^ABEATiYJSt 

On 10/01/17 at approximately 2300hrsf 1, Officer Gordon McGhie#2883, Was contacted by my Sergeant, Alien 
Larsen, to be en route to Headquarters reference an active shooter at the Route 91 Harvest Festival. $gt 
Ursen needed me to be en route to assist with setting up the 000 and providing support for those in the DOC 
with any Events Planning needs-1 worked the wfible time in the Action; room until 0730hrs until t was relieved 
by Sgt Larsen, 

Date and Time ol Report: 10/18/17 0800^$_ Officer;__Q, Mcffhte , F#:.2883 

ApprovedBy; .....;.. , Officer^. .:.' . P#;_ ' 
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._■ _Mandalay Bay Active Shooter , , , 
■ ! ^ , ■;.riKJfcf'r‘"inmN,u; ' ! ■ ■ v-. 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
reporting:__Homeland Security Division, , , occurrence: CCAC 

dates time locationof 3950 Las vegas Blvd. Las vegas.Nv, 
occurred: 10*01*17 Approximately 22QP Hours ,, occurrence:_ .89119, 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10-01 -17 at approximately 2200 hours, I Officer K. Stephens acting as the Assistant Team Leader 
for the LVMPD SWAT Blue team received information of a possible active shooter at the Mandalay Bay Hotel. 
I also received information from Sgt, T, fytueiier that the shooter was possibly ih an elevated position and that 
we were to meet at the SCAC Area Command per Lt, W, Huddler. ( then requested three SWAT officers to 
respond to the SWAT hanger to retrieve three Armored Vehicles. 

Once 1 arrived at SCAC i along with Sgt. T.Mueiler, we quickly divided the SWAT operators into 
several active shooter teams. Once the teams were established we did not have any other available 
intelligence as to where the shooting was coming from or where the shdoter was Ideated. The teams then 
started walking northbound on Las Vegas Boulevard to the Mandalay Bay Hotel,. The teams made it to the front 
entrance of the Four Seasons and then made our way to the Mandalay Bay Hotel. We started to receive : 
intelligence that patrol officers were on the 32nd floor and that we. had SWAT personnel on the. 32* floor also.! 
We made our way to the elevators in;an attempt to get up to the 32nd floor. The communications with the 
command post and the area channel were very broken up due to the interior of the hotel. We were then 
informed that possible suspects were coming.down the elevators. We. set up in the elevator area to stage for 
the possible suspects. During this time we received, intelligence that another active shooter was occurring at 
the New York New York Hotel. At this time, the LVMPD SWAT Red Team started to go to the New York New 
York Hotel. The. Blue Team stayed at the Mandalay Say and we soon found out that the information about the 
suspects coming down the elevators was unfounded and that the elevators were all shut downi 

We then found out that the Red Tearn returned to the Mandalay Bay Hotel and that the information 
about the active shooter at the New York Now York was also unfounded. 

We then went to the stairs and both the Blue Team and the Red Team moved up the stairs to the 32nd 
floor. As i was making it up the stairs, I receded intelligence that the teams on the 32nd floor had already made 
entry into the suspect's room arid that the suspect was down- Sgt, Mueller and I then divided up the teams to 
clear each floor. As the floors were being cleared nothing additional was located- We cleared front the 25lhfloor 
to the roof. A team was left on the roof to hold that position. 

Date and Time of Report: 10-24-17 m 230 Hours Officer: P#; 

Approved By: Officer: " F#: 
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While we were clearing the floors we received, intelligence that a second room was possibly rented by 
the suspect however, the room number we were given did not exist 

We then received information to bring the teams down to the valet area of the Mandalay Bay per It, W, 
Huddler. Once all of the teams were in the valet area* i received direction from the command post IT* W, 
Huddler and Sgt. T* Muetier to organize several teams with medical personnel from the fire department to clear 
every floor and every room* A security guard gave me multiple master keys and 1.divided them up amongst 
several teams; Once all of the teams were sent upstairs all of the rooms were cleared. Nothing additional was 
found, Once all of the rooms were cleared, I returned the master keys to Mandalay Bay security. All of the 
teams from SWAT then returned back to SCAC for an operational debrief. 
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, , Active Shboter ' 
* , SUBJECT " :.:.: _ 

DIVISION D1VISION OF , . 
reporting; Support Operations , occurrence: , ;1. -' ' Patrol . 

DATE a TIME . LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: , 1Q-H7 OCCURRENCE: 3950 S, Las VegasBlvd,IVN 

NARRATIVE: : 

As instructed by AN-017-17, l am completing this Officer’s Report of my involvement in the Active Shooter 
incident that occurred on October 1, 2017. 

My memorialization of the events and my role is from recollection end a review: of the CAD details, A 
significant amount of information was not captured on CAD do to Covered radio traffic and communication done 
by ceil phone and text messages. 

On 10-1-17 l» Lt, David Gordon, was assigned as the Night.Shift Watch Commander. My shift hours were from 

At about .2211 hours, I received a telephone call from the Dispatch Supervisor advising me of a shooting 
incident at the Mandalay Bay. I started to. respond. As I was responded, I switched to CCAC channel and 
could hear officers and supervisors excitedly broadcasting that there was a shooting with multiple casualties. 

Once it became clear that the situation at hand was an active shooter incident, I advised Dispatch to have 
SWAT en route, i gave this advisement between 2213 & 2214 hours. 

As I driving to the scene, I heard updates that at least one person was believed to be shooting from a high floor 
at the Mandalay Bay, 

I advised the Dispatch Supervisor via telephony to haye Henderson FD and NHP to respond to assist I also 
tried to announce over the CCAC radio channel to stop ail traffic from going north ,6* south bound on Las Vegas 
Blvd. in front of the Mandalay Bay, but while doing so my transmission was covered. Simultaneously, a 
sergeant advised over the air for units not to drive on Las Vegas Blvd between Russell & Tropicana and to use 
an alternate route. 

Capt. Pelletier came on channel, advised that he wa£ taking 1C and the OF / Staging Area would be the 
parking lot of SCAC. 

Date and Time of Report: ,,. . .... .... ...... .... i Pflioer: . 1. ■■ . P#: 

Approved By: ' ' , 1 Officer: ' . . P#; 
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As 1 was almost arrived at SCAC, Lt R. Spencer (361) came on channel and advised that the CP would be at 
T ropicana & LV Blvd I asked for clarification over the ait Capt. Pelletier re-confirmed that the CP/Staging 
Area would be at SCAC. 

WC2, Lt Welch was the first lieutenant to arrive at the CP. I arrived about two to five minutes after Lt Welch, 
it Hank arid Capt Pelletier arrived shortly after me. There was one CCFD supervisor, either a captain or 
battalion chief In the parking l6t of SCAC who advised that additional FD supervisors were en rout© to 
coordinate with the CP. 

I met immediately with SgL Reyes to coordinate security for the CP. 

Capt. Pelletier announced that the CP would be moving into the Briefing Room,, I asked Lt Welch to take 
charge of Staging and Lt, Hank said that he would take charge of perimeter control. At some point Lt Welch 
and Lt Hank switched roles and Lt Hank assumed charge.of Staging, 

l then went into the Briefing Roomv Capt. Pelletier told me that the first thing he needed me to do was to find 
out how many scenes there were and were they were, Unable to obtain the information via the radio due to 
the volume of urgent radio traffic,! contacted the Dispatch Supervisors to obtain the number of scenes and 
_their.Ipcations,V.' , .;,,' ! '■ ;,.!/,,y ■ 7,/■ ■ ■ : ,■ 

There were two officers who was assigned to scribe the event bn the Briefing Room white board* While I 
maintained my Watch Commander call sign, the role I fulfilled could be best summarized as Deputy 1C. 

I coordinated with It. Hank to ensure resources were sent to the various locations they were, requested, I 
coordinated with Lt. Keren to ensure that he had sufficient resources to assemble Force Pro Teams. I 
coordinated With Lt Welch td ensure that the outer perimeter was secure and the area was shut off to 
pedestrian and vehicle traffic. 

Due to reports of multiple shooters at different hotel properties, 1 asked that a Strike Team be assigned to 
every pedestrian overpass on las Vegas Blvd between Tropicaha & Flamingo, As more resources arrived, the 
1C later assigned a Strike Team to every hotei/casino on the Strip. 

LL Welch and Lt, Burke arrived at the SCAC Briefing room, and both of them assisted me with my 
responsibilities. 

In the early stages of the shooting, most of the radio traffic on CCAC was given by K9 Sgt, Bitsko who had 
entered the Mandalay Bay to locate the suspect; and supervisors and officers at the scene providing critical 
information on number of victims injured and killed* 

During the early stages, there were multiple reports of active shooters at other hotel properties* As each new 
report came in, a Strike Team was sent to address the issue. All of the reports that 1 heard of additional 
shooters at other hotels, were quickly dispelled by the responding Strike Tearns. 

As the event began to transition from the extremely dynamic stages of locating the active shooter to the less 
dynamic, but still fluid stage of rendering aid to the victims and securing the crimes scenes, 1 facilitated getting 
units to where they where needed. 
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At approximately 0350 hours, I cleared from the event when It became obvious that there were sufficient 
resources assigned to the event and the situation Was stabilized enough to justify me focusing all of my 
attention back on the valley. 



FYI 
Officers involved: 

1, R Vorce 4055 X95 
K9 Amo 

2. M. English 4342 K92 
K9 Roy 

.. '3, ■' '■ :i^96'v.: 

4: Sgt. B. Martinez 13408 
5. Unknown Patrol Officer 

Qn 10-01-17 an active shooter took place at the Mandalay Bay Hotel The above officers arrived and formed a 
strike team in the lobby of the hotel. 1 announced over the radio using the pal) sign K95 that l had a five man 
team and that we were going to begin searching from the second floor and work our way up. 

We entered the stairwell and encountered a WMA who was coming down the stairs. He was taken into custody 
and passed off to hotel security. The male said he had walked down from the 13th floor due to the elevators not 
working. Upon making it to the second floor, we searched the executive offices and encountered several 
employees Who had been sheltering in place. The employees were left with security and we moved on clearing 
the main hallways. The team worked our way to the fifth floor where we finished our search after a radio 
broadcast stated per SWAT to stop clearing floors, 

The team split up and Officer English and I went to the staging area and awaited further instructions^ l then 
received a call from $gt Bitsko to meet Sgt. Henring on thfe second floor of Mandalay Bay Valet to run my EDO 
on the suspect vehicle that had been located parked in the valet garage. Officer English and 1 arrived at the 
valet garage and were shown which vehicle the detectives wanted strobed. Officer English did a visual 
inspection of the vehicle looking for any obvious signs of bobby traps and did not notice anything obvious; i 
began my exterior sniff of the vehicle at the driver's side front and Worthed counter clockwise around the vehicle 

Page 1 LVMPO 03 (Rbv4»1) ■ WORD SO10 
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that was backed into the parking stall K9 Amo did not alert or show any change of behavior while sniffing the 
vehicle, Officer English observed several items in the vehicle. We then went to the detectives and told them 
what we had done and that the dog did not alert or show any change around the vehicle but that there could still 
be something inside the vehicle; The detectives were waiting for a search warrant for the vehicle to search the 
Inside, i adyised them that they could call me back after they received the warrant and I would run the dog on 
the inside of the vehicle. We then cleared and Secured just before 0500, 
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Route ST active shooter 
.SUBJECT.'■.7.^.. 

DIVISION 
reporting; Patrol , 

DIVISIONOF 
OCCURRENCE; , Patrol 

DATE a TIME 
OCCURRED; , 10M/17/2305 Hrs 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: . Route 91 fair grounds , 

NARRATIVE: ' 

On 10/01 /17,1 Detective N. Oulli P# 4073 was a patron of the Route 91 Harvest festival. I along with my 
girlfriend standing; in itie middle of the grass, area when we .heard full automatic gun fire 
coming from the southwest side of the event. 1 observed a white female with blonde hair fail to the ground 1 ran 
to her location and she was screaming and saying the believed she was shot in the upper leg area. I identified 
myself as an off duty police officer with the LVMPQ and asked her where she had pain. She said her upper leg 
area was burhing, \ observed blood cpming from her upper waist area and told her ! was going to remove.her 
clothing in order to find the blood. She agreed. Once I removed her shorts ! could.see blood just below her , 
waist area along with a bullet hole that;was. bleeding nearihe upper leg. area, I advised her \ was goihg. to use 
my t shirt antoelt as a tourniquet in an attempt to stop Her bleeding. 1 asked her name and she said her last 
name was Wand I cannot remember her first name. I believed she was therewith at least two .other male 
patrons and I advised them when the gun fire stopped we needed,to pick her up and run to the north., ' 

When this happened^BB was carried out by her friends/family members and we became separated. I 
returned to my girlfriend who was hiding under a bar top table with a woman and a small infant. I grabbed my 
girlfriend and we ran to the northeast portion of the event grounds.in an attempt to create distance from the 
gunfire that was coming down on us from the southwest side of the event grounds. At this time, I believed there 
were multiple shooters inside of the crowd and they were working their vvay from the southwest side towards 
the north. As we came to the east side of the event grounds, I observed a large cyclone fence to bp erected 
which prevented patrons from creating; distance and running away from the. gunfire. I along With approximately 
10 people were able to push this cyclone fence open enough to create an exit so other could escape the 
continuous gun fire. I observed numerous people come through this opening but did not see my girlfriend exit I 
ran back Into the event in an attempt to locate her. 

I found her lying unconscious on top of two females that were also unconscious approximately 15 yards back 
inside of the event grounds. 1 observed my girlfriend to be covered in blood and I believed she had been shot. I 
along v^th an off duty fireman assessed her for gunshots and were, unable to locate any due to the amount of 
blood covering her lower abdomen and legs; We carried her for approximately 2. blocks to a waiting 
ambulance and put her inside; i was advised by the paramedics I could not go with her. 1 ran towards CGAC in 
order to get info on where.medical personnel were taking the, injures patrons' 

Date and Time of Reoort; 01/29/18/2230 Hrs Officer; UGuili F#; 4073 

Approved By; Officer;. P#: 

Signature: 

LVMPD 67 (Rev.SWI) ’WORD 7010 Pago i 
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While I was running towards CCAC, I was contacted by a LVMPD patrol officer with the last cam© Parker and 
dispatch* 1 was told I needed to get to UMC because my.girffriend had been shot. After arriving at UMCI could 
not locate my girlfriend and reached out to It Nicole Splinter and PPA president Steve Grammas, They located 
my girlfriend at Sunrise hospital, Upon my arrival 1 was advised, she had been trampled by the mass exodus 
during the active shooter event and she was not a victim of being shot; After being treated by, medical, 
personnel, she was released from Sunrise at approximately 6:00 am. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event #: 171001-3519 

__,_ Route 91 Shopting Event, , ■ 
. ; | | " ! ^ SUBJECT™ ~ ^ , 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
reporting;_Support Operations , ,, ■ occurrence: , , , _^__ 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED; ___,_■., .' m.1. OCCURRENCE:, 

' NARRATIVE; 

On the night of October 1,2017,1 was; attending the REO Speedwagon concert at The Orleans with my wife* 
We were backstage with the band when 1 received the call from Communications about ah active shooter at 
the Mandalay Bay with numerous victims down and an officer down., i told my wife we had to leave how and 
for her to drive as i would be busy on the phone* She drove our personal car home* While driving home, i 
catlap Sgt, Scbrag and Sgt Chatman (both from OCE) arid told them to get down to Headquarters to assist with 
perimeter security as we did not know the full extent of the active shooting call*. I then catted It Bell in Events 
Planning and told hint to get hjs personnel down to the DOC to assist with resource allocation,. 

Once at home, I quickly changed into my patrol uniform and then logged.oh.in my department vehicle..As i::, 
was driving, t made contact with Deputy Chief Hank via.phone and he advised me to go to Headquarters and 
work with Captain Seebock. 

I arrived at Headquarters and made contact with Seebock. He had already set up the DOC along with Rachel 
Skidmore. He asked me. to take control of the Patrol Operations portion, which i did. During my time there on 
the initial night, 1 was able tp get a Communication Dispatcher down to the DOC to provide me with calls 
pending and to vet those calls that seemed to be bogus, I took control of the Admin section to ensure reports 
and notes were kept.current.. it was quickly decided, and rightfully so, to implement the ABXToster system. 1 
assigned Captain Gannitb to track all information from the patrol bureaus as they started to report.in with the 
numbers of available officers, U; Cintron was tracking ail data reference transports to all hospitals and trying to 
determine the causality numbers and deaths. He would report to me prior to each briefing. This was beneficial 
as we were able to move resources from different locations to assist with those hospitals needing more help. 

Every hour, the DOC conducted a briefing. During these times, I would notify Captain Seebock of the current 
status of calls holding throughout the entire valley and if any were connected to the incident. 

During the course of the entire time I was there, i was working with Events Planning to get the most up to date 
status reports reference having off-duty officers come in and be in position. The decision to send half of C shift 
to the Strip took a tittle bit of additional planning. Officers were to be on the Strip, fully in view of all, as a force 
multiplier. D shift was tasked with staying in their respective area commands and assigned to critical 
infrastructures. 

Date and Time of Report: 10/24/17 ISOOhrs. Officer. R. Fletcher P#: 4$11 

Approved By: Caotain R. Fletcher Officer: F#: 

SIGNATURE: 

L.VMPD 82 (Rov-MM) - WORD 2W0 Pag? 1 
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l stayed in that capacity until relieved at 0600hrs the, next morning, ! remained on site until about .lOOOhrs, 
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OFFICER’S REPORT in#I V IVw* l'1 V rllwei \#a 1 1 

Event# 171001-3519 
..,. 

Active Shooter at Mandaly Bay 
subject, 

DIVISION DIVISION OF . 
reporting:_Community Policing Division . ■ . . ■ occurrence:, . Tourist Safety Division 

Mandalay Bay Hotel SGasfnp, . 
date & time , LOCATION OF 3950 Las. Vegas Blvd. South 
OCCURRED: 10/1/2017 @ 2309 hrs. . , OCCURRENCE; ! LasVSgas, NV 89119 

NARRATIVE: 

Synopsis: , 
On Sunday October 1,2017 at approximately 2209 hours, a gunman opened fire upon 20,000 or rriOre people 
attending a concert at The Village* located on the east side of Las Vegas Boulevard South between Reno and 
Mandalay Bay Rd in Clark County, Nevada- LVMPD Squad SC-34 followed MACTAC protocol and staged a 
short distance away* While scores Of officers and EMS from a multitude of agencies responded to the scene, 
the bulk of SC-34 would ultimately respond to the Thomas and Mack Center to establish a Safe Haven for 
persons seeking refuge. The following, list of police officers from four different agencies played a vital, role in : 
that endeavor; ■ ^, ; '■ ,H ■ T-'/ ■':'-Y',77;'V\: 1 7 '':v; 

Clark County Park Police; Chief Tim Polk P# 071 UnitCCIBO 
2900 E Sunset Road $gt-Nicholas Chambers: P# 072 Unit: CC183 
Las Vegas, NV 89120 Sgt Rick Binyons P# 043 Unit: CC181 
(702) 455-7532 Ofc/Michael Smith P# 101 Unit: CC189 

Ofc. LeQawn McDowell P# 111 Unit: CC191 
Ofc. Adrian Contreras P# 110 Unit: CC190, 

Clark County School District Police: Sgt. Oilman P# 363 
120 Corporate Park Ur Sgt Maclszak P# 308 
Henderson, NV 89074 Qfc. Jenkins P# 399 
(702) 799-7830 Det Vance P# 541PO 

Del Hibner F#243 
Det Caldwell P#368 
Det Bempsky P# 276 

Unit: S363 
Unit: S308 
Unit:Dpi 
Unit: 1541 
Unit: 1243 
Unit; 1368 
Unit: 1276 

University NV Lee Vegas Police: 
1325 E Harmon AVe 
Las Vegas, NV 89H9 
(702) 895-3688 

Chief Jose Elique 
Assistant Chief Jeft Green 
Lieutenant Stanley Berry 
Detective Paul Velez (PIO) Served as On-Site PIO 

Date and Time ot Report; 10/9/2017 {§> 1800 hrs. Officer: R,Johnson Pit: 4395 

Awraved Bv: Officer: ■ ■' F#i 

' SIGNATURE: 

ivMpq (rbv.&h))) - word solo 
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UNLVPD Continued: Detective Manuel "Bill" Sigarroa 

Lieutenant Richard Optima Served as tiatson w/LVMPP 
Lieutenant William "Willie" Newman 
Sergeant Denise Lutey 

PO James Cesaria 
PO Ghessan Istefan 
PO Stephanie Loffredo 

PO William "Willie0 Singletary 
UNLVPO Dispatcher Diane Cowgili 

UNLVPD Dispatcher Mark Sakurada 
PIO-I Hobreigh Fischer 

UNLVPD Volunteers (Un-armed Security): Student Security Officer Justin Gomez 
{Un-armed Security): Student Security Officer Maria Herrera 
(Un-armed Security): Student Security Officer Adrianna Miranda 
(Un-armed Security): Student Security Officer Marcus Scott. 
(Uh-armed Security): Student Security Officer Termalne Turn 

Tourist Safety Division - Aiiport Bureau: • • PO-H Anthony Dellorso P# 4919 :! Unit: 3091 

Community Policing Division - SCAC:. Sgt. Robert Johnson P# 4395 Unit: 611 . 

PO-H Austin Bone P# 10065 . Unit: 3N43 
PO-i Jermaine Collins P# 16147 Unit:3N21 FTEP Solo-Beat. . 
PO-I Cory Corwin P# 16406 Unit: 3N3 FTEP 
PO-I Franklin Draling P# 1 @495 Unit: 3N43 FTEP ., . 

PO-H Aaron Fink p# 8904 Unit: 7N12 Strike Team 22 
PO“l I Jeffrey FireStihe P# 14161: Unit: 7N12 Strike Team 22 
PO-H Suzane Fox P# 9485 Unit: 3DP12 

PO-I Jose GardUno P# 16406 Unit:3N22 FTEP 
PO-i Oestini Hover P# 16126 Unit: 3N12 FTEP Solo-Beat 
FQ-I John Newboid P# 14706 Unit: 3N1 FTEP Solo-Beat 
PO-i Samuelito Quijano P# 16250 Unit: 3N4 FTEP 
PO-H Jennifer Parker P# 12936 Unit: 3N4 

PO-li Michael Ross P# 1.4852 Unit: 7N1 
PO-ll Frank Urban P# 8109 Unit:3N22 
PO-U Praise Witham P# 9809 Unit: 3N3 

Mite 

Qn Sunday October 1,2017, I, Sergeant Robert Johnson, F#4395, along with several members of my Field 
Training squad, SC-34, were arrived oh event 171001-3405, an Assault/Battery at the Free Zone, 610 E. 

Naples Drive* This bar is on the north side of Naples Drive just east of Paradise Road in Las Vegas, Clark 
County, Nevada* We were checking the neighboring businesses for a possible suspect after the Free Zone 

bartender was, hit with a baseball bat As a crow flies, this is 2 miles from the Mandalay Bay Resort at 3950 Las 
Vegas, Blvd,, South, From the Free Zone, one can see the Mandalay Bay Hotel tower to the westsouttvwest. 
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I was outside the Free Zone with Officer Urban when we started hearing what we believed to be automatic 
gunfire coming from the west. We looked tp one another arid conferred upon the sound,, I switched to CCAC 
channel and could hear officers calling out shots-fired at the Route 91 Festival. Automatic gunfire could be 
heard in the radio background, I sent a group text to my squad directing them to forego oUr normal MACTAC 
rally point and directed them to converge at the intersection of Naples and Raradisei 

Officer Fox was already rolling Code-3 to the concert venue and did hot see the text until she had arrived near 
the festival, AH other members of the squad reported to the hew rally point. I was contacted by rny area 
partner, Sergeant Aaron Lee by phone. We discussed our immediate plans .and determined that he would 
respond to $CAG to establish a staging area and to deploy officers to the south end of the venue. 

As my squad gathered* an SUV pulled up to my officers and l. The driver stated he had a gunshot victim in the 
back and needed help, I directed my officers to retrieve the man and place him in a patrol vehicle. The victim 
was moved to Officer Bone andDraling's patrol vehicle- i directed officers .Parker and Quijano to take lead and 
provide emergency escort. Once arrived at Sunrise Trauma, Officer Parker, having continually monitored the 
radio, advised hospital staff to prepare for a mass-casualty event, She contacted me to say more victims were 
arriving via private conveyance and the hospital needed help, I directed her and Quijano to remain at Sunrise 
Hospital to ensure the security of that facility. Officers Bone and Draling were recalled to the rally point. 

As I listened to the developments oh CCAC'S radio channel, I became aware that there were virtually no units . 
left in several area commands as most had self-dispatched to the festival. This was understandable; There had 
been reports of police officer's shot in addition to multiple civilians. My officer’s, appeared to get frustrated with 
me. We wereclose and we Were not responding; This circumstance would prove, very difficult for me: 1 was 
torn between what 1 wanted to do and what I was supposed to do. With the word ‘Mumbai' in theback of my 
head 1 directed them to stand fast. There were one hundred or more officers arrived or about to arrive at the 
scene. Officers reported a location oh the gunman and were attempting to engage him; I know no more about 
those efforts than what was broadcast over the radio. 

During the human stampede that ran east from the concert floor toward the event parking area, I became 
aware of scores of people breaching the airport fence that separates that parking area from McCarran 
International Airport. I made contact with LVMFp Officer Dellbrso with the Airport bureau/1 explained the 
breach and asked him to notify th® airport tower, McCarran officials initiated a full ground stop and redirected 
inbound traffic. Airport officers began searching for and locating conbert^goers and Victims on the tarmac. 

My dispatcher advised me that UNLVFD officers were with several ‘Witnesses' on the Swenson Street side of 
the Thomas and Mack Center. This is a 19,522 seat arena located on University of Nevada las Vegas 
property at 4505 S. Maryland Parkway in Las Vegas, NV, Asseveral minutes had passed since the shooting 
had stopped coupled with information that the shooter was down, l was increasingly convinced there ware no 
further attacks imminent, I directed my squad to The Thomas and Mack Center, 

Officers from the UNLV Police Department were contacted at the Thomas and Mack. They explained they had 
17 witnesses to the shooting at the Route 91 Festival, UNLVFD provided additional assistance. Those duties 
are outlined in their appendix below. 

Officer Dellorso arrived and explained the airport was inundated with multiple people from the festival. I asked 
UNLVFD if We could utilize the events center as a safe haven for persons seeking refuge. They agreed and 
rapidly made arrangements. Lights were turned on, bathrooms unlocked, escalators activated, etc,, i asked 
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Officer PeIlor$6 to return to the airport and coordinate moving people to the Thomas and Mack, He would work 
with his colleges at McGarran coordinating the Rent-A-Car shuttle busses to bring people over from the airport. 

As the first three bus loads arrived I could see they were filled to standing room only, In speaking with one of 
the bps drivers 1 asked if this was everyone* He replied, “Not everr dpse" 1 could bear officers on CCAC asking 
where to send persons seeking refuge, t advised dispatch that 1 was prepared to' accommodate any and all 
persons they could send to me. 

In fact, i was not prepared, i knew i would need to work fast I. advised my officers arid officers from UNLVPD 
to prepare for hundreds if not thousands of people. We decided no one would .be allowed to enter without a 
pat-down of their persons and search of any personal items -no exceptions. If someone did not want to be 
checked they were free to leave the property. Media would be allowed put front but no media inside the facility. 
My goals were simple: 

1. Provide a safe haven. 
2, Maintain the security of the facility and thdse persons inside. 

I called RTC of Southern Nevada and told them any busses with persons trying to leave The Strip could be 
brought to the Thomas end Mack, I asked them to send any busses available to the area of Tropicana arid las 
Vegas Boulevard. 

Knowing that we were about to be inundated and knowing that the demand for resources would be 
overwhelming, i did not request additional officers from the LVMPD staging area that had been established by 
Sergeant tee at SCAC. I could hear the radio traffic and knew what they were up against. 

I contacted the Clark County School Police and asked for any additional police personnel. They sent seven 
sergeants, officers, and detectives, i was contacted by Sgt Chambers Of the Clark County Park Police offering 
assistance. I took it. He arrived with five officers of various rank.to assist. The assistance of these three police 
departments would prove invaluable - we could not have maintained order and security for. what would be, by 
my estimate, approximately 2,000 people who had just experienced the worst night of their lives. Many used 
officer's phones to call a friend or family member to arrange transportation. 

it did not take long for the media to arrive. Overall they were respectful of the peppie filing in* One member 
tried to sneak in but she was identified and turned away. As the wprd spread we had dozens of people 
showing up with food and cases of bottled water. Water by the truck loads. At about 2am the fall wind started 
to blow through and the temperature dropped noticeably. Many of the Concert-goers had been dressed in 
shorts and flip-flops- We worked as quickly as possible to get them inside. 

At about 4am, a crappy old Nissan pulled into the parking lot. A woman exited the driver's side and handed me 
two blankets that she had just purchased from a local Walmait $he said She saw the news reports and knew 
people Were cold. Judging by her manner of dresS coupled with the ill repair df her vehicle l was able to 
surmise that she had just spent her fast couple of dollars buying two blankets. Here was an individual with 
nothing to spare sparing everything she had. After an endless night it reminded me there is still more good 
than bad in this World, Community. She was a part of it, 1 felt the connection. 

At about 8:30 in the morning a squad from NWAC found us and offered to relieve Us, We still had 500 or so 
people inside, We thanked the other agencies and i sent my officers to our sUb-station, All of them - to the 
man and woman - had performed to the highest standards policing coufd set forth. They were diligent, 
dedicated, committed. It was my privilege to be among them,, 
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D/T: 10172107/1750 

App&ndix provided by UNLVPD listing their personnel's duties: 

* Chief Jose Clique ahd Assistant Chief Jeff Green Provided overall leadership during the effort, 
* Lieutenant Stanley Berry and Detective! Paul Velez (PIG) * Provided aid tb evacuees, questioned 
witnesses, assisted with securing Thomas & Mack Center, served as liaison with Metro homicide detectives, 
and served as on site PIO. 
* Detective Manuel H8iir Sigarroa - Developed real-time intelligence at Southern Nevada Fusion Center, 
participated in search warrants, conducted crime scene investigations at the scene Of the shooting, and united 
evacuees with families, 
* Lieutenant Richard Dohme - Served as liaison between UNLVPD: officers/staff and Metro Police 
officers, 
* Lieutenant William '’Willie11 Newman - Prepared the Thomas & Mack Center to receive over 1,000 
evacuees and served as on-site manager throughout the tinie the facility was open to evacuees, 
* Sergeant Denise Lutey On-duty patrol sergeant responsible for evacuee transfers to Thomas and 
Mack Center and coordination of patrol activities at the facility and pampuS, 
* Police Officers James Cessna, Ghessan Istefan, Stephanie Loffredo, and William "WHlie” Singletary - 
Patrolled campus to gather evacuees, transferred evacuees to the Thomas and Mack Center, assisted with 
security screening' of ail incoming evacuees, and assisted With securing -facility; 

Dispatchers Diane CowglH and Mark Sakurada - Provided initial shelter and aid to evacuees who came 
to UNLV police Department, facility, coordinated firat responder-efforts on campus, and handled all incoming 
emergency communications. 
- Public Information Officer 1, Hobreigh Fischer - provided UNLV Police command staff with initial status 
reports regarding shooting from Metro Pip's, initially informed Metro PIO's that UNLV was receiving evacuees, 
provided alerts and event updates through social media te the campus community and local media regarding 
activities on the.UNLV campus throughout the evening. 
* Student Security Officers Justin Gomez, Maria Herrera, Adnahna. Miranda, Marcus Scott, and Termafne 
Turner - Provided assistance with securing evacuees at the Thomas and Mack Center. 
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OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: 171001003519 

SUBJECT 

Division 
reporting: Community Poffctnc 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: 

OATES TIME 
OCCURRED: IQ/01/2017 2005 hours 

location OF Mandalay Bay: 3950 S, las Vegas Blvd 
OCCURRENCE: Us Vegas NV 59119 

On 10/01/1 i at approximately 2206 hours* the Us Vegas Metropolitan Police Department received a cart in regards to an active 

shooter at the 91 Harvest Music Festival located at the MGM Village property, At the time ofthe incident, I officer $, Quijano P# 16250 

was assigned as marked patrol unit 3N4 to call for service in regards to a petit larceny at the General Dollar Store located at 1615 E. 

Flamingo Rd.LVNV 89119, As I was writing my citation for petit larceny and watting for my suspect to sign ft my Field Training Officer, 

j; Parker F#i2038,:waiked-up tome ahdtpldms^rhere is an active; sh'pdterat'tHe-uncertt we have togo;-; j immediateiyfoHpwodher , 

order, jumped ip the patrol car and westarted listening todispetoh for what was being broadcast. An I can rememberatthe timewas 

that and officer on the radio said "We have an active shooter? We have multiple victims, we have multiple Victims.. :one shot in the 

head,* And then there was a reply. Whom I believe to have beeii a Sgt. Said, *We carff worry about the victims! We have to stop tha 

shooter before we have more victims * My partner and I arrived at Naples and Paradise wifere we had a rally point as a squad, As we 

were taking accountability and waiting for the plan of actions, a dtteen drivlhg eastbound on Naples yelled aids stating T ve got a spot 

person in the back of my car, hetpr Officer Spend and officer prating immediately ran to the citteen‘s car and carried,the victim into their, 

patrol car for faster transport to the hospital, My partner and j followed fhe hwpfficersto sMndse hospital 

When wo arrived at Sunrise Hospital I and another metro officer, who was already there, began directing traffic for incoming victims. He 

told us to stay and help him because he was the only one there at the moment: My partnerposittoned Her patrol car in front of the 

trauma entrance and turned on all her lights, During this time, more victims started ppuring ln. We continued tp render aid by carrying 

them out of the car, transferring them to hospital bed or wheelchair, at one point I had to. perform CPR compressions for one of the 

victims that was pulled out of the bad of a truck because the hospital attendant yelled "This one has no pulse". 

For the next several hours, the number of victims continued to, Increase. My FTQ told me to go inside and gather as much information 

from the victims ie»,names, 008, address and phone number, t then moved from victim to victim asking them for their information arid 

asking those who were willing tp write a voluntary statement. The hospital was in an orderly Chaos-1 had never seen anything tike 

it. Witnessing the number of victims pouring into Sunrise Hospital was difficult to bare. The victims that came in had wounds present 

LVMPODSp1»tltaY.3/M) WOBt) 3010 PagS 1 
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everywhere. Some had gunshot wounds to the head, back, arms and stomach with the bullet fragments still inside. The hospital floor 

was covered in blood. 

At approximately 0550houm, my partner and l warn released from the hospital end dismissed for the day. As 1 got home I found It was 

hard to process what had happened. I just sat in my bed thinking that I hoped what IVe done was enough. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Ewpt#; 171001-3519 

■_ , ' , _, Response to. Active Shooter _, 
: ; SUBJECT ' ' ! i ^ 1 7/ 

DIVISION DIVISION OF : 
REPORTING; ,_Patrol NWS1 _^ OCCURRENCE; , , , FatrOlCQAC , 

DATE & TIME ■ LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED; ___, 10-01-2017 @ 2208_■; < ^ OCCURRENCE; 3950 las Vegas Blvd 0 

NARRATIVE; 

1 Sgt M. Marlow was not on duty at the. time the incident occurred- Upon learning of the incident in progress, 1 
fogged on from my residence, ensured there was adequate on-duty coverage for my area and proceeded to 
the command post located at SCAC, 

l arrived at approximately 1 i 30 hours and made contact with the staging manager Lt, G. Hank who promptly 

gave the six man strike team I had assembled an order to make our way up the Blvd to look for injured people 
after iink-upwith medics at LV Blvd and Russell Hoad, I proceeded with my team (ST22).to the POC for.CJark 

■' County Fire, who then assigned two.med]cs.{FP8) to my team*;, . ",^ T ■ 

The members of my team were as follows: 

LVMPD Officers 

B. Engstrom 
T. O’Connell 

: J.;Firestine. ■;'..>: .■ y , v ., ■,, y';;yy--,y;- ,,■■ , ■ - ■- ,■ :-y ■;;ly-,1 .y .i,:; . - 
A, Fink 

NLV Officer 
M. Parage 

Clark County Fire Paramedics 

Vereila 

VVe proceeded to the,fairgrounds: where the incident occurred and entered from the northern-most entrance on 
the las Vegas 01yd side. We made our vyay through th® grounds without encountering anyone hiding or in 
need of medical attention. We saw two other teams covering the southern portion of the venue so we 

Data and Time of Report: 10“06-3017 <@> 10DD i Officer: M. Marlow Hi 6304 

Approved By: Officer:_ P#: 

SKSHATUne; 
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continued east into the parking tot across Giles St. After clearing the parking lots while moving south, we 
proceeded west on Mandalay Say Rd to LV BLVD where we encountered Homicide Detectives who said they 
thought the fairgrounds were clear but had encountered three individuals hiding jn the grand stands, ! then 
took my team back through the fairgrounds in the southern portion in order to ehsure the area was clear for 
homicide to conduct their investigation. 

We did not encounter anyone hiding or injured, only the deceased victims lying on the field near the stage. 
After ensuring the area was clear, we returned to the Command Post at Which time i turned over command of 
the Strike Team to Officer Firestine and secured for the morning due to illness l was experiencing prior to the 
arriving at the incident. 
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OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: 171001*3510 

Mandalay Bay Active Shooter . ' 
^ | SUBJECT : " ~ ^ ^ 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
reporting: __ QDB/MACTAQ occurrence: , TouristSafety , 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: __ 10*01*17 1Q3Q_ 1 , OCCURRENCE; Mandalay Say/RoutSt . 

NARRATIVE 

On October 1,2017, at approximately 2215 hours, 1 was called by my MACTAC Sergeant Branden Clarkson 
who informed me there was an active assailant at Mandalay Bay arid that there were several casualties on the 
strip. I Immediately dressed out and seif-dispatched to The event While responding, radio traffic indicated 
someone needed to establish command. I heard Captain Pelletier say lid was going to become 1C end would 
run the incident out of SpAQ. As the ODB Lieutenant, i regularly instruct command and control classes, table 
tops and scenarios pertaining to 10$ and managing critical incidents. I arrived at SCAC as Captain Pelletier; 
became the Incident Commander: Commander Pelletier asked, me to stay by. his side and- help., him manage 
the incident '"■■■.;;111■y ' .■ ■1, ■ f;/y ■'.'■■■ T';/;V ■ v11;V■ ■ ■■■ ■ ■';■1'; 

Commander Pelletier made me his Operations Chief responsible for direct management qf incident related 
tactical activities. Sgt Clarkson was assigned as Commander Pelletiefs Intel, officer. Sgt. Clarkson should be 
commended for his immense help in assisting Commander Pelletier and myself in organizing, the many facets 
and working components at the onset of establishing command, 

I found Lieutenant Carlos Hank and assigned him as Staging Manager and we designated the front parking Tot 
of SCAC as the Staging Area. Lieutenant Hank began assembling strike teams (each with a Sergeant leading 
the team and a myriad of police agency officers comprising the teams).. I directed Staging.Manager Hank.on 
where, to deploy teams and how many teams were needed. Staging manager Hank did a great job of keeping 
the Staging Area staffed with Strike Teams waiting for deployments, as well as tracking who was leading the 
teams and where they were deployed. 

I assigned Lt, Greg Munson as a Rescue Task Force Liaison with CGFD, Liaison Munson coordinated with 
CCFp leadership at the Staging Area and was assigned Strike Teams to deploy Rescue task Force 
components with CCFD and police personnel to begin treating, triaging and evacuating wounded victims from 
the warm zones of the incident. 

i called Lt Willy Newman with UNLV Police and ashed him to have officers open Thomas & Mac for any 
evacuations. It Newman was able to accomplish this within five minutes. 1 assigned LVMPD Patrol Detective 
Sgt. Beth Carroll to be an LVMPD point of contact at the Thomas & Mac. Several evacuees, were dropped off 
by busses at the Thomas & Mac where they had indoor shelter, food and water all provided by UNLV and 
arranged by Lt. Newman. After some confusion about how many evacuees were present add how many 
needed to go back to the Strip, i assigned Lt Ted Giaud to oversee Thomas & Mac evacuees. Lt Giaud 

Date and Time of Report: _October 11; 2017 Officer; H Reggie Racfor P#; 6QS9 

Approved By: ...... ■.;...;. ... Officer; .t... pjfc.... ^ • 

St&NfttUftE?. .1. ' ■ 1 I 
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US VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#: 171001-3519 

coordinated with the busses to get all of the evacuees back to their original properties or other 
accommodations on the Strip (if they were originally staying at the Mandalay Bay). 

As the Incident shifted into Investigative mode Commander Pelletier kept his command staff intact and we 
responded to the DOC to resume Command of the incident For the remainder of the operational period (4 
days) our team stayed in place and worked the Command Fbst when Commander Pelletier was assigned as 
incident Commander 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POUffi DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event#: 171001-3519 

' ..^ _ Mandalay flay Massacre , , . ._ 
~™" . ■■ subject ffTT ..^ . 

division division of , , . 
reporting:_Community Policing Division , , occurrence: , Tourist, Safety Division ; . 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: 10/1 /17 at 2205 Hours „ OCCURRENCE; 395Q $, Las Vegas Blvd, Las Vegas, NVi 

NARRATIVE: 

I. Sergeant J, Hendricks, P# 6091, had taken the night of October 1, .2017 off Work due to celebrating my 8- 
year-pld's birthday that day. My. wife,^|^kbad been attending the Route 91 Harvest Festival with her friend 
all weekend arid went again Sunday night My Children were in bed and I went to bed around 2130 hours. 

At 2206 hours* 1 received a call from^(^and she was panicked and screaming indiscernibly, l was finally 
able to understand, ‘They’re shooting)** 1 told her to run and to keep running and the line disconnected, I 
immediately got dressed and drove to my mother-in-laws house and took ..her back. to. my house, I was 
monitoring the radio and heard what appeared to be and active shooter incident with multiple shooters. As i 
was just about to..arrive,back at.my.house,: f .received a.notification:.via the SWAT/CNT.communicator of. a. 
callout. ■" t.,' "■1 ■'■ ;"' ■'\ 

I dropped my mother-in-law off and began rolling code toward the MGM. Village Lot. I spoke. withfl^p 
several times along the way. for a few. seconds at a time before , the phone.would disconnect, 1 gave her 
direction, to run away from. Mandalay. Bay, but she could not tell me where she was. Pjjp finally found a 
street sign at Koval and Reno. I directed her to run to the Rebel Station at Tropicana.and Koval.. 

1: knew. J . had to rescue and .eyacuate,^§^from. the incident before I. could respond to. the Command .Post 
As l drove bn the M 5 northbound, traffic came to a halt. I observed an NHP Trooper in front of me also 
traveling north, there was a pick-up with what appeared to be three adults sitting In the back behind the 
Trooper and they were following right on his bumper. We eventually got completely stopped in traffic and I 
exited to see why this pick-up was following the Trooper. The people in the back informed me they had a 
shooting victim in the back with them and were trying to get to a hospital. At the time, they said the victim was 
still alive, but I did not look to see for myself. 

I got back in my truck and began aggressively nosing my way through traffic that would not move. Between 
the NHF Trooper and me, we were finally able to break traffic and continue moving northbound. The NHF 
Trooper led the pick-up, presumably to a hospital downtown, 

Ode and Time of Report: 10/8/17 at 0600 hours Officer:_ Sgt.Uh Hendricks F#: 6091 

Approved By; _ Officer:_ P#i 

LVMFt) fla (ftov.B/Qp. WORO &>!(> 

Signature: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event #; 171Q01-3519 

I continued toward HIP i finally arrived at the Rebel Station and picked upPPP and her friend at 
approximately 2235 hours, I then dropped them off at Town Square and arranged for them tp be picked up by 
friends. 

After gettingto safety, I responded to the Command Post at approximately 2245 hours* A short time 
later, entry was made into the suspect's room and he was found dead from a self-inflicted gunshot vyound* 1 
began communicating with Sergeant W* Matchko, P# 8525, who was at the room. 

Based on .exigency arid the possibility of multiple shooters, Captain p.Tomaino, P# 4671, agreed that we 
needed to have Sergeant Matchko search for documentation with names, addresses dr identifiers, and cellular 
phones. It was reasonable to believe these items Would assist in identifying co-conspirators, if any, l relayed 
this to Sergeant Matchko, Who also agreed with this assessment 

Sergeant Matchko and his officers gathered cellular phones and other documents from within Mandalay Bay* 
Room 32-1135* Three cellular phones were idenhfiedandappeared to be connected to th^ollowin^hone 

anclfHHMNB Of the three numbers>p(^H^HBarjd 
Iwere determinedjo be valid, working phone numbers^ The phone historyo^P^m^p 

showed a contact,1flIM’MHMMIbeen called numerous times. Other itemsthatrnamovide 
investigative leads were locatecU^nck^^ Mlife Platinum player’s card to4HMM( a- 
box that had been shipped to^llH^pat afppBPaddress, and a Nevada Driver License and United 
States Passport to the deceased male, Stephen Paddock. 

The information I received was passed along to other members of CNT and TASS, Due to the nature of the 
incident, and the apparent ongoing immediate danger of death or serious bodily injury to any person based on 
several other callers at various locations along The Strip continuing to report active shooters inside of hotels 
and sightings of people with firearms, Sergeant Brad Cupp, P# 8104, an officer specially designated, by the 
District Attorney, reasonably.determined that an emergency situation existed. TA^^ete^^^rowsjoned ■jency^er^egstersTj&sed ori the emergency situation for phone numbersppM^PpMHPPi: 

. and PPPPPHHp,, and for social, media accounts CNT :had.. located for Instagram account 
stephenpaddociMp and Facebook account httos ://www;f aeabook *cdt 

I completed Declarations for Ratiffcatior^rSmemenc^er^e^er / Tm^an^Tr^ with Real Time 
Precision Location for phone numberdPPPmPUBIHHIB andppHIHIBl I also completed 
Declarations forBatification of Emergency Pen Register / Trap anc^tacefor Instagram account 
stephenpaddoci^(p and Facebook account htlos://www*facebook:conP^[PPPp|| These Emergency 
Pen Registers were reviewed / approved by Clark County Deputy District Attorney Robert Daskas and signed 
by District Court Judge Nancy L Altf. I filed , them with the Clerk of the Court on October 3, 2017 at 
approximately 1210 hours. 



US VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event#: 171001-3519 

' , Active Shooter ■ 
i--™- ’^QUBJEGr ! —— | “7 

DIVISION DIVISION OP 
reporting: Investigative Services Division . occurrence Fatfol, ftervices Division. 

date a TIME LOCATION OP - Las Vegas Village, 3901 S. Las Vegas 
OCCURRED: October 1,2Q17@2215 OCCURRENCE: Rlvd, UsVegaS, NV38119 , 

NARRATIVE: 

On October 1t 2017, at approximately 2200 hours, 1, PetOctiyb G. Flores, F#.6071, assjgned.to the Oangs/Vice 
Bureau, was executing the service of a search warrant atVMHHlMHVHVIIHpBiHk'-While 
serving the search warrant dispatch broadcast information regarding the active shooter incident occurring in 
Convention Renter Area, The officers on scene turned their radios to CCAC and a barrage of gun fire could be 
heard in the background, Sgt. W. Matchko, P#8525, was on scene supervising the service of the warrant at 
that time. Sgt Benjamins,.P#6964 had also arrived on the scene and upon hearing the CCAC radio traffic, Sgt, 
Matchko left to assist with the active shooter. 

At 2230 hours, Detective J. Santiago arid I completed the service of the search warrant and responded to the 
incident Command Center at South Central Area Command. Upon arrival, i met with other members of the 
Vice Unit and was assigned to Strike Team #47, Shortly after my arrival at the incident Command, Strike Team 
#47 was advised to respond to the Paris Hotel and CasinO, located at 3655 S. Las Vegas Bivd, Las Vegas, NV 
89109. At that time it was reported that shots were being fired inside the hotel. 

Upon our arrival, Strike Team#4.7 began clearing the casino floor of the Paris Hotel and Casino, searching for 
the additional reported shooter. Strike team #47 was able to evacuate the casino floor and effectively moved 
people to the Convention Area of the hotel for shelter. Uitimately .it was determined that no. additional shooter, 
was present. Strike Team#47 maintained command and control of the property. 

After several hours, Strike Team #47 wa^ ordered back to the Incident Command to await reassignment Strike 
Team #47, was reassigned to provide sepudty in front of the Ball/s Hotel and Casino located at 3645 S, Las 
Vegas Blvd. Las Vegas, NV 89109. 

Date and Time of Report: .10/06/2017 p 1300 Office* ■ (a. Fiores p#6071^; 

Approved By: $pt, W. Matchko, P# 8525 .Qflicer: , ; ' ; ■ ' ' P#;^__ 

Stg^ATtm^: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: 171001003519 

Active Shooter Mandalay Bay 10/01/17 
SUBJECT. 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: Patrol . 

DIVISION OF , 
OCCURRENCE: , , Patrol 

DATE ft TIME 
OCCURRED: 10/01/17 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: 3901 S. LVBIvd 

NARRATIVE: 

FYlOn 10/1/2017,1, Officer T, O'Neill (P#6067), was assigned to work overtime at CCDC from 1800 to 0600 
hours- Due to the fact that 1 was working at CCDC, l did not have my Body Worn Camera with me. 

Officer K. Kim <P#X4855) was also working overtime in a neighboring module. 

At approximately 2210 hours, I received word that there was an active shooter on the Strip from Officer Kim 
and we both began to monitor the radio- At the time, it was reported that the shooter was still actively 
shooting at the Mandalay Bay, Radio traffic stated that there Were multiple casualties and officers were 
actively taking fire. •; 

I asked the Corrections Officer in charge of the module if she could hold the niodule herself; she told hie she 
could and d movement CO also arrived to assist her. Officer Kim also received permission to leave his post 

Officer Kim and I met with CCDC Sergeants and Lieutenants. After ensuring that our posts were covered, we 
were then given permission to leave our posts to assist with the situation. 

l had a department vehicle for the overtime assignment; Officer Kim jumped into my vehicle and we both 
headed down to the Strip, Radio traffic announced that there were possibly more active shooters inside the 
New York New York, Tropicana, Beliagio, Aria, Cosmopolitan, and Paris. Due to the fact that there were 
numerous properties reporting abtive shooters/shots fired. Officer Kim and I headed towards the nearest : 
casino from our Ideation on 11$, which was the Beliagio, At the time, the Beliagio was reporting an active 
shooter with shots fired near the employee entrance. Details stated that a shooter possibly edited a white 

Officer Kim and I assisted K9 and DTAC units in clearing citizens and employees in the area as well as clearing 
the truck and immediate areas at the Beliagio. Officers quickly realised that the truck belonged to a security 
supervisor who works at the Beliagio, Officer Kim and | directed citizens inside the building and gave security 
direction to have all citizens and employees shelter in plape until further instructions were given by police. 
While leaving the Beliagio, dispatch reported an active shooter at Klew York New York. Officer Kim and I 
headed towards Toshiba Pla*a, Citizens Were stilt walking in the area. We began directing citizens to shelter in 
place at the nearest casino, clearing Toshiba Plaza of citizens. We also directed security to have citizens and 
employees shelter in place until further instructions were given by police. 

Data and Tima of Report: , 10/10/17 2350 Officer: TlmothvK O'Neill F#: 06067 

Approved. By: Officer: Kathryn M. Kim P# 14855 

SENATORS: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#! 171001003519 

Officer Kim and t then heard that there may possibly be a shooter inside the Aria; dispatch also reported that 
the bridges were not secure and many citizens were still using bridge accesses to get outside. We arrived in 
the area and immediately began giving citizens instructions to seek shelter inside the casinos- Officer Kim and I 
cleared the bridges to the casino; We also made contact with security at Planet Hollywood, Aria, and the 
Cosmopolitan to give instructions to riot let any citizens outside and to shelter in place until further notice. 
SWAf arrived in the area to clear the casinos; Officer Kim and 1 Held the bridges to ensure no citizens or 
suspects came behind SWAT as they cleared the buildings. 

Once it Was determined that there were no additional active shooters at any other Strip properties. Officer 
Kirri and 1 went to the Command Post to await further instructions. 



US VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 

1 October Active Shooter 

Event#; 171001*3519 

DIVISION 
REPORTING; PATROL 

DIVISION OF 
dGCURRENpfc Patrol 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED: 10/01/17 

LOCATION OP 
OCCURRENCE: Route 91 Festival 

NARRATIVE: 

My sguad of officers and I were on duty and handling calls for service in BAG. When the incident began we 
responded to UMC for protection of the infrastructure. . 

OnCa we arrived i assigned officers to the perimeter around the UMC and several officers also began helping 
injured citizens being transported by ambulances and private vehicles put of the vehicles and into the hospital. 

We maintained our duties until 0600 when we were relieved by day shift. 

Date and Time of Report: 10/14/17 £142 Officer: Sgt C. Overson 

Approved By: Officer: 

SteNATVRE; 

U/MRq f!S -WORD 2010 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event #; 171001-3519 

_Route 91 Festival Active Shooter Response__ 
r | | r—, SUBJECT ' : : ^ | : 

DIVISION DIVISION OF , 
REPORTING;_ BAG OCCURRENCE; ' CQAO . ' . .' : 

LOCATION OF , . ti ' . . 
10/01/17 2308. hr$.■.,m OCCURRENCE; . Mandalay Bay 3950 S. Us Vegas Blvd , 

narrative; . 

On 10/01/17, at approximately 2208 hours, I Lieutenant Carlos Hank, supervisor of Bolden Graveyard, was 
attending graveyard briefing at Bolden Area Command (BAO). Sgt Stark and Sgt Baiiejos were conducting 
briefing when a swing shift officer carhe in to the briefing room and whispered to nie there was a possible 
active shooter at the Mandalay Bay. Casino, We continued with our briefing for about a minute until, the swing 
shift officer opened the door that leads'tp-the parking lot and shouted its “rear*, Sgt Stark quickly pulled up the 
CAD and everyone in briefing turned on their radios. 

Response ■ 

While listening to the casualty updates on the radio, 1 realized UMC would need to be secured. ) then directed 
Sgt. Baiiejos to take his squad and secure the area around UMC. Sgt Stark's.squad was the BAG in the box 
squad so, I made the decision to deploy to SC AC from BAC insteadof heading to a rally point. I briefed up the 
squads as to the limited information we had at the time and told them to meet me at the SCAC front parking lot. 

Command Post 

Upon arriving at SCAC I could:hear the mass chaos and confusion, on the radio. Once on scene, I. saw a few 
other Lieutenants on scene who were attempting to setup the CP. I made the decision to designate myself as 
"367 Traffic1’ and move all units who were oh perimeter traffic locations to: the SCAC radio channel to alleviate 
some of the radio traffic on the CCAC channel. This assignment was short lived; as I returned to the CP from 
my patrol car, ! spoke With Lt. Rader who told me the CP was being moved into SCAC and they needed a 
Staging manager, i then transferred the traffic dutjes to Lt. Welch and i assumed responsibility as the Staging 
Area Manager. (367 Staging) 

I was assisted.in my duties by four assistants: 
Sgt. Shellie Clark - Scribe 
Sgt. Todd Richter ^ Strike Team Coordinator / CP Liaison 
Sgt. Zach Baughman - Strike Team Coordinator 
Det Jason Moyer- Scribe/ICS Liaison 

Date and Time 6f Report;, 10/10/17 0400 . Officer;.. ■.. C. Hank., ■ p#: 6886 

Approved By; 1 Officer: '.' F#: 

stpHATone: _. ' 

DATE &.TIME 
OCCURRED: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#: 1710014519 

Supporting Agencies 
IVMPD FBI 
NLVPD ATF 
WHF CCSD 
Henderson FD County Fire 

City Fire 
Strike Teams were made up of the above agencies. 

Strike Team Accountability Deployment; 

My assistants and ( began the enormous task of organizing; assembling and preparing strike teams for 
deployment. We knew the critical point of this operation depended on accountability. We established a number 
system and deployed approximately 47 Strike teams into the area of operation over the duration of the event. 
Our staging area worked hand in hand with the Medical group as toe provided Strike Teams for Force 
Protection missions. 

During the event sortie strike teams attempted to self-deploy to assist other units that needed assistance. My 
team worked hard to ensure we maintained accountability of,ail deployed strike teams by requiring them to 
return to the Staging Oreafor debriefing arid status, checks prior.to redeployment, in addition to deploying strike 
teams to the Route 91 event, we also deployed a strike team to each of the major casinos from Russell Road 
to Sahara felvd to ensure site security and reassure the security of visiting guests. 

Command Post Relocation 

At approximately 0500 the CP was moved to Metro HQ Building “B" Action room- the Staging area remained 
at the front Parking lot of SCAC during the CP relocation. 

Transfer of Command/ Shift Change 

At approximately 0600, I worked with Lt. Qoday to ensure the relief of all officers who were assigned to the 
Rpute 91 event in an overtime capacity. At approximately lOOOhrs, I then transferred Command of the Staging 
Area to U. K. Burke, During our transfer we successfully accounted tor ail remaining strike teams and planned 
their proper relief. 

Conclusion 

Throughout the incident our officers maintained their composure and displayed enormous courage during the, 
most chaotic incident in the history of IVMPD. I am forever grateful to all of the officers and agents who 
responded to the scene and allowed me tp deploy them into harm's way. 

Carlos Hank 
Lieutenant 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 

Mandalay Bay Active Shooter 

SUBJECT. 

Event#; 171001-3519 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: Homeland Security Division 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: Safty Division 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED: 10/01/2017 2205 HRS 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: 3950 S, Us Vegas Blvd LV, NV 

NARRATIVE; 

At 2214 Hours, the SWAT/Crisis Negotiation Team (CNT) notification system was activated directing ail 

personnel assigned to the teams to report to SCAC - Command Post (CP), i responded as part of CNT and 

was assigned to the intelligence gathering team. 

1 was advised that there was a shipping box with the name nd address of 

n.the ..suspect's room, .1. conducted a records check-through CopUnK and. determined :he. had. 

(learned that had three reports frorri 

I forwarded the above information to Counter terrorism Section (CTS) Sergeant R; Meyers, Detectives S. 

Baker and S. Majewski. 

There were conflicting reports that suspect Paddock had two rooms at Mandalay Bay, 32-1134 and 4328, 

called the MQM Resorts international (MGMR1) Corporate Watch Desk and spoke with MGMR1 analyst 0 

At 0050 hours fVM advised me that Paddock did, in fact, have two rooms, 32-1134 and 32*1135, That 

information wa£ consistent with what l received previously from SWAT officers, that the suspect had two 

adjoining rooms. 

Date and Time of Report: October 7, 2(3171505 hours Officer; Officer U.-Woosnam F# 6236 p#i 6892 

Approved By: Sergeant A, Bates P# ©392 Officer: 

Sjqnatwe: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#: 171001*3519 

At approximately 0221 hours I contacted Cosmopolitan security/where Marilpu Dantey was a frequent guest. 

According to security, Daniey was a Platinum rated guest She stayed at the Cosmopolitan 8 times in the past 

18 months, the last being on August 30,2017. She provided an address 

with a phone ofH^^NflNhe had one addition guest registered with her,j|BHHHH^|ouring 

previous stays, Daniey provided an address of did not have 

additional guests during her more recent stays. 

At 0236 hours* at the request of Lieutenant O’Daniei, | contacted the MGMRi Corporate Watch Desk to request 

they work with Mandalay Bay security to provide an announcement for guests to shelter in place. MGMRI 

referred me to Mandalay Bay security. I requested they preside a message to guests via in-room TV, phone 

and/or public address that SWAT will be conducting checks, shelter in place, but answer the door for police. 

On October 2, 2017, at approximately 0600 hours, I was released from the.scene and secured shortly 

thereafter. 



LAS VEGAS METROPQUTAN POUCE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT ’ 
Event#: 171001-3519 

, Mandalay Bay Active. Shooter _ _ 
subject 

DIVISION , DIVISION OF 
reporting Homeland Security,Division . occurrence;  _ 'Tourist Bafty Division 

DATE & TIME ^ , LOCATION OF • . 
OCCURRED: , 10/01/2017 2205 HBS OCCURRENCE: 3950 S, Lets Vegas Blyd IV, NV 

NARRAltV.E: 

At 2214 hours, the SWAT/CNY notification system was activated directing all personnel assigned to the teams 

to report to SCAC - Command Post (CP), My assignment that night was the team leader pdsition of the Crisis 

Negotiation Team. Upon arrival at the SCAC, i began to coordinate ali my assigned personnel to pne central 

location so m could begin to work towards gathering intelligence regarding the suspect* any additional 

. suspects, and/or motives. This was my mission for the duration of the Incident 

On October 2, 2017, at approximately 0600 hours, the momentum of the incident had slowed as the 

agency moved toward the investigation phase. Due to the A/B roster being initiated, I released mpny of my 

personnel so they could report to their regular assigned duties as most of them had a report time of 0600 

hours. ■ . ...... . ■ . , '■ ' , 

Date and Time of Report; 10/6/2017 1Q4QHRS Officer; 

Approved By: . .Officer; 

Signature: 

Andte Bates P#: 6893 

Fff:.'.:. 
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US VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
1 Events: 171001-3519 

Active shooter at Mandalay Bay ,_ . 1 . 
^ | ' SUBJECT ' ‘ ! ' “ ^ 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING: EQB OCCURRENCE: ' , , QCAQPatfol 

date & time location of Mandalay'Bay'Hotel 3950 S, las Vegas 
OCCURRED; 10-"M7 @ 230Q hPUrs. OCCURRENCE: . BtV& 

......... 'i Mm .. ....|. .. .I*.....H'Hil.. h 11.'.. i'i. 

' NARRATIVE: ■ ' , . 

1 Officer c. Long, P# 6903 working as marked Search and Rescue unit SR9, was working Attached to LVMPD 
SWAT as a tactical emergency medic, t received a call from Lt, k. Detzer P#684i) at 2213 hours, advising me 
of an active shooter at Mandalay Bay Hotel on the strip, Due to the nature of the event l asked the Lieutenant 
to contact other SR units to assist and make sure the hospitals were advised. Dr, PT Hseih, and Dr, R, 
Berkeley, volunteer tactical emergency doctors were also advised and routed to the command post to assist 

Upon arrival I was assigned as the tactical medic with the team led by SWAT Officer K. Stephens (P#3922.) 
The team moved into the hotel and quickly found thpt the elevators were shut down to prevent.possible : 
suspects from exiting the building. Stairs vfer& eventually found and two teams began:moving up to the 32"* 
floor. Once the suspect’s room was entered by a separate team, the team I was attached to continued moving 
and clearing floors to the top of the building.. 

After it was determined that the lone suspect was located and deceased, the teams were reallocated for force 
protection with fire medics to search all rooms from bottom to top of the hotel for any other casualties or 
suspects. Once the building was cleared all teams returned to the command post and were released to 
secure.' 

Date and Time of Report: 10*8*17 1300 hours Officer; 0. Long p#; 6902 

Approved By: ■ _ , Officer; _: F#:' 

$hsnatvr£;... .... , 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event #: LLV17100100351S 

_Route 91 Active Shorter 

.;;... SUBJECT “ ” ' 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
' REPORTING; SCAC_ OCCURRENCE:, M-1 _.■ 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED; t0»0M7/220Q OCCURRENCE: las Vegas BIVD/Russell RD LVN 89109 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10-06-17, Detectives at SCAC became aware that an active shooter was in progress at the 
Mandalay Bay. When we became aware that the on duty officers needed assistance we rallied at SCAC so we 
could be directed to assist. We were off duty at the time. The detectives that reported to me was Detective 
Adams P#10017, Detective Brambilla P#13423, Detective Kendrick P#13953, Detective Zlmney P#13140, 
Detective Hammond P# 13917 and Detective Zygmont P#8558. When everyone checked in and put their 
MACTAC gear on We reported to the staging area manager to receive our assignments. We became Strike 
Team 28. Or task was to give security to our citizens on the overpass bridge located at Flamingo/ Las Vegas 
BLVD by the. Bellagio, We ensured the safety of the citizens in the Bellagio by making sure no other suspects 

: vv^er^ the feeil apib a : forej© jS^qrlty airicJ LVM t»D.; 
post from 2300 hours until 0630 hours, when the 1C ordered us to secure; No incidents occurred while we were 
at the Bellagio. 

LVMPD 82 (R*vTflfl)*l 'WOHP 2l?lQ Fag§ 1 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: 171001-3519 

Mandalay Bay Shooting 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: ; Tourist Safety 

, DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: , Tourist Safety 

DATE ft TIME 
OCCURRED:! 10-1-17 2206 hours 

LOCATION OF , ■ 
OCCURRENCE: 3950 S. LV Blvd ' 

NARRATIVE; 

On 10-1*17 at about 2300 hour£ I was home when I was awakenedby my mobile phone that there was a 
major incident occurring with mass casualties, i learned that it was a mass shooting and that the agency was 
implementing A/B/X rosters which meant that all commissioned personnel would be working 12-hour shifts. .! 
contacted both bf my lieutenants and advised them so they could ensure their respective section had the 
information on when and where to show up for work. 

I continued to monitor the event throughput the night and learned that I would be working at the Command 
Post. At. 0530 on 10-2-17 1 arrived in the Department Operations Center (DOC) and .learned that I would be 
relieving. Captain Pelletier as the Incident Commander from 0600-1800. Captain Pelletier briefed me on what 
was currently-working and the objectives for the next operational period. 

Upon taking command of the incident, one of. the first objectives I worked was to coordinate relief for the 
operational areas and the staging manager, which was one of the key roles during the initial response on the 
ihcident i coordinated with my Deputy Incident Commander, It Misty Pence an<1 the department Emergency 
Management Manager Rachel Skidmore to adjust the ICS structure of the event fora long-term type 1 
response. ' 

During the operational period I was in command one of the main operational goals was to open traffic on 
Russell to east and west bound traffic. We were able to shrink the footprint of the incident and puli back 
closures to open traffic from the vafetto Las Vegas Blvd and open Russell for use. However, the bulk of the 
closures remained, I continued to brief the DOC throughout the day bn calls that officers worked related to the 

. incident. 

On 10-5-17,1 again worked the DOC from 0600-1300 relieving Captain Raybuck. By this datei Las Vegas Blvd 
was open to traffic in both directions. The Clark County Coroner also opened a Family information Center that 
we staffed with officers, We also staffed officers at Palm and Davis Mortuary and coordinated their relief, 
During the shift from 0600-1800,1 along with Lieutenants Lourenco and Fickitn, built out the structure: for the 
next operational period and identified the objectives to be worked during that period. 

Date end Time of Report: 10-10-171434, Officer; Capt. U, Owen P#; 4409 

Approved By: Officer; P#: 

SfoNAtURE: 

WMPD 62' (PoVrfiuOl) * WORD 2010 Fagel 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POUCE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
171001-3519 

'_ 1_Mandaiy Bay Aotiye Shooter ___ ' 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
reporting;_OfficeofPublic Information occurrence: .■. ■■ ■ ■ Patrol 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED; 10/01/2017 2205 hrs. OCCURRENCE: , 3950 3-1^ y.egasBlVd^.^ ^ 

N@BftIiV.ft 

On 10/01/2017 at approximately 2220 hrs. I was 6ft duty and was caiied out to respond to an active shooter 
call at the Mandalay Bay Hotel. While enroute to the Mandalay Bay; t was westbound oh pesert inn at 
Maryland Farkway, Near Sunrise Hospital. 1 saw numerous ambulances doming from and towards the 
hospital. 

As l neared the Mandalay Bay, I was driving westbound on Reno Avenue, l saw numerous ambulances on the 
Street treating injured people. At approximately 2250. hrs, I turned south on Oiles Street.from Reno Avenue 
and I saw approximately 50 people on the ground being treated by other civilians. ■ Vsaw several injured people 
being loaded on to makeshift litters. A citizen advised me that.he .had an individual who was shot in the head 
and neck. I saw that he was still alive and semi-conscious. We loaded this person in the back of my unmarked 
department car. Another person approached and. asked me if i could take him; advising that he was shot in the 
chest. I told him to get in and he got in the back seat. A third person approached the passenger door and also 
asked if he could get in. It was apparent he had sustained a gunshot wound to his right forearm. He.got in the 
front passenger, seat. 

l advised dispatched that I was enroute to Sunrise Hospital with one.critical patient and two ambulatory 
patients, { responded to Sunrise Hospital code 3.. 

Dale and Tima ol Report; 10/06/2017 Officer; Jacinto Rivera P#; 4417 

Approved By; Officer; 

SIGNATURE: 

LVMPO S3 (Ftav.ftWj .WORD 2010 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT ^#1 f ft- %pP I f B*#! \#l 1 I 

Event #: 171001-3519 

_ ■ _1 October Response , . 
~ subject " ^ 

DIVISION , , ■ " ■ 1 DIVISION OF 
reporting: Tourist Safety Division occurrence; Tourist Safety Division 

date a TIME LOCATION OF 5757 Wayne Newtpn &fvdM Lss Vegas, Nv 
OCCURRED; 10/01/2017 / 2210 hours OCCURRENCE: . 89119 

■ ■■  ' ■' 1   . *. " ' 1 I  .....Mlir^WWWH"W*PT*■ MI   "7^rWWMiHWI 

NARRATIVE; , 

On 10/01/2017 at approximately 2210 hours, l'Officer'll Nellis P#4429 was working as marked patrol unit 

3Q90- 090 is a designated call sign for the Airport Bureau RAMP unit. During the course of my duties I was 
alerted to an active shooter taking place at the Route 91 Harvest Festival, which is adjacent to the west side of 
the McGarran international Airports perimeter, i then responded to the west side of the airport via LVMPD 

marked unit #10734, utilizing McGarran Airports interior perimeter road: While in rdute it was learned that 
numerous festival goers had breached the west Side perimeter gaining access to the airfield. 

Upon arrival to the west (airside) of the airport 1 came in contact with approximately 30 festival gqers who were 

taking cover .behind, the Poker.Cpm hanger, airside, After evaluating if the subjects needed immediate medical 
attention, I was.directed by Sgt. Toney P#6271 to escort the subjects to the Caesar’s /Harrah’s hanger where 
approximately.another 150 festival goers wheresheltering in piace/Medical units also responded to this 

location. A pian was eventually developed to have the festival goers safely transported from this location via 
buses to the Thomas, and Mack. Once the subjects were safely transported, officers along with DOA K9 
cleared and secured the hanger. 

At the direction of Sgt. Toney, I responded along with other officers to the Sand's hanger where it was reported 
that festival goers were sheltering in place. Upon arrival we came in contact, with approximately 50 subjects 

who had fled the Route 91 Harvest Festival. They were also evaluated for injuries and eventually transported 
to the Thomas and Mack via bus. The hanger was then cleared and secured by officers and DOA K9. 

As other resources arrived, I was eventually relieved and reported back to the terminal 1 LVMPD substation 
where we debriefed the incident. 

Date and Time of Report; 10/10/3017 / 1515 hours. Officer: William Nellis P#; 4429 

Approved By; ■, Officer: . , . H: 

Signature: 

.WORP201C 
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CONTINUATION 
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LAS VEGAS HETROPOUTAM PQUCg DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: , 171001 "3519 

, Mandalay Bay Active Shooter (Route 91) ,, 
. SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
TSD 

DIVISION OP 
' TSD ' REPORTING: OCCURRENCE: 

DATE & TIME 
1.0/1/2017 2220 

LOCATION QF 
SC AC. (Command Post) OCCURRED: , . OCCURRENCE: 

NARRATIVE: 

On October Is', 2017 at approximately 2220 hours 1 received a text message from Detective Walter 
Hemmingway. In the Text he asked if I was at the Route 91 event; because^PI^HM^flpr had ceiled 
him and reported there were people being shot. I jurhpad out of bed and turned my packet oiulnd confirmed 
the information, hearing reports of multiple gunshots, shooters, and people being injured, I dressed and 
proceeded to the command post, logging on in the car and switching channels: As ! was on-route 1 exited the 
westbound 215 to the Northbound 1-15. 

the freeway exitto Russell/Frank Sinatra was completely, jammed with cars: Nothing was moving, I couid 
hear Officers asking for medical and stating 40 people or more were shot. I exited my vehicle; and.displaying 
my LVMPD ID began having cars move over and clear a path for the numerous emergency vehicles behind 
me. One of the HSST team officers (Joey Hernandez).was behind me in his own car. Also, a subject 
identifying himself as a former DELTA operator came up to.me to assist. Another (possible off duty fire?); 
person came upas well. The four of us began running down the travel lanes, clearing the cars as fast as we 
could. As space opened i moved up and utilized the PA system in my car, imploring vehicles to move. 
Eventually we were able to clear a path tp Russell, allowing emergency ambulances, fire vehicles and police 
personnel, to exit the freeway. 

I proceeded to the command post located at SCAC. Once there I conferred with the Incident Commander, 
John Pelletier, He assigned me the role of DOC liaison, reporting investigative' information, intelligence, and 
operational information to the DOC every half hour. My counterpart at the DOG was Captain Jim Sbebock and 
Emergency Manager Rachel Skidmore, At approximately 0030 (I am not sure of the time) I received a bail 
from Captain Fletcher advising me to activate the A/B roster for Laughlin, i advised him 1 was working the CP 
and would take care of it. Working with Sergeant Cowley in Laughlin: I Was able to quickly complete the 
notifications for the A/B roster. 

t left the CP at approximately 0500 hours and proceeded to laughlin for briefing. If there Ore any questions l 
can be contacted any time. 

This report is digitally signed by me, lieutenant Harry Fagei, P#4b44. 

Date and Time of Report: October 9th, 2017 Officer: Lieutenant Harry Faael 

Aoomved By; .;. . i Officer:.!.!.!.1.'ri . .!. p#: 

Signature:.■. 

LVMPP 82 (Rpv.S/O I) • WQRp SOJO Page 1 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event#: 171001-3519 

_Active ffhooter incident. , , 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
PD 

DIVISION Op 
REPORTING: OCCURRENCE: , , PD 

DATE $ TIME 
10/1/17 2255 hrs 

.. LOCATION OF 
Route 91,Country Festival. OCCURRED: ( OCCURRENCE: 

NARRATIVE: 

'DETAILS: 

Officer involved: Det Tim Vaughan P# 4672, SCAC PD8 

On 10/01/17 at approximately 22l4Hrs, 1 was notified by my Sgt of an active shpoter call working on CCAC 
channel I was off duty and at home at the time. There were no further details at the time. Upon fearning.that 
it was a; confirmed incident, and there was a possibility of numerous active shooters bn Las. Vegas Bivd, I was 
instructed to logon; and report to the staging area at SCAC for further assignments, 

Upon my arrival to SCAC, I was tasked with helping facilitate interviews of witnesses with the Homocide 
Detectives, until that was subsequently redirected. I also was tasked with making notifications of at! off duty 
SCAC employees of the initiation of the A/B Roster. 

I then responded back to the staging area for further instructions, l assisted at the staging area for the 
remainder of the incident until 06G0hrs, when. 1 became part of the Calls for Service <*W,::Roster). 

Date and Time of Report:.1,Q/8/1„7;„, T500.hrs_ Officer: Pet Tim Vaughan P#: 467£f SCAC PP3 

Approved By: Sgt T, Richer, P# 4374 Officer: ' : , ■ ■' ' ■ '■ ' p#: . 

. Signature: _. _ ' 

Page 1 iwm> a? (Rov,afl t). word echo 



DIVISION OlVISIONOF 
reporting: , Homeland Security Division occurrence; tourist Safety Division 

date & time location of 3901 S. Las Vegas Blvd Las Vegas, 
OCCURRED: ,10/01/17 @ approximately 2200. hours . OCCURRENCE; Nevada 60110 

OFFICERS INVOLVED: 

Sergeant Craig Dunn P8253 
Sergeant Cody Fulwiler P9167 
Detective William Schoen P4798 
Detective Luis Norris F5104 
Detective Nikki Manillas F6427 
Detective Todd Humphrey F7317 : ' ■ v:,y:■ 
Detective David Arboreen P7533 
Detective Cynthia Hurtado P8799 

** Above listed personnel were later identified as Strike Team 36** 

NARRATIVE: 

On October 1. 2017, at approximately 2225 hours, Sgt. Dunn sent a squad text advising of the Active 
Shooter incident occurring at the Route 91 Music Festival/ Mandalay Bay, Sgt Dunn further advised to get our 
uniforms, and equipment ready to respond. At approximately 2300 hours, Sgt Dunn advised the listed 
personnel to meet at the Special Investigation^ office (at HQ), where we would brief and respond as a group to 
the Comrhand Post (CP), which was located at the South Central Area Command. 

The listed personnel arrived at HQ and subsequently responded to the CP. Sgt. punn notified CP 
personnel that he had a team ready for deployment, Sgt, Dunn was advised that our team would be deployed 
as Strike Team 3S, but we were advised to stand by for further orders, A short time later, the CP advised our 
Strike Team tp meet with the SMS/ Fire CP personnel and get further instructions regarding our response to a 
Staging area near trppicana and Las Vegas Bh/d, While preparing to deploy; we were advised to disregard 
and to stand by for further orders. 



IAS VEGAS METRQPOUTAN ROUGE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
gvant& 171001-3313 

At approximately 0130 hours, CP personnel advised Sgt. Dunn and Strike Team 36 personnel to 
respond to the Southern Hills Hospital, located at 9300 W. Sunset Rd. las Vegas, Nevada $9148, where 
numerous victims were being treated for injuries ranging from gunshot wounds to broken bones, as a result of 
the incident Sgt, Dunn was further advised to have his Strike Team personnel conduct interviews of the 
victims, collect and impound all related evidence and secure the hospital pending additional victims who may 
be self-transporting or arriving via. ambulance from other area hospitals. Sgt Fulwileralso responded to the 
Southern Hills Hospital upon returning to Lds Vegas from Phoenix, Arizona and being made aware of the 
incident and Strike Team 36's orders from the CP! 

Strike Team 36 personnel subsequently responded to the Southern Hills Hospital and interviewed the following 
victims: 

not present at the Route 91 Festival; She was playing craps at the Mirage Casino and injured her 
leg during the subsequent evacuation, as a result of the unfounded Active Shooter reports that followed the 
actual Active Shooter at Route 91/ Mandalay Say, 

stated she was standing nearth^enter bar, In front of the main stage. She heard the gunfire, but did 
not see the shooter or his location^H^stated it sounded like the gunfire was coming from the Mandalay 
Bay. She injured her left ankle while running away, 

VPPK was in th^teoh lounge at the time of the shooting,VHIheard the gunfire, but did not see the shooter 
or his location^^B stated it sounded like the gunfire was coming from the Mandalay Bay. She injured her left 
ankle while running.away. ..........:.......... 

Was not interviewed because she was discharged prior to our arrival. 

are married; and visiting from Oregon. They were standing in front of the main stage 
when they thought they heard "firecgcker^fhef^a^a break and then they thought they heard 
"firecrackers! again. At that poinuPMMPIMHHB&$w the performers run off stage. As they turned to 
funjflm|was shot In the leg. Simultaneously, an unknown female next to them was shot in the head and 
fell to the ground. 

stated he observetTll||bes^orTiinQfrom the Mandalay Bay hotel tower, approximately 3 
the rooftop. they heard gunshots as they were ftaeing^^^H 
__ stated they fled and hid behind the Coca Cola Suites, located east of the main stageSHPl 

stated the suites were 3 stories high and they could hear the rounds ricocheting off of the structure while they 

It was later determine* i was shot in the upper left thigh and had additional bullet fragments in his left 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event #: 1710014519 

[stated she was with 'hei^HHNRHi the Route 91 Country Harvest Festival, It vyas approximately 
,2230 hours and they were in the center of the crowdt in front of the main stage, watching Jason Aldean 
perform. They heard loud bangs, but thought they were fireworks, Jason Aldean continued, to perform, so no 
one In attendance thought anything was wrong^Htoren said she observed Jason Aldean run off the stage 
and people began running, 

(subsequently ran away from the Mandalay Bay aocHowards the Hooters Casjno.^BBstipped 
and fell and immediately feft a burning sensatior^nheHeft foot.^||Hsaid the shooting seemed to get louder 
and felt like the rounds were closer, BothflHMNHBsot up off the ground end hid in some bushes; 
Waiting for the shooting to stop. They then ran all the way to Hooters Casino and into an unknown room with 
other people, possibly room 446. 

rent into the bathroqjMjd realized she had been shot in her left foot ao^eft buttock. They 
immediately called 911 and^HWas transported to Southern Hills Ho$pital|^pconfirmed her mother’s 
story and said that her phone was dropped at the conoertflAstated there may be video of the incident on her 
cell phone, A citizen purportedly founcgMfccell phone and is keeping in contact with another family member 
to later return the phone, Neithei^BBno^B|$aw the suspect or knew where the shots were coming from. 

stated she was at the Route 91 Country Harvest Festival, At approximately 2200 hours, Jason ■ 
Aldean was performino^MHftsaid she was sitting in the grass area with friends, approximateiyOO feet 
from the main stage.flHHPppatted to hear "bang'1 noises that sounded like BB gun shots. f^m|lnitialiy 
thought it was a part ofthe concert but the performers stopped playing and ran off the stage. ■ 

The crowd then began to duck and run away as the shots continued;stated the shots sounded far 
away and there: were a lot of them, which she further described asterHOunds at a time. She said it almost 
sounded like multiple shootings at one time, but could hot be sure.^HHBsaid she saw multiple people, 
bleeding and running. , 

stated she ran towanjjsthyjipoters Casino, in a North East direction, and felt like she got hit by a 
>aii on the right buttock.^MMpalso saw her right handand saW blood on it She finally made it to the 

Hooters Casino and ran into a restaurant. She said 911 was called and was she was subsequently transported 
to Sunrise Hospital. Once she arrived at Sunrise Hospital, hospital personnel advised her they could not treat 
her until tomorrow because 6f the shear amount of victims who were arhving at the hospital. 

I stated her boyfriem 
[came and picked her up and transported her to SouthemTHite Hospital.] 

see the suspect nor see where the shots were coming from. 

[address 
[stated she did not 

The aforementioned defectives photographed the injured end secured numerous items of evidence, 
which included bullets and bullet fragments that were surgically removed from several ofthe victims, along with 
several items of bloody clothing the victims were wearing at the time they were shot, These Hems were later 
impounded under IVMPD Event #1710014519, at LVMPD Headquarters, 

On 10/02/17, at approximately 1100 hours, Strike Team 36 personnel were advised we could clearfrom 
Southern Hills Hospital and secure. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
171001*351$ 

' '___ Mandaiay Bay Shooting Response , , 
: ■ 1 : ™ ^ ^^Bsi3SiEcr,m “ * ! : " ^ 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
reporting: Community Policing Division . OCCURRENCE: , , , Tourist Safety Division , 

DATE & TIME ' LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: ^_10-01-30172200 hours ; OCCURRENCE: Mandalay Bay 

NARRATIVE: 

On October 1,2017 at approximately 2200 hours, I was receiving information of an active shooter at the Route 
91 Concert across from the Mandalay Bay. i immediately Went home and grabbed my IVMPD work car and 
equipment to respond. While enroute, i learned Spring Valley Area Command (SVAC) Captain Green way was 
called to act as Incident Commander for the event arid was enroute to SVAC, I met Captain Greenway at 
SVAC and changed Into uniform. While at the area command, there were officers and detectives showing up 
to also change into uniform. Captain Greenway advised that SVAC Lt Stuart was already on scene and SVAC 
It Goodwin was at University Medical Center. I contacted Lt Goodwin and he stated there was a single 
sergeant staying home at SVAC, but that there was only, one unit available for calls for. service. Captain 
Greeriway asked that I stay arid organize; the incoming personnel, and he would assess trie needs at the 
command post. 

One of the first squads arriving at SVAC was Sgt Walker and his Flex team. One of the more tactical teams at 
SVAC, I advised Sgt Walker to get his team ready and to caravan to the staging area at South Central Area 
Command (SCAC). (Sgt. Walker will be doing separate Officers Report for his. squad's response). 

I contacted the SVAC dispatcher and learned there was priority zero and priority one calls holding with no 
officers to respond; This was due to the 2 units available had been assigned to. watch over our critical areas at 
Red Rock Casino and Palace Station casino, as weli as the area hospitals. As. detectives and officers arrived, 
they were paired up and sent out to handle priority calls for service, Oayshift Lieutenant and Sergeants were 
called and told to not respond ae there would be a need for relief in the morning. 

This was monitored until dayshfft arrived for their shift. The following personnel responded that night to assist: 

Sgt. Erick Wilds #5801 
Det. Anthony Archer #6403 
Det, Dan Emerton #9368 
Det. Ethan Grimes #6729 
Det. Thomas Mason #7449 
Sgt Robert Price #7928 
Det. Travis Chapman #14079 

Date and Time of Report: 10-5-2017 1630 hours Officer: R, Given P#i «0 

Approved By; Offfoer; P4: 

SIGNATURE: 

LVMPO 82 IHffv.W) * WORD 80tfl 



LAS VE0A3 METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#; 171001-3519 

Det John Paulsen #9023 
Det Kevin Wong #8290 
Sgt Trey Gethoefer #6798 
Det Jeff Gentiy #6172 
Det Elliott Ludtke #9044 
Det, Larry Morton #13655 
Sgt Mike Fletpher #6725 
Det Dustin Bundy #13975 
Det, Jeff Clark #9679 
Officer George Radich #9340 
Officer Max Nitzei #9863 
Officer Garrett Forni #14080 
Officer Johnathon Calderon #16178 
Officer Anarew Keller #8796 
Officer Johnathon Tomaino #16214 . 
Officer James Ellis #9298 
Officer Dean Pieman #15894 
Officer Jeremy McCrimmon #9849 
Officer Thomas Carrigy #9860. 

As the morning progressed, there was a need for detectives at area hospitals. Sgt. Erick Wilds and is squad 
{Detectives Archer, Emerton, Grimes, and Maspn) were sent to Desert Springs hospital to assist Once they 
were finished there, they were then sent to Spring Valley Hospital. 

Upon dayshift relief, the ABX plan was implemented- 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLiTAN POUCE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 

Mandptay.Bay Shooting Response , , , , 
■ SUBJECT 

PM&ONOF 
Community;Policin& Division , occurrence: Tourist Safety Division 

' LOCATION OF 
IfrOiffOt? gftOOhpufs , ; OCCURRENCE: Mandalay Bay , , , . , 

narrative; 

On October 1, 2017 at approximately 2200 hours, f received the OtS communicator call from IVMPD 
Communications informing me of an active shooter at the Route 91 Concert across from the Mandalay Bay. I 
immediately responded to SVAC form my residence and changed into patrol uniform; While enroUte i was 
called by my supervisor* Deputy Chief Brett Timmerman, who instructed me to respond to the Mandalay Bay 
Hotel and set up a command post to control the scene of the hotel. 

I communicated with Spring Valley Area Command (SVAC) Lieutenant Rick Given who had taken the initiative : 
to respond to SVAC to assist, i instructed himto remain, at SVAC and asses any further.resporiding officers i ; 
and to communicate with me to see If we needed more resources at the scene. This was done to prevent an 
over convergence of officers at the scene. 

I contacted SVAC Lt. Jeff Goodwin* who already responded to University Medical Center. Lieutenant Goodwin 
was providing me updates on the number of causalities arriving on UMC; I instructed Lieutenant Goodwin to 
coordinate his efforts With Bolden Area Command (BAC) Captain Robert Plummer, who was arriving, on scene 

vat UMC; ■ ■'■■ , ■■■;. 1 ■ ?■ ■ i ■ ■; ,■■■. '■ v,, >; ■; ■, , ■/' 1; ■;: '■; 1; ■ ■; :■' ■ ,i;: ■■ ■ ■ ■ ■: . 

Upon arrival at the Mandalay Bay hotel, l liaisoned with Deputy Chief Charles Hank and $VAC Graveyard 
Lieutenant Jeff Stuart shortly after arriving. While at the Mandalay bay we established two command post. The 
first Command post was the Tatrpi Command Post" which was established in the upper valet area located on 
the east side of the Mandalay Bay, adjacent to Las Vegas Boulevard. The second command post was the 
“Tactical Command Post" which was established in the lower ievei valet area located on the east side of 
Mandalay bay adjacent to Las Vegas Boulevard; 

Date and time of Report; , 1Q-5'-2Q171630 hours.. , Officer:.^. R. Given . . ' ., 1 P#: ^.4890 

Approved 3y: , 1 , , Officer: ' , M' ,1' 1 P#; ■, ; 

SteWATUBgi :.. 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: 

DATE* TIME 
OCCURRED: 

LVMPD82 {ROV.8M1) ■ WORD20(0 Page 1 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POUCE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event #: 171001-3519 

The below bullet points highlights the actions taken by myself, D/C Mahkand UeutenantJeff Stuart on the 
event: 

* Identified John Leon form Gang to command the tactical command post 

* WorKed with the SWAT TOC Captain Chris Tomainb to Obtain a photo identification of the outstanding 
female girlfriend of the suspect and dispersed the photo to officers on scene for officer safety 
awareness and to begin searching for the subject 

* Worked with the $CAC Command Post to obtain stride teams to the Mandalay Bay to protect the 
Inside/outside of the property and locate any stragglers on property who needed assistance as well as 
search for the suspect outstanding girlfriend. 

* Coordinated officers who were arriving at the Mandalay Bay* without being deployed by the SCAC 
Command Posh into Strike Teams to ensure the hotel was protected and to escort any guest located 
on property to either the Michael Jackson Theater of the Hotel's Foundation Room which was the 
holding point of the guest/citizen until it was safe to release them. The theater housed over 1000 guest 
while the foundation room held approximate 500 guest. These locations were guarded by uniform 
LVMPD Personnel. 

* Coordinated arriving outside jurisdictions, to include ATF, Nevada Parole and Probation! NLVPD to 
assist guarding the crime scene outside the hotel (Valet area with shards to window glass as well as 
spent rifle casings) until they could be relieved by LVMPD personnel. 

* Upon the arrival of the LVMPD Fit investigators, coordinated a uniform security team to protect them 
while they began their investigation. 

* Worked the Mandalay Bay, to have the fights at the 
festival lots turned on in order for the investigation td^egin. 

* Upon the suspects’ vehicle being located din the Mandalay Bay parking garage, coordinated to security 
of the car and surrounding area until the LVFD Bomb Squad could respond. 

Captain Brian Greenway 
Spring Valley Area Command 

Page 2 
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IAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event#: 171001 -3519 

1 October Incident -Strike Team 35 i 
^ ; ; ™ 0,1 subject” 1 1 ^ i : !”' 

DIVISION DIVISION OF , 
reporting: Investigative Services. Division , OCCURRENCE: Tourist Safety Division ■ 

DATE & TIME ", LOCATION of . Mandalay Bay Hotel 
occurred: , , , 1Q/Q1/2017 2205 Hours occurrence: . 39S0 S. tasVegasBouievard 

NARRATIVE: , 

On October hi, 2017; at approximately 2220 hours, I was at my residence as I had taken the day off for my 
normal shift, ) received several calls and text messages regarding a sniper situation at the Mandalay Bay 
Hotel on Las Vegas Bivd; and updates were advising there were numerous causalities to include officers* 
Detectives from my team had advised they were already on scene and i responded to assist, I responded to 
the staging area at South Central Area Command where ! contacted Lt, Carlos' Hank who was coordinating 
staging area efforts, l Checked in with him and he advised Once the rest of my team Was together to check 
back in for a Strike Team assignment I had four members of my squad already operating at the scene and 
called Detectives N. Brigandi and $, Bourque to respond to. my.location. As I awaited their response I met with 
Sgt; S; Perry, also from Gang Vice Bureau, who advised, he had about half a squadas well. We decided to 
work our teams together and form a strike team. I.aiso had Corrections Officer G. Munoz.at the staging area 
and I directed him to be part of our Strike Team as well as he works.in the Central Intelligence Unit, with my 

A short time later we met with several NLV officers who were unassigned and we added them to our Strike 
Team ultimately forming Strike Team 35. Strike Team 35 was comprised of the following personnel: 

' Sgi A; Burnett P#4907 
Det. S. Bourque P#7045 
Det H- Brigandi P# 12933 
C/OG.Munpz P# 7137 
Sgt. S. Perry P#6510 
Det,. A. Hefner P# 14164 
Det J. Keen P# 14455 
Ofcr. W, Young P# 9636 
NLV Ofcr. D. Fellig . 
NLV Ofcr. S. Sharp 
NLV Ofcr. M. Harris 
Our first assignment was to meet and assist Sgt, J: Stark and his Strike Team pt Luxor where there was a 
potential VBIED. Shortly after we arrived the VBIED was determined to be unfounded and Sgt, Starks Strike 

Pate and Time el Report: 10/11/2017 1745 Hours. Officer: A; Burnett ■ P#- 4907 

Approved By: Officer: .' P#:. 

Signature: 
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CONTINUATION 
Event #: 171001-3519 

Team was requested back to the Staging area. I spoke to It. Hank and advised we would hold the Luxor 
position as we had a large Strike Team with vehicles. We were requested to assist Sgt Van Nest at. the Route 
91 venue area and upon meeting with him he advised citizens were showing up and trying to access the 
venue* We checked the perimeter for open accesses or gates and those, were, eventually, taped off and 
covered with their personnel. 

A short time later i spoke with Lt Hank and he advised they were deploying strike teams at strip hotels. After 
discussing the options I advised we would take the treasure island and Mirage hotels as they were next door 
to each other and we had a large Strike tearn capable of covering two locations. Once we arrived at the 
Mirage Hotel i met with Sgt 0. Findley, Strike Team 16, who was already covering that location. Strike Team 
35 staged at Treasure Island until relieved by Squad BA35 at approximately 0845 hours.. We conducted a 
quick debrief and secured from that location. 

End of details 
A4907B 



US VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 

Active Shooter 

Event#; 171001-3519 

SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING; 

DATE a TIME 
OCCURRED; 

Investigative Services Qivslon 

October 1/2017 

DIVISION op 
OCCURRENCE: 

LOCATION OF' 
OCCURRENCE: 

Petrol Services Division 

Us Vegas Village* 3901 S. Us Vegas 
. . BIvcJ. Us, Vegas, NV 89119 

NARRATtyj; 

Or^ctobgM^OlT^tgbproximgtejy 220G hours, I was executing the service of a search warrant af 
VHI^HHMMNHHHRwhile servln9 'ft® search warrant dispatch broadcast information 
regarding the active shooter incident occurring in Convention Center Area, The officer’s on scene turned their 
radios to CCAC and a barrage of gun firecpuid be heard in the background. Sgt, W, Matchko}P#8525, was on 
scene supervising the service of the warrant at that time. Sgt. Benjamins, P#6964 had also arrived on the 
scene and upon hearing the CCAC radio traffic, Sgt. Matchko left to assist with the active shooter. 

At 2230 hours, Detective G, Fiores, P#6b.71 and 1, Detective J. Santiago, P#4948, completed the sen/ice of the 
search warrant and responded to the Incident Command Center at South Central Area Command. Upon arrival 
I met with other members of the Vice Unit and was assigned to Strike Team #47. Shortly after my arrival at the 
Incident Command, Strike Team #47 was advised, to respond to the Paris Hotel and Casino, located at 3655 S. 
Las Vegas Slvd, Las Vegas, NV 89109. At that time it was reported that shots were being fired .inside the hotel. 

Upon our arrival, l reported to the surveillance room, while my team made their way to the casino floor, l 
checked the surveillance cameras with Paris Security Officer’s to ensure there were, no readily, identifiable 
threats. I communicated with my team via cellular phone and advised them where subjects were hiding arid 
sheltering in place. Strike team #47 Was able to assist security in evacuating the casino floor and effectively 
move people to the Convention Area of the hotel for shelter. 

After several hours, Strike team #47 was ordered back to the Incident Command io await reassignment. Strike 
Team #47, was reassigned to provide security in front of the Bally's Hotel and Casino located at 3645 $. Las 
Vegas Blvd. Las Vegas, NV 89109. 

Date and Tlnie of Report; , October $, 2017 

Approved By; Sgt w. Matchko, F#852$ 

Officer:. 

Officer:, 

Signature: 

J- Santiago p#; 4948 

P#: 
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US VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

' OFFICER’S REPORT 

Ogden Access Control Computer 
- suajecT ! ■ ' ' ■' 

Evant #; 1710014E1B 

DIVISION 
REPORTING; 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE; 

DATE'S TIME 
OCCURRED: October 2r20f 7 

, LQCATIQN OF 
oqcyRRENCE; 150 M, Us Vegas fclvd 

narrative:. 

On Octob©f^^37^jj|M 
respond 
arrived on scene and contact 

ifshop P# 15207 along.with Deb Z. Johnson P#.8527were assigned to 
ho retrieve data from the camera system and the access log system. We 

___from theMHstaff showed .us the data mom and indicated that the. Dell computer was 
responsible for toggingaccess data from.keycards that give access to the upper floors of the building,, The 
computer had a program called Facility Commander WNX v 7.7 Pro running, There was a window open 
showing access logs but.the Icgedid not show, any entries earlier than Gctober.2, 20.17, I attempted to load 
additional logs through the program but I was unable to determine how to: load.historic logs: I attempted to. ; 
make a live phvsicaland logical copy of the drive however administrative access to the computer was.required 
for. this process. - staff, was not aware of an administrative account or password, for the computer. I 
attempted to boot the computer to a bootable USB drive running Paladin but the computer would not boot tp 
the USB drive., 1 made an image of the computer by removing the, hard, drive, and using an external write 
blocker. See pictures of the computer below.. 

, According the units are rented thmughlPiph the front desk:gJyes the renter the access 
card associated with the unit. Some of the units had multiple access cards associated with them and it was . 

, unknown which card was given to the renter. The logs for the units.the subject accessed hadaccess cards . .• 
associated, with the following names: . 

Name,;, 

.W- W 

Dai? anti Time Report: iO •’>'! ' 

Approved Sy; 

Signature; 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#: 171001-3519 

Once at the lab I mounted the image in FTK imager and exported the file SecurePerfectHistoryDAT,MDF and 
SecurePerfectHistoryDAT.LDF which appeared to be the files for the.database associated with.the building 
access records. The files were located at C:\PrcgramFiles\GE\FGWNX\Database\, l used Microsoft SQL 
n it' <i »• , ,1 r i _ 4 ' •.4 , ' . .'.1   i ^ J ^ ^ J ^ ^ i*. 

Page 3 
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CONTINUATION 
Event #; 1710014519 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S RETORT 

Mandalay Bay Shooting 
subject 

Event U\ UV171QQ1GO3510 

DIVISION 
REPORTING 

DATE & TIMS 
OCCURRED: 

Community Policing 

10/03/2017 

DIVISION OF, 
OCCURRENCE; 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: 

NARRATIVE: 

Citizen Contact; 

Tourist Safety 

.2f>3S $ LasVegasBlvd 

Tel. 
. Email 

On pet 3rd 2017 while working in front of the SUS, Hotel and Casino as part of the 1 October aftermath 1 was 

his troops wenS^^^^SRtivaf and treated several of the injured parsons with combat medical 
assistance. 

His team was in las Vegas as part of their training aiHiHHland were leaving that night He panted us to 
know what his troops did in. case there were any questions about the care they provided or if investigators 
needed to question them. He can be contacted at the above listed email or phone. 

The troops at the scene were identified an 

Date and Time of Report: 1Q/Q6/3017 Officer; Spt. B. Kobrys . Pfr 4983 

Approved By;1 __ Sgt Kobrys : , , Officer: ' Fff; .. 

Signature: _ ■ ' 
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IAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
’"Cfeft to Edit fMttiU c*n AIL P^w1' Event#; LLV171001003519 

to Edit Oiiw/Tlrm? (it :'mim” 

',_M^s.ghogting inoidoff - Highway 91/Mandalay Bay_'' 
, 1 ! " ■ suIHor ! """ ^ '.■., ^ ' 

DIVISION 
REPORTING; 1SD 

DIVISION OP 
OCCURRENCE: Tourist Safety Diyinsion - CCAC 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED: , 10/01/2017 2215 

LOCATION OF, 
OCCURRENCE: Manadalay Bay - 3950 S, Las Vegas Blvd 

On October 01,2017, at approximately 2215 hours. Dot. S. Price P# 7207, Dot. R; Moreno P#4922 and myself 
Dot J. Vance P#9004 {GVB-C1U2) had just finished lunch and teamed of the event unfolding at Mandalay 
Bay. Dot R. Moreno and l quickly exited the parking lot and activated our emergency equipment (fights/sirehs) 
and proceeded south on Sammy Davis Dr. to Mandalay Bay, then onto South Central Area Command (SCAC) 
as ordered via the incident commander. Del S. Price was delayed by on coming and subsequent 
vehicle traffic associated with the event causing him to be separated from us. While On-route to SCAC, l 
radioed the Admin. Channel, assigning ourselves: GC2G Det Moreno, GC22 pet. S. Price and myself GC24 to 
the event. I quickly turned my radio back to SC AC and CCAC listening for additional updates. A flood of V 
information was being put over the air initially detailing mass casualties arid the presence of an active shooter, 
however the suspects) exact location was riot still unclear. Both Det- Moreno and I responded td SCAC and 
immediately donned our tactical gear, including helmets and.additional equipment and reported to the 
command post for assignment. Prior to the event Det. Moreno and I had been both operating in a covert 
manner at a local rap concert and as a result were wearing civilian clothing, but we were both fully equipped 
With pur department mandated equipment (handgun, OG, cuffs. Spare magazine etc). Dot. R. Moreno and I 
were assigned to Strike Team 1 which was composed of the following people: 

* Sergeant Robert Whiteley P#4996 (Strike Team Leader) 
* Officer Kyle Prior P#13498 
* Detective Casey Dairymple P#14303 
* Detective Kenneth Ruzicka P#13806 
t Detective Jacob ’’Jake" legrow P#14106 
* Detective Robert Grantham P#9841 
* Detective Jeremy “Jake” Vance P#9004 
* Detective Richard Moreno P#4922 
t Detective Joshua Costello P# 9139 

Strike Team 1 was quickly tasked to respond to the Mandalay Bay and assist with any possible active threats. 
Our team was attached to Lt. John Lech P#5264 (341GC) Who was tasked with setting up a forward operating 

Date and TlrnB of Report; 10/08/2017 Officer; J. VANCE F#; 9004 
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 SGT, A. BURNETT P# 4907 , Offfcan R. MORENO P#: 4922 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOUTAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event #; LLV171001003519 

area for SWAT to work from. While moving quickly on foot towards Mandalay Bay we joined a SWAT team at 
the corner of Us Vegas Blvd and Russell. They advised us a Bearcat was on its way to our location end to 
stand by due to the shooter being overhead. Our team quickly loaded into the Bearcat and Were transported to 
the front valet area located on the northeast facing side of Mandalay Bay. Upon arrival the SWAT team 
immediately began moving and bounding towards the Mandalay Bay entrance. Our team immediately fanned 
out and began securing the area checking vehicles, trash cans and other items, for possible threats providing 
overall site security, Det. Moreno and 1 took up a post at the eastern entrance of the valet providing security 
and directing additional arriving units. Our team located citizens which had hidden in the lower levels of the 
Mandalay Bay and in the surrounding outside area, ail of the citizens were escorted to the Michael Jackson 
theatre where a group of 1300 to 1800 citizens were being, staged for safety purposes. Our team collectively 
escorted 10-20 individuals to the theater. 

A short time later we Were tasked by LViyiFD SWAT bet. K. Stevens to assist with the ongoing..effort to clear 
the remaining rooms of any additional threats and to locate any additional victims including Officer C, Hartfield 
P#9008 who at the time, was reported as missing, Sgt. R, Whiteiy was given a universal key-fob, and oiir team 
then proceeded to clear four floors (31st, 33rd, 42ntl and pdrt of another floor) consisting of approximately 500 
individual rooms. Collectively multiple strike teams cleared the entire Mandalay Bay at the direction of LVMPD 
SWAT, Once the entire hotel was secured, Sgt. R. Whiteiy led pur team back to the command post staging 
area .at SGAC awaiting re-assignment. At -about 0630. hours our. team was released frpmduty. At this time my ; 
entire team secured and returned home. ■ 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POUCE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: 171001-3519 

Mass .Shotting Incident. 
, SUBJECT 

division , 
REPORTING: ISO 

DIVISION OP . 
OCCURRENCE: , ISO 

DATE £ TIME , 
OCCURRED: . 10/01/IT 2215 

LOCATION OF 
: , OCCURRENCE: ■ , 

Mandalay Bay Hotel 
3950 Las Vegas BlvdS. 

NARRATIVE: , 

On October 01,2017, at approximately 2215 hours, I, Sgt R. Whiteley was at home in bed when I received 
several texts over the phone. Upon checking the texts, 1 observed that there was an active shooter going oh at 
the Mandalay Bay, I immediately turned on my department issued radio and discovered the information was 
accurate and officers and civilians were actively being fired upon by an unknown suspect of Suspects, The 
radio traffic indicated the action was ongoing and could possibly be the actions of multiple suspects, 1 told my 
team C|U 1 to respond to the strip and assemble at the command post located at South Cental ArOa 
command. Upon arrival, I placed my tac-vest and department issued helmet on and reported into the staging 
area. A short time later my.entire;team. plus a.contingency arrived who consisted of.the following: . 

* Detective Josh Costello 
* Detective Kyle Prior ’ 
* Detective Casey Dairymple 
* Detective Kenneth Ruzicka 
* Detective Jake Legrow 
* Detective Robert Grantham 

. v Detective Jake Vance 
* Detective Richard Moreno 

A Short time after arriving at the staging area, 1 was designated as Strike Team i consisting of myself and the 
aboveJisted individuals. We were tasked to respond to the Mandalay Bay and assist with any possible threats 
that might still be active^ I was attached to tt John leon who was tasked with setting up a forward operating 
area for SWAT to work from. My team initially set out bn foot from $CAC heading toward Mandalay Bay. About 
halfway to the hotel we met up with a SWAT team and was picked up by a bearcat and driven to the lower 
valley of Mandalay Bay Where we established a base for operations, My team pulled site security and picked 
up straggler citizens and escorted them to the Michael Jackson theatre where a group of 1300 to 1800 citizens 
were being staged for safety purposes; My team collectively escorted 1Q-20 individuals to the theater. 

A short time later we were tasked to clear all the hotel rooms at the Mandalay Bay ensuring there were no 
suspects and looking for Officer Hartfield who at the time, was said to be missing. I was given a universal key- 

Date and Time of Report; 10/05/172100 Officer: R, Whitelev ,, P#; 4996. 

Approved By; Officer: P#;. . 
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CONTINUATION 
Event#: 171001-3519 

fob, and our team then proceeded to clear four flpors consisting of approximately 600 individual rooms. We 
cleared the entire hotel in conjunction with several other teams at the direction of SWAT.. Once the entire hotel 
was secured, 1 took my team back to the Staging area and awaited re-assignment. At about 0630 hours my 
team was released frpm duty. At this time my entire team secured and returned home. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POUCE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event #: 17lDp1*3S1$ 

Actions at Active Shooter. 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION DIVISION OF . , 
REPORTING;_ HSAB _, OCCURRENCE; Special Events 

DATE 4 TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: 10-1-2017 OCCURRENCE: 3001 LVBLVD 

I, Detective Jon Carpenter P#5003, was working traffic control Overtime as 163SE . 
When the first shots rang out, ( was standing on the right turn, island from westbound Mandalay Bay Road to 
northbound LVBLVD. 
By the second burst i recognized the sound as .223 rifle fire, probably full auto. 
I took cover behind the traffic light pole as I Could tell the bullets were flying directly over my head 
I was telling others to take cover. 
A short time lapsed and. about 4 Patrol pars and a PT van arrived into the intersection with their lights flashing. 
1 recognized this might attract the shooter's attention and I decided to move to my.car, veh #4851, that was 
parked in the median of Mandalay Bay Road. As the Officers got Out of their vehicles, i yeljed for them to take 

: cover, as the bullets were flying directly overhead, ■';, -■' 
then impacted into their cars and the island where I was standing previously. One of the Officers there 

got hit in the .shoulder, and the guys next to. him loaded him into a car and drove him to the hospital, 
i retrieved my armored vest, helmet and rifle from .my trunk and waited behind my vehicle trying to determine 
the shooters location and if there were other shooters or secondary attacks,. 
Several more volleys impacted into the vehicles, the island, and the crosswalk at this intersection. 
I advised the other officers across the road from me where I thought the shooter was and told them to also 
kbep a heads up for other shooters or attacks from different sides; I could hot see muzzle flashes, but was 
very sure it was coming from high up on the north end of Mandalay Bay Hotel; 
We continually tried to keep people from entering our area because the shooter had already shot at us there. 
Once they announced the shooter was down, we began assessing our area and looking around the impact 
zone for possible victims. I told the officers with me to lock up the 7-8 patrol cars around us, so they would not 
be taken by anyone. 
Officers Collins P# 15332, Webb P#15851, Noriega P#15334, Swanger P#14743 arid Zamorah P#9217, apd l 
formed a team and maintained Control of the intersection and entrance to the event, while assisting Citizens. 
One of the Officer's Sergeant called him and told them to go to the CP at SCAC, They left to go there while 
Noriega and I stayed With the frightened civilians and damaged vehicles we had at our location. 
Officer Noriega later escorted the civilians back to the Reno Side of the event to get them to Thomas and 
Mack. 
Two of the ladies were too afraid to move from the Patrol car they were hiding under and refused to go with 
Noriega. Eventually 1 convinced them to move to the back seat of my vehicle where they stayed huddled for 
several hours. 
Bgt Riddle came around checking on me and advised me to stay at the intersection and protect the vehicles 
that were shot and the impact area of fhe bullets, Vehicles CC1715, CC9965 and CC10401 were three of the 
four vehicles that were hit with bullets next to us, I didn't get the fourth vehicle number. 

Date and Time of Report; _. 10-5-20171650. , Officer; , ' U, Carpenter F#:..5003 

Approved By: ' . 1 Officer; , . '' F#: 
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CONTINUATION 
Event #: 171001-3519 

Eventually CSt came and documented the scene: i was later relieved by day shift Officers around Sam and 
went to the debrief. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: 171001*3519 

1 10ctober Mass Shooting event , , 
■ 1 SUBJECT 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING: , Tourist Safety , OCCURRENCE: ; Tourist Safety 

date & TIME LOCATION OF 5757 Wayne Newton Blvct, Las; Vsgas, , 
OCCURRED: , . IQ/01/1? 3509 Hre OCCURRENCE: NV.89t16 ; , . , , . , 

NARRATIVE; 

On 1 p/01 /17 at approximately 2215 hrs, Sgt Toney advised me that there was an active shooter situation 
occurring at the Mandalay Bay Hotel (Event 171001 -3519); Initial details were that there were at least 20 
citizens shot as well as at least pne officer at the Route 91 Harvest Festival across from the Mandalay Bay, 
within close proximity to Mccarran. Officers were immediately cleared from briefing and paired up with 
deployed rifles, Sgt, Toney proceeded to tl and 1 stayed at 13, 1 assigned Ofc. Scottie Underwood to head to 
the ACC to be our liaison in the control center to help facilitate our needs. As radio traffic on CCAG and SCAD 
was being monitored, along with Airport channel it appeared that there were multiple active shooter calls being 
phoned in from various hotels along the strip,; I subsequently contacted Lt Weiskopfand advised him of the : 
situation and that we were holding over swing shift, pairing Up officers and deploying rifles. Lt. Weiskopf v" 
advised he would be contacting the captain and advising him of the situation. Lt, Grimm was also contacted 
and advised of the situation. Shortly thereafter we began getting reports of multiple subjects at the businesses 
and hangars on the west end of the airfield. Several of the subjects had gunshot wounds and others were 
hiding in the area to escape the shooter, it was also discovered that several breaches to the perimeter fence 
had occurred and that there were subjects on the active runways. 1 had my ramp unit pick up Sgt Toney and 
take him out to the hangars while 1 stayed to manage the terminals. Based on the information, it was unknown 
if the shooter was mobile at the time. Due to this concern, i ensured that the ticketing/departures area of the 
airport were manned with pairs of officers should the suspect/suspects arrive at the airport. Contact was made 
with CBF officers as well as T$A personnel to advise them of the current situation, Sgt. Hansen arrived a - 
short time later and stayed at Tl to manage that location while I managed T3 and Sgt. Toney managed the 
hangar area^ Throughout the event I maintained contact With supervisors manning the CP at SCAC to gain the 
most current information and provide that to airport officers as yyell as GBP personnel. 

A tew points to note: 

-The communication issue of utilizing airport ACC while a critical event was occurring adjacent to the airport 
was ineffective. The requests that were made to ACC were not handled in a timely manner, causing a delay in 
the requests that were being made by supervisors on site. Requests were made multiple times, causing 
supervisors to Switch channels from Airport, to SCAC Or CCAC in order to have requests handled or receive 
information regarding the event. Officers had to continuously switch from Airport channel to CCAC in order to 

Date and Time of Report; 10/09/17 2350 Hrs, Officer: Sat M, Urdomita ■P#; 5083 

Approved By; Lt J. Weiskopf P#5130 Officer: P#; 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#; 171001.3519 

receive updated information, ACC was not updating the airport units as events were unfolding during the 
incident. Another significant safety issue was the information was not being relayed correctly. At one point a 
unit at the event was broadcasting on Airport channel and requesting units to the east side of the Excalibur 
Hofei Garage, Sgt. Toney advised the, unit he was on Airport channel at which point the unit acknowledged but 
stated the other channel was inundated and he had to get the request out As a result the ACC dispatcher 
began dispatching Airport units to the Excalibur Hotel, I had to advise ACC that our units were to stay on 
property and head to the hangars for the evacuees and injured citizens. Additionally, information that was 
being requested on Airport channel was not being relayed to Metrocomm. In the 123 page CAD report (as of 
yesterday morning) I only saw one notation of me requesting the Air Unit to search the top of the hangars on 
the west end due to there being an accessible ladder to the top, somewhere around 0330 hrs, 1 utilized SCAC 
channel at that time to make the request This was a second request as the first was made for the air unit 
hours earlier by airport units.out at the hangars for the same thing. No other information that was occurring on 
the airport channel such as locations to take evacuees, status of hangars cleared, amount of people at the 
hangars needing transportation, or even that a swing ramp unit had transported a GSW victim to the hospital, 
was notated jn the Metrocomm CAD report. There was a lack Of communication between metrocomm and 
ACC as at no time did a Metrocomm dispatcher come up on Airport channel to advise of any updates or details 
about the event that was occurring adjacent to and on our property. 

-CBP did an outstanding job of responding and .augmenting our. manpower at .the .airport, . 

-At some point TSA decided to close the checkpoints. Based on what was occurring I felt that it was necessary 
to keep the checkpoints open. 1 felt it was better to have citizens on the secure side, through screening, as 
opposed to be congregating on the non-secure side where they could potentially be targeted by an 
attacker. Additionally, turning them away from the checkpoints would have possibly, caused them to head back 
to strip properties, which at that point it was unknown if we had multiple active shooters at the different 
properties, i confirmed throughout the event that at least one checkpoint would remain open to get people 
through. .. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 

Bouts 91,'ActjyeShpoter Event 
SUBJECT ; 

Event#: 171001*351$ 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: investigative Services / GVB / Vice Section, 

division OF 
OCCURENCE:, Convention Center Ares Commend 

date a time 
OGCUBREp; 10^01-17 <^>2230 Hrs 

location of 'Us Vegas Village - 3901 $. tvbivd, LVN 
OCCURRENCE: ..891.09 

NARRATIVE: 

Vice Squad 1 Detectives Involved: 

Citizen Victim: 

SgtC. Peck F# 5112 
Det,J.<SatusP#9868 
Del. R. Chavez P# 6449 
Det. R; Leung p# 8856 
pet A. Petrulli P# 8647 

at. R Wright F# 69 

attending the Route91 
off duty at home when I received a. frantic phone call fmhQM|k was crying hysterically saying there 
were ‘Terrorists" shooting everywhere at the concert. I could hear other people yelling, crying, and loud noises 
that appeared to be gunfire in the background. Shedidnjtknw^hat to do, but knew she had to get to cover 
from what I .had taught as she was growing stayed on the phone with her, directing her 
to get out of the open field and find cover towards the direction of UNIV (east). She hung up and said she 
would.call back when they were safe. 1 immediately turned on the area channel and monitored to assist in 
providing info for when she called back. I also began putting my uniform and gear on. She phoned back, 
saying she^M^had made it. a few blocks away and were at a helicopter business and were hiding inside 
with others wlwiaafled the same direction. I was. able to tell her that radio traffic appeared, to show that the 
shooter was on the 32°° floor of the Mandalay Bay, and it didn't appear any additional shooters where in the 
area she was at. We remained on the phon^jtjThersome time; attempting to console and calm them both, 
directing them what to do. Our familyVHHHBVIworked together to get them out Of the area and f 
responded to the scene. The group of citizens they were with later made the decision (once they believed the 
shooting had stopped for some time) to cdritinue fleeihg to the east towards MNL.V. 

I offered my assistance at the Command Post, deployed in uniform, MACTAC gear, and AR-15. the CP asked 
if l had a team, and I advised i had responded on my own but wanted to help ih any way I.could. Shortly after 
my arrival at the CP, Gangs Vibe Bureau Captain Ballard phoned me, directing me to! call all the rest of the 
Vice Section Defectives who hadn't already responded. He advised that all Vice Section Detectives were being 

Date and Time Of Report: 10-11-17 1930 Hrs Officer: G. Peck F#: 5112 

Approved By: Officer: 

SIGNATURE; 
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IAS VEGAS METSOFOUTAN PQUGS DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event m 171001*3519 

called out and to respond to the CF for assignment, I delegated the task to Detective Justine Gatus since l was 
busy attempting to gather a strike team at the CP, Detective Gates was able to notify almost all of the Vice 
Section. For my squad, Detectives Gatus> Wright* Leung, and Petrulll very quickly responded to the CP to form 
Strike Team 44 with me, along with V3 Detectives Dressier; Aliyev, and GorskL Another Detective on my 
squad, Detective Richard Chavez, had also responded right away as 1 had, and had left the CP just prior to my 
arrival deployed with a different Strike Team, 

Strike Team 44 receivedan assignment at the Wynn/Encore. 1 received the phone callVHMMt informing 
me that it appearedNH^had shot in the hip.f^feitl^fwas injured while running when the shooting 
started, but didn’t realize it was from gunfire until after being picked up.^^advised it appearedtob^a 
ricochet or shrapnel with one larger injury and numerous other small .onesl^&was takei^0HRfc° St: 
Rose Hospital Sienna ER at St* Rose Parkway/Eastern, t notified Captain Ballard and received permission 
from the Command Fbst to leave my assignment DetecjjveJason Brassier was designated as. Strikr^ear^B 
leader in my absence. I responded to St. Rose Hospital verydtetrM 

about an hour. Up was released that same evening, ancplBHMiiiHHH^K^nted me 
to respond back to help others after ( explained i wanted to return. I retuned back to the Strike team, notifying 
the CP 1 was back on assignment, and later secured at 080G, after being relieved by a day shift Team; 

■ . ., -Sgt.C: Peck P# 51.12;.y,,'' 



US VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 

MURDER/ACTIVE SHOOTER 
“ SUBJECT ; 

Event U: 171001-3519 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: HOMELAND SECURITY. DIVISION 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE; TOURIST SAFETY DIVISION 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED; 10/01/2017 AT 2205 HOURS 

MOTION OF 3950 S; US VEGAS BLVD, LAS VEGAS, 
OCCURRENCE: . NV 89109 

WITNESS 
Name: J 
DOB: I 
Address,® 
Phone: || 

wm^s 
Nam 
DOR 
Addr 
Phor 

SYNOPSIS 
At 2214 hours, the SWAT/CNT notification system was activated directing all personnel, assigned to the teams 
to report to SCAC - Command. Post (CP). My assignment that night was in an Intelligence Gathering role of the 
Crisis Negotiation Team. Upon arrival at the SCAC, our team was briefed about information known at that time. 
I was assigned the task of attempting to identity, the driver and occupants of a black colored vehicle parked in 
the Valet area of the Luxor Casino that was reported to be, or contain,, a possible explosive device. Later I : 
assisted other team members with intelligence gathering, efforts as the.need arose. This was my mission for 
the duration of the incident. 

Details : 

Upon arriving at SCAC I walked to the CNT Command Post. I received information concerning a black colored 
vehicle that was the subject of an examination by ARMOR for the presence^y^xplosive device, i learned 
from personnel at the scene that the vehicle displayed Nevada license J began to investigate 
the vehicle to determine the identities 6f persons observed leaving the vehicle at a65ut the same time as the 

hmtptr fiitnaHnn:wflR ncmirrino. l learned that the vehicle was registered t 

Date and “Ome qf Repod; 10/06/2016 Officer; Don Fieseiman P#; 5257 

Approved By; Officer; 

SIGNATURE: 
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US VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event t. 171001 “3519 

1 conducted several queries and finally contacted Officers there 
drove to the address and found that the business no ■ada Police Department to request a check of another possible address atj 

\ i noted, and communicated to ARMOR through my Assistant Team UeadeT 
was registered as an autonomous (driverless) vehicle. Prior to Henderson P.D. returning my call, ARMOR 
determined that the vehicle was riot an explosive device and did not constitute a danger to the area or citizens. 
The occupants of the vehicle were not identified by me. 

During my investigative efforts regarding the vehicle ! sent messages to persons known to me personally to 
check their social media accounts for friends Who ware at the site of the shooting so that IcouIdcGntact them 
as necessary. One female at the Route 91 Concert venue was identified to me and l oaliedflHHHko 
determine her Condition and if she had information that could help identify.person(s) respdnsBI^onn^ttacK, 
No other significant information was gathered-by me prior to securing. 

INTERVIEW OF WITNESS. 

1 interviewed^jH^wia telephone 10/01 /2017 at 23:43 hdurs.J^pwas contacted 
after a sourcerndtified me thattBBI was et the concert and may be a witness based on social media ■5.p(Hstated that she was not injured, but a female member other party had been shot in the leg. 

did npt had already arrived back where 
they were staying, that she and her boyfriend did not 
seeanyone shooting, but 6er coming from "uphigh”. 

flBttdentifie^jei^oyfriend that the. two live together 
^vIVHUHHktated that they were with at least one other couple, and the female in that couple was 
shot in the leg bufljjBand her boyfriend evacuated the area. 

END OF REPORT 



LAS VEGAS METRO POUTAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event* 171001-3519 

Mandalay Bay Active Shooter Response 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
iso 

DIVISION OF 
TSD . REPORTING: . OCCURRENCE: 

DATE i TIME 
10/01/17 2200 hours 

LOCATION OF , 
, 3C50 S, Las Vegas Blvd, (M4) OCCURRED; OCCURRENCE: 

NARRATIVE-; 

Synopsis: Oh October i; 2017 an Active Shooter event originated from the Mandalay Bay Hotel and Casino 
located at 3950 S. Las Vegas Bivd A suspect was firing assault rifles from an elevated position (32^ Floor) 
ihtp the crowd located at the Route 91 music concert. Multiple casualties were reported and law enforcement 
officers responded to locate and neutralise the threat presented by the suspect The following timeline is a 
recounting of the event from my perspective regarding tactical command and control elements. 

(2212 hours) I at.home (off-duty) and received.notification from Sgt. Tim Stovall (P#7415). that a confirmed 
active shooter event was' taking place at the Mandalay Bay involving multiple suspects, gang officers were 
involved and his team was en-route to assist. I told him to gather his team and we would meet at Hacienda and 
Las Vegas Blvd. 

(221.4 hours) i notified Captain Devin Ballard (P#3935) of the event and we agreed to meet at the 
aforementioned location. 

(2228 hours) 1 notified FBI SWAT member SA Daniel Leoh of the event and to rally his team for response 
(voice mail). 

1 diverted to the SCAC CP that was established, arrived and reported inside. Captain Ballard arrived shortly 
afterwards and indicated that 224IC (Captain Pelletier) needed a lieutenant. 1 reported inside and was 
deployed to Mandalay Bay to set up a forward operating post for tactical units, strike force teams and rescue 
task force teams. I enlisted Sgt* Robert Whiteley (P#4996) and his strike team to assist. We linked up with 
LVMPD SWAT and moved forward with the Bearcat. 

We arrived Mandalay Bay arid established a forward operatingpostatBeacj^evel Valet Site security was set 
and we linked up with two (2) Mandalay Bay security officers'.SWAT officers deployed. 
Bearcat posted on our location with SWAT Officer Linebarger and T AC Medics. 'Severai vehicles that were iri 
valet were swept and cleared by the strike team, 

Sgt Bauman (Cell sign 790) linked up with our location. $gt Bauman reported that he had two (2) strike teams 
under his control; Sgt. Richmond (720) was in the lower area with one (1) strike team; the casino floor, south of 
registration; and west area were cleared up to the Michael Jackson (MJ). Theater; approximately nine hundred 

Date ant) Tima of Report; 10/08/171500 Officer: ..JOhn/Leon F#: 5264 

Approved By; _U. John Leon_' , , Officer: -F#: 

Signature; ,.; ._ 
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LAS VE0A3 METHOPOUTAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#: 171001-3519 

@00) citizens were currently sheltered in piece in the theater; no injuries or medical required for officers or 
citizens. 

I switched to SEAC channel for communications since CGAC was overwhelmed, t also maintained 
communications through cell phone with Sgt Stovall who was at Mirage/Treasure .Island and Captain Ballard 
who was at the CP so 1 could relay information. 

I had Sgt. Bauman deploy one (t) strike team to maintain security at MJ Theater. SWAT element located 
approximately forty (40) additional Citizens hiding adjacent to our location. The citizens were, escorted to the MJ 
Theater. I had7M18 (2 officers), 3M14(2 officers) and 3M19 (2 officers): link up With my location since they had 
been separated; they provided additional site security. 

I was notified by Sgt. Steve Perry, off-duty, (P#65f O) if we needed assistance, 1 affirmed for him to caiFout his 
team and report to the CP at SCAC. (His team was deployed to treasure island - maintained communication 

, via text). 

I was notified by Sgt, Garth Findley> off-duty, (P#8712) if we needed assistance. I affirmed for him to call-out 
his team and report to the CP at SCAC, (His team was deployed to Mirage - maintained communication via 

I was notified by Sgt, Stovall that his team was north of Luxor between Excalibur (maintained communication 
Viatext) ', C V//■' 'T'C-V''/L, 1 /-V.'! '.Xv-v^.V : ■' 

Coordinated with LVMPD SWAT to clear all rooms in Mandalay Bay. SWAT Officer Kevin Stephens collected 
master keys from security for.approximately sixteen (16) teams to clear floor by floor (room by. room). Strike 
teams and Rescue Task Force teams were mixed with tactical elements and commenced to clear hotel, locate 
any wounded and advise on any additional suspects encountered. DEA Agents (CCGTF) responded and 
.assisted, 

DC Charles Hank and Captain Brian Greenway established CP at valet level for Mandalay Bay, We 
communicated via cell phone, and in-person to coordinate efforts. 

Mission objectives complete. All floors cleared by teams. Keys returned to security officers at Mandalay Bay. 
LVMPD SWAT departed. I notified.dispatch that all floors cleared, gathered up my teams and reported back to 
staging area for any foliow-dn missions. None were assigned. I secured Sgt. Whiteley and DEA teams at 
approximately 0700 hours. 1 instructed Sgt Burnett; Sgt, Stovall, Sgt, Perry arid Sgt, Findley tb maintain their 
respective posts until relieved by teams from staging area who were reporting to work; 

The Gang UniVCiU personnel who responded, a majority from home, did a phenomenal job and deserve any 
credit. 



IAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REFORT 
Event#; 171001-3519 

_ Mandalay Bay Active Shooter ■ 
■SUBJECT" 

, DIVISION DIVISION OF 
reporting; Homeland Security Division OCCURRENCE; . Tourist Safety Division 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: , 10/Q1/17 £205 hr$ , , , OCCURRENCE; 3$5Q 6, LV 8lvd. 

NARRATIVE; 

At 2214 hours* the SWAT/CNT notification system was activated directing all personnel assigned to the teams 
td report to SOAc - Command Post (OR)* My assignment that night was assisting With the collection of 
intelligence both at the Command Post and at UMC and Valley Hospitals. Upon arrival at SCACJ was 
instructed to gp to both UMC end Valley Hospitals to ask victims apout suspect information and any 445 
devices as we had received many reports of shraphel type injuries, I was tasked with asking the victims these 
questions and report back .immediately with the results as this was considered to be time sensitive information, 
f did not conduct full interviews for the abp.ve.listed. reason and.due to other Detective's from other units that 
were already arrived or would be arriving to do. complete interviews and did not want to duplicate efforts. : 

Following the time spent at the Hospitals, I returned back to the Command Post and assisted with further 
intelligence gathering until approximately 0500 hrs. Due to the A/B roster being initiated, I was released so I 
could report to my regular assigned duties with a report time of 0600 hours. ! 

IVMPD M {Rcv.&'Ol) ♦ WORD 20tO Page 1 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POUCE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
171001*3519 

BqOtO 91, shooting . , . 
SUBJECT. 

DIVISION DIVISION OP 
reporting: COi 8/Fatrol investigations , . Occurrence: . ; . . CG18/Fatrol investigations 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: ^_,1(H)1-f7/23QShfV OCCURRENCE: Route 91 Festival . 

NARRATIVE; 

On 10-01-17 att approximately 22Q2 hours L Detective J, Vallad P#12961 PD142 overheard the Sam Easy unit 
go on the radio stating “shots fired active shooter” at Route 91 festival, I was with my squad CC18 and we ail 
headed that way and arrived in the area of Reno and Giles St, Las Vegas, NV 89119. As I arrived I heard 
repetitive gun fire and via the radio was made aware that it was coming from Mandalay Bey halfway up and 
shooting toward the crowd at Route. 91-Sgt C. Kennedy P#8377 was directly behind me with Sgt. 0., Rose 
P#13527 and behind him was Detective W. Ghilarducci P#13797, 

As we arrived l observed hundreds of people running north across Reno from the festival grounds so we 
parked on Reno just northeast of the Roman Catholic church located at 55 E, Reno Ave. Las Vegas, NV 89119 
and we stacked up. and made, entry into, the Church^d;dir^d victims that werenot seriously hurt / 
to evacuate toward the Tropicana Hotel. As a unit I deployed, my rifle and took point and we made our way to 
the eastside of the church building, where several gunshot wound .victims were hiding. The victims stated that 
there were several more victims around the Southside of the.church so. we moved to that location during 
gunshots were still being fired. As a team we made several trips to this location.and evacuated several victims 
that had gunshot wounds around to the eastside of the church and requested medical to our location. Two of 
the most, seriously wounded victims were loaded up into Sgt. Kennedy work truck and Detective Ghilarducci 
got in the back of the truck with the victims and they transported directly to UMC Trauma. The less seriously 
injured were moved to the rear of the Tropicana Hotel where a medical triage was setup. 

Sgt, Rose and myself stayed behind and observed 20^30 victims in the parking lot directly east of the festival 
grounds by the Metro Police Command truck and they were with several children; As a two man unit we 
moved to that location and checked for injuries arid there were negative any injuries so as the. gunfire had 
stopped we moved these victims to.the Tropicana. 

The reports pf other active shooters at other casinos started to come out and one of them was the Tropicana 
Hotel and I observed a medical triage was set up there with FD and AMR but they didn't have any police cover, 
Sgt, Rose and I made are way back to them to inform them and provide cover. At thi^ time FD got info that 
there were several victims inside Tropicana and there was an active, shooter inside so we formed a force pro 
team and made entry. Once inside we later determined that the account of the active.shooter was false and : 
all the victims were transported out of the hotel, 

Sgt. Rose and I then reported to Tropicana and IV Blvtt for further assignment and were assigned to the 
Hooters Casino to form Force Pro teams and j was paired with FD pn: Force Pro 8. Were first weht to MGM to 
evacuate two GSW victims that were in the main lobby- Those victims were transported by AMR and then we 

Date ahd time of Report: , „.. WM7/20f2hts , Officer: J, Veiled , , P#; 12961 

Approved By: Officer; F#; 

Signature: 
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CONTINUATION 
Event #; 1710Q1»3S19 

proceeded to Fat (Burger tor reports of more victims but none were located so we reported back to Hooters. 
Force Pro 8 Was then assigned to SWAT operator Stevens at Mandalay Bay and then over the next few hours 
we cleared several floors room by room checking for additional victims with negative results. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
#: UV1710Q10O3519 

■ _Active Shooter , , , . , , 
' ^ ' ■ SUBJECT ' ^ : : 

DIVISION 
DSD 

DIVISION OF, 
'1. Patrol REPORTING: OCCURRENCE: 

DATE A TIME 
, 10-07-17 

LOCATION OF 
3950 S. Las, Vegas Blvd IV NV 89119 , OCCURRED: OCCURRENCE: 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10-01-17,1 Officer D. Coyne P#13023 was working CCDC booking post. 13. I heard the initial radio traffic 
and immediately responded to Mandalay Bay in my FOV along with Officers Felix P#i5242 and Aki P#763S; 
Wd arrived within minutes and made our way to the Casino floor where we joined a strike team led by Sgt. 
Riddle P#9306, We cleared the casino floor add escorted civilians to safety. When we heard more active 
shooters over the radio the strike team was split into two 6 man elements so one could respond to the separate 
active shooter calls* Officer Felix and I left along with Officer Theobald; to respond to the separate locations 
that were called.in as having active shooters. We arrived, at the Paris and BellagiQr.cleared. them and after we 
learned there were no shooters at these locations we repdrted to has Vegas: Blvd and Tropieana where we : 

, were assigned to Force protection team #6. Once assigned to this team we paired up with medics from CCFD 
and tended to the victims* We treated 4 people with gunshot wounds and 1 lady with a.broken arm* After our 
force protection team was disbanded we reported to Mandal Bay again, and assisted the SWAT team in 
clearing several floors of rooms at the Mandalay Bay. After the rooms were cleared we went to Thomas and 
Mack where we met with families of the victims. 

Date and Time ol Report: 10-07-17 Officer: , , M D, Coyne P#: 13023 

Approved By: Officer;. F#: 

Signature; 
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US VEGAS METRQPOUTAN POLICEDEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: 171001*3519 

Route 91 Shooting , 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: Community Policing 

, SUBJECT 

DIVISION OF 
, OCCURRENCE; ■ SEAC Patrol 

:DAT£ft TIME 
OCCURRED: , 10/0,1/17 22:03 hours 

LOCATION OF , 
. OCCURRENCE: Route 91 Festival/, Mandalay. Bay 

NATOM; 

On October Is1,20171 responded to SCAC along with my supervisor Sergeant L Reyes p#13129 and call 
sign of 800, This response was regarding the active assailant incident under LVM PD event 
LLVl 71001003^19. We deployed from SEAC to SCAC as an in the box squad which was directed by Captain 
John Pelletier, Upon our arrival at SCAC, i assisted my Sergeant with assembling an incident command post 
in the front parking tot of SCAC. Once command, was transferred from my Sergeant to Captain John Pelletier, 
we were subsequently deployed as strike team 3. Our mission was to arrive at, and clear the ground floor of 
the New York New York Hotel and Casino as communications received multiple reports of an additional active 
assailant at the front lobby of the said casino. We deployed on foot from SCAC and arrived at our post. There 
were zero victims, suspects, or casualties to report After we ..secured the casino, we were directed to gain 

, access. to the T-Mobile .arenas surveillance .system: and establish site security for the T-Mobile arena and the : 
Monte Carlo Hotel and Casino. Once dayshift officers jogged .on, we were relieved from our post and secured 
for the day. 

Date and Time of Report: — 10/10/17 02:20 hours . Officer:_ ML Pacheco , P#: 15262 

Approved By; Lt Reyes F#131£9 Officer; , ' P#: . 

SHSNATUflB; 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event#: fc.LV 171001003519 

__; . Mandalay Bay Active Shooter . , 1 , , ' 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
HEPOttTtNG: Community Policing. pivigiofogEAC-'SEH OCCURRENCE: Tourist Safety DIvision-CCAC , , 

date & TIME LOCATION of 3950 South Las Vegas Blvd. Las Vegas, 
OCCURRED: ; 10/01/17 22:03 , ■ ■ occurrence: NV 89119 Mandalay Bay Casino . 

NARRATIVE; , 

I am the Patrol Sergeant for SEAC-SE14. On the night of this occurrence, my squad was designated as the in 
the box squad. As we were conducting our nightly briefing; we heard this incident being broadcasted from 
officers already on scene. I instructed; my squad to equip their required MACTAC gear and await an activation 
alert tone, We heard the automatic gun fire in the background when the officers broadcasted oh CCAC channel 
As 1 was leaving the gate of SEAC, 1 heard Captain John Pelletier call sign 224 announce instructions over the 
radio for all in the box squads to report directly to SCAC for staging and deployment. 

My squad was in the parking lot of SEAC and 1 directed them to meet me at Pecos Road and. Harmon Avenue to 
drive directly to SCAC, I made this decision to leave directly from our area command based on three items, (1) 
Captain Pelletier previously announcing, for all in the box squads to respond directly to SCAC for staging and 
deployment; (2) Our department policy 5/213.06 Major Incident and AH Hazard Plan states: Units from ' 
neighboring area commands will respond if dispatched by Communications, or as directed by the 

primary/initial responding officer or supervisor to the Staging.. Area Or immediate area; (3) Although this 
wasn’t an official MACTAC activation yet, in anticipation of it being One and in accordance with our 

M ApTAp 2016 Mahual which;stales* t*Inlsb&;BQxf. Squad will resppnd to their, rally poinis and start, rally point 

procedures unlessspecificaliy ordered by the Incident Commander. 

Since the previous order was given by Captain Pelletier for all in the box squads to respond directly to SCAC 
and I also agreed with his decision, ! instructed my squad to respond as a team to SCAC by following me once 
we were at Pecos Road and Harmon Avenue. As we departed, I was listening to CCAC in my ear and kept my 
car radio on 'SEAC, 1 advised over the radio of my response to SCAC with three additional resources, CCAC 
was providing updates to avoid Russell Road and Las Vegas Blvd. and for all arriving personnel to avoid that 
area; I then provided an itigress route to responding personnel from SEAC 10 arrive at SCAC via my radio. 
Upon my arrival af the front parking lot of SCAC, 1 equipped myself with my rifle in anticipation Of being 
deployed as an assault team to the Mandalay Bay. I instructed my squad to Start setting up the framework for an 
incident command post at SCAC arid I designated myself as S00IC and waited for transfer Of command to 
Captain Pelletier upon his arrival 

Date and Time of Report: 10/08/20.17 02:00 officer: Sgt L. Reyes 13129 

Approved Sy: . . ... „.„.■ Officer:' ■ ; ■'...' Pfl; ' 1 

SnaNATUsa:. 
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CONTINUATION 

Event #: LLV1710Q10D3519 

I designated security for the parking lot as we were assembling strike teams for deployment. The CP eventually 

moved from the from parking lot into the beefing room of SCAC; incident command was transfeired from ; 
myself to Captain Pelletier with the callsign of 224IG.. We were designated strike team 3 and briefed back to 
my squad, Owf mission was to report to New York New York Hotel and Casino due to receiving reports of a 
subsequent active shooter. Lieutenant Carlos Hank call sigh 367 was designated staging manager along with 
Lieutenant M- Welch call sigh 350, We were deployed by Lieutenant Hank to the New York New York Hotel 
and Casino. Prior to deployment* 1 designated myself as the squad leader and Officer Mi Pacheco as my team 
leader should the squad be separated into two strike teams. I designated our squad ah assault team as we were 
directed to neutralize an immediate threat being the active shooter at New YOrk New York. 

When we deployed on foot from south to north from SCAC. we systematically cleared the exterior of the Four 
Seasons Hotel, the Mandalay Bay Hotel arid Casino oh its east end, the Luxor Hotel and Casino oh its east end, 
then the Excalibur Hotel and Casino front entrance* Once we Arrived there, we took the escalator up to the 2nd 
floor of the north side of the Excalibur to enter the New York New York and address the reports of a subsequent 
active shooter. Once the interior of the New York New York was cleared and we substantiated thdre was not a 
subsequent active shooter, we progressed to the TrMdbile arena to gain access to their, surveillance room and 
establish .security at the T-Mpbiie and the Montel Carlo Hotel and Casino. Out of all the casinos and structures 

we cleared, them were kero injured citizens dr suspects and hd causaUttes td report; The remainder of our prist 
consisted of onsite security: for T-Mobile arena and the Moriiel Carlo Hotel and Casino until we were relieved 
by dayshifl officers. . , 



ms VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICERS REPORT 
Event#: 171001“3E1S 

Route 91 
SUBJECT, 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: SCAC-SC26 

DIVISION OF . 
OCCURRENCE CCAC-M4 

DATE* TIME 
10/1/17 2300 . 

LOCATION OF . 3901 S Las Vegas Blvd , , , 
OCCURRED: , , OCCURRENCE: Las, Vegas. NV 89119 

NARRATIVE; 

On 10/1/17 at approximately 2236 hours, 1, SCAC PD Pet T; O’Gonneil, P# 13231, was informed by my 
supervisor, Sgt Tf Richter, P# 4373, of an active shooter located at the Route 01 Harvest Festival, 3901 S Las 
Vegas Btvd, Las Vegas, NV 89119. I was informed that there were multiple fatalities and that there were 
reports of multiple shooters in the area of the festival, 1 was off duty at the time, having already worked my 
scheduled Shift, from 0600-1600 earlier in the day. We were then requested to respond to SCAC. 

When 1 arrived at SCAG at approximately 2330,1 was asked if 1 would prefer to join a Strike Team or remain at 
the station for operational security purposes.. I requested to be put bn a Strike Team and was. placed on Strike 
Team 22 under the supervision of Sgt. M, Marlow, P# 6204. I was assigned with, approximately 5 LVMPD 
officers, 1 NLV officer, and 2 CCFD firefighters. Strike Team 22 was delegated as a Force Protection Unit and 
tasked, with entering the Festival grounds and searching for any victims which may have still been alive and in 
need of medical, attention at the scene. As a squad, we meticulously cleared the Festival grounds, providing 
security for the CCFD firefighters in the search for viptims. The only victims found were beyond help and our 
mission turned info crime scene preservation, l worked throughout the night, info my next scheduled shift 
which began on 10/2/17 at 0600 hours. 

Date and Time of Report: ,. 10/8/17 _/, Officer: , T CTCOnneli . , . , p#; 13231 

Approved By: ■_T. Richter__ Officer: , ■ i ' ' F#: 

StQHATUftE: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event #: LLVT71Q01003S19 

_Active Shooter - Mandalay Bay/Route 91 Concert 
, — | ^ 1 SUBJECT , . —“ 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REP0R71N0:_SE321 ■ 1 . . ; , OCCURRENCE: , Patrol Southeast area. Command 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED: 10/01/17 @2209 Hours 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE; 3980 S. Las Vegas Blvd, LV Ny 89119 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10/01 /17 at approximately 2209 hours an active shooter call came out at 3980 S. Las Vegas Blvd 
LVN 89119 the Mandalay Bay Hotel, I was at my residence off duty when l began to receive multiple text 
messages from my squad and other friends on the department, i immediately made the decision that more 
Officers would he needed and that it was appropriate to come in and help anyway that I could, l called my 
Sergeant and advised him I was going to come in. 

1 got dressed at the station and grabbed a patrol car, I along with; Officer A. Seitz P#16006 drove down 
; ■ to the CP located at South Central Area Command: I arrived at the Cp around OOI S hours, I. spoke with ■, .; 

Lieutenant Hank briefly and he advised me to stand in line and create a strike team with any other Officers 
around. I did so and awaited orders. 

I was later approached by Lieutenant Welch who asked if I had a patrol car, and then directed Officer 
Seitz and myself to head down to North West Area Command and handle calls for.service. Re stated they had 
1 Sargent and 1 Officer handling all the calls. We quickly logged on to NW and started taking calls. We took 
multiple calls until we were relieved at about 4 am and told to head back to Southeast area command. We then 

■ logged off and went home at about 0430 hours. ■, 

Dgie and Tima of Report 10/11/17 @ 2000 Hours Officer; C, Garcia p#i 13130 

Approved By; Officer ■ ' 1 1 ; Pff; 

Signature: . ■ 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event* 171001-3510 

Active Shooter 
, SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING:, PD 

DIVISION OP 
, OCCURRENCE: 'PD. 

DATS fr TIME 
OCCURRED: 10/01/17 2-21,5 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE; Route 91 Harvest Festival 

NARRATIVE: 

Officer Involved: Detective S.Zimney P# 13140 

Details: 
On 10/01/17 at approximately 2215 hours, I Det. S. Zimney P# 13140 working out of SCAC Patrol 
Investigations (SC26) was notified by my Sgt (T; Richter F# 4374) of ah active shpoter call working on GCAC 
channel, I was off duty and at hpme at the time, so I got out:of bed and started getting ready to head to SCAC, 
Soon after Sgt, Richter notified alt of the members of SC26 of to respond to SQAG for further assignments as. ; 
there were reports of multiple active shooters, ■ j;■ ;':4: ■.':V", ; 

Upon my arrival to SCAC, l immediately dressed put arid reported to the staging area, Ll Oi Hank then 
assigned me a Strike Team 28 and directed us to head over to the Flamingo overpass to secure and protect 
anyone in that area from possible threats relating to the active shooter. We stayed at the overpass until being 
advised to clear and head back to the staging area at SCAC and await further instruction/deployment. 1 stayed 
at the staging area until 0600hrs, when i became part of the Calls for Service ,4A” Roster. 

Date and Tims of Report; _j_ . ■_ Officer: . & Zimney P#: 13140 

Approved By: ■ . 1 . . Officer; : ■ P#i , 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
. Event#: ^ , 171QQ1 jMS-, 

_ Mandalay Bay Active Shooter Response 
_ ; | — : SUBJECT1 ** ‘ + 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
reporting: • 1 ' | Patrol ^ ,   occurrence: ' , SEAC Patrol ,;l nvestigatons 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 3950 S, LOS VegaS Blvd, LaS V©Q9Si 

OCCURRED: 10^2017 @ &\fi hOUfS W^SSl^ : NV 88119 

NARRATIVE: 

On October V\ 2011 at approximately 2215 hours I Detective J. Campbell P# 13150 was operating as 
unmarked and plainclothes unit PD94I was at South East Area Command when ( heard a Special events unit 
come over the radio with the call of art active shooter and what sounded like fully automatic in the background. 
This call was from the Route 91 festival near the Mandalay Bay, 

l along with Detective R. HalasiP # 8793 put on our tactical vests and proceeded to Mandalay Bay. t deployed 
AR15 rifle .as:weJl for the duration of this incident. Detective Halasi quickly got notified by the Crisis Negotiator: 
Team; to. respond to ,'SCAG' arid vi^r dic^ I .and we Were now en: route to 
the. scene. We heard the radio traffic of a possible second shooting suspect at the Motel 6 on Tropicana and. 
Koval inside of an RV. Officer Angulo and \ arrived there within minutes of the radio traffic. This was 
approximately 2230 hours! : 

Officer Angulo and I immediately encountered hundreds of injured and fleeing people in the. area. There was 
massive confusion and Officer Angulo and I rendered aide to around eight to ten. people who had severe 
injuries. We provided aide to ail that we could. We assisted with tourniquets andbandages. CCFD units who 
were there had begun left with other injured persons and 0$ the vehicles all left We loaded up as many injured !■ 
people into Officer Angulo’s plain LVMPD vehicle (A white F150) and Officer Angulo drove them to Sunrise 
Hospital. I did not go to save room in the truck for other injured persons. Many civilians assisted with medical 
care, loading and even riding with some of the injured in the truck: With,the assistance of some civilians other 
civilian trucks were located with injured and instructed to follow Officer Angulo to the hospital. 

Once some of the injured were taken care of I notice a patrol vehicle was parked on Koval with an injured 
LVMPD officer, yyho said he had injured his leg. Another LVMPD officer was with him along with a Search and 
Rescue detective. We took up a position behind, the patrol vehicle in relation to the RV. the uniformed officers 
stated they had detained a male from the RV. I Interviewed this male. He did not appear to be related to the 
shooting and gave us the keys to the RV and urged; us to check. Due to the extreme exigency of this situation 
with the potential of explosive devices or other shooters, we quickly cleared the RV and did not find anything 
related. 

0&te and Time of Report: 1Q/9/2Q17 1645 hours Officer Pet; J. Campbell . , ftrf: 131 SO 

Approved By: J. KommeLBemstein P # 9045 , Officer ' ■ '_' ' ■ F#; __ 

SKWATVRK: _;_ 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
, Event#: 171001-3&19 

At this point a fire department medic asked for my assistance with a casualty collection point they had setup on 
Tropicana west of Koval, they stated they had problems with security. I provided security arid directed people 
away and out of the area while fire department members treated wounded: A. deceased female Was found and 
FD was abip to assign a team to secure her body. After getting; the crowd to clear away from FDI provided 
security for a few minutes before Officer Angulo came back from the hospital. We both heard on the. radio a 
possible second shooter at the Tropicana Hotel and we proceeded their as it was only a few hundred feat 
away. By the time we got there it was declared safe and we met up with Detective A. Gallegos P # 6001 from 
my squad. We all got into Officer Angulo's vehicle and.prepared to move where, ever else needed. Almost 
immediately we heard on the radio a LVMPD Vice SGT call out shots fired.atthe Paris. We proceeded there 
directly and formed an active shooter team. 

We met up with another active shooter team at the Paris arid made entry. After clearing the casino floor and 
encountering security officers stating nothing was happening I found the security manager arid had him take us 
to the surveillance room. When we got to the surveillance room I confirmed with the surveillance manager they 
had no wounded, no shots had been heard and nothing to tell us. 1 then advised via the radio that the Paris cal! 
was unfounded. 

We then proceeded to the Paris Beer Garden barwhich is elevated above Las Vegas Boulevard right in front 
of the Paris hoteL We had. a positon whichwe could respond to trie., other casinos as directed and provide .. . 
security.for the part of; the strip we could see; We held this positon, got water and awaited another assignment 
which we never got. We cleared from this area at approximately 0400. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
LLV171001003519, 

,_ , ROUTE 91 SHQPUNG' ■■ . ' __ ' 
T ! '■"'""■'r'i 1 SUBJECT ' ~ ^ : ' \ 

DIVISION ■ ' DIVISION OF 
, REPORTING: TOURIST SAFETY , ■ , OCCURRENCE: CCAC ■ _ 

DATE & TIME , LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: 10-01-3017320$ HR3 ,, OCCURRENCE: ; 3950 LV BLVP. LVN89109 , ■ 

NARRATIVE; 

On 10-01-20171, Officer R. Cgie p#T3851 was working as a Patrol Officer (FTp) assigned, to graveyard shift at 
GCAC assigned to CC12. My trainee that night was Officer B. Engstrom p#l 6440, OH this shift the following 
events transpired: 

At approximately 2208 hrs graveyard shift officers were in shift briefing at GGAG when Sgt G. Everett p#89l5 
stated that there was shots fired at Route 91 concert and to log on, Officer Angstrom and I rushed to our patrol 
vehicle and began heading to the event CODE 3 to the call. While driving there we could hear sounds of 

. automatic gunfire when officers, qn scene transmitted.from their radios., 

We rolled code from GCAC, south on Swenson to Tropicana, south on Koval and then West on Reno where 
we saw hundreds of people running east and arrived on theSW corner of Reno and Giles, Upon exiting our 
patrol vehicle we were met with automatic gunfire and w© took cover behind an electrical box pri the corner. 
We began a rapid assessment of the'situation. We observed hundreds of citizens running out of the concert,, 
dozens of which were injured. I made contact with one male and asked him. where, the shooter was. The male 
stated the. shots were coming from the Mandalay Bay hotel. 

i then observed injured people behind by patrol, car, Officer Engstrom and.I began making, contact with them to 
assess their injimgsJt^eaf^moments later we observed a male running towards us. This male was later 
identified another female were carrying an injured female later 

Hown mHI and stated he was a cop and.his-wife was shot in the head. 

I tGld^p^to get her in the car. Officer Engstrom loaded^Hfrinto.the back of my patrol 
car. i then drove CODE 3 to UMC Trauma whet^we carriedmpl into the trauma center and placed her 
on a bed and into the care of hospital staff.^PB^as unresponsive and bleeding heavily from the head. 

Officer Engstrom and l then washed our hands of blood and drove CODE 3 back to the command post which 
had been established at SCAC. 

Date and Time of Report: 10-07-170200 HRS Officer: , , R. COtE , F#; 13351 

Approved By; : :. '■ , Officer: . B. ENGSTROM , p#; 16440 

1 Signature; 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event #j LLV171001003$ 19 

White at SCAG Engstrom and i began assisting in the formation of strike teams. After 45 minutes to an hour we 
were assigned to a force pro, Team {Force pro 22), We then were deployed from the CP to the concert 
grounds to look for wounded. 

After about 2 hours on the concert grounds we went back to the CP- Officer Engstrom and I were relieved by 
Lt Hank at the CP to go bapk to CCAC to change our uniforms as they were stained with blood. 

After changing uniforms we made contact with Sgt Everett at Reno and Duke Ellington. We would hold this 
post until 0900 hrs. 



US VEGAS METRPPQUTAN FQUCE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event#: 171001-3519 

Mandalay Bay Active Shooter 
SUBJECT ' 1 ' ^ '.: ~ 

DIVISION ■ ' DIVISION OF , 
reporting: . Homeland. Security Pivstop, , , , occurrence: , Tourist Safety Division : 

DATES TIME . . LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: 1Q/Q1/2Q17 22p5 , OCCURRENCE , 3950 S. Las Vegas Bivd,, LVN, 89119 

NARRATIVE: 

At 2214 hour$, the SWAT/CNT Ratification system was activated directing alt personnel assigned to the 

teams to report to SGAC * Command Post (CP); My assignment that.night was the Intel Gatherer position of 

the Crisis Negotiation Team. Upon arrival at theSCAC, 1 began to coordinate all my assigned personnel to one 

central location so we could begin to work towards gathering intelligence regarding the suspect, any additional 

. suspects,, and/or.motives. My intelligence gathering included interviews, of seven individuals who were, located, 

at the Harley Davidson dealership at 5191 S, Las Vegas Blvd, LV, NV, 89119, These Interviews were then 

summarized and sent to the Intelligence Coordinator for. inclusion in the CNT Intelligence report. Additionally, I 

was sent, along with CN Williams, to the Live Nation command post, which was located on the far North end of 

the Route 91 Festival Grounds. The location of the CP was not known at the time, therefore we methodically 

made our way through the Festival Grounds. Upon arrival at the CP, we reviewed footage.of the incident, 

including the shooting, the female who made threats prior to the shooting, and the subject who was seen on 

the roof. The information obtained was included in the CNT intelligence Report and forwarded to Counter 

Terrorism.. 

On October 2nd, 2017, at approximately 0600 hours, the momentum of the incident had slowed as the 

agency moved toward the investigation phase. Shortly after this tinrte, 1 was released by CN Sgt Bates. 

Qete and Time of Report: . 10/06/2017 20H Officer:, , ECharaska „ P#: 13212 

Approved By: Sgt; A. Bates . Officer; P#i 

Signature: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#: 171001-3519 

On October 2^ and 3rd, £017,1 also assisted Counter terrorism with follow-up on some leaps in the 

investigation including gathering surveillance at Mandalay Bay, contaeting, a PR, and providing a document 

anaiysis/summary of a deposition the suspect was the subject at Results of these investigations were 

forwarded to the Watch Desk, 

Subjects interviewed; 

Page £ 



las vega$ metropolitan police department 
OFFICER’S REPORT 

' ■ Event *: 171001-3519 

_' _Active shooter_ 1 ' ■ ■ 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
reporting: Theft Crimes Bureau occurrence: , , ; GOAQ 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF . ■ , 
OCCURRED: __lO/OI/lT.gg^Shqurs.^ < m|| OCCURRENCE: ffiSOS. las Vogas Btyd LV, NV 89119 

NARRATIVE; " 

< On 10/01/17 I was working the Routs 91 Festival overtime as a traffic officer, At.the lime of the incident I was 

working the intersection of Mandalay Say and Las Vegas Blvd specifically on the southwest corner. I heard the 
shots and based on how loud I believed it was coming from the walkway which lead up to Mandalay Bay. 1 

began Walking up the sidewalk when there, was a pause,in the, shooting and then I heard glass break, the 
glass, breaking drew my attention towards, the windows of the Mandalay Bay when l observed smoke coming 

from the side of Mandalay in spurts as if it was coming out every time the trigger was pulled- I started sprinting 
into the Mandalay Bay casino and used the elevator to get to the casino floor level. Once on the casino floor I 

. ran directly to the security podium and advised, them they had ,an active shooter in the casino;, they were , 
; advised to. start evacuating the casino. ',Ohe/of the security officers stated one of their secunty Giuards were 

shot on the 32nd floor. I asked for the elevator to get to the 32,w floor and was escorted to the elevator by 
security personal. Just as the elevator became available 1 noticed a group of Officers coming into the casino 
with long rifles so I got their attention and told them the shooter was on the 32nd floor., 

, We got into the elevator and it was decided to go to the .31* floor and then take. the. stairwell up to the 32nd 
fljor. Once on the 32nd floor more security personal were waiting and showed which hallway belonged to the 
room and pointed out the. double doors.at the end of the hallway stating that was the room were the shots 
came from. As a tactical element we began leap fragging down the hallway, while using the wall cut outs as .. 
cover. A master key was obtained from security prior to going down the hallway and we began evacuating 

rooms as we were making our way down the hall. Once we got several rooms evacuated and were beginning 

to move closer ! realized I still had my traffic vest on so. it was removed and left on the floor in the hallway. 
After making it about halfway down the hallway and not hearing anymore shots it was decided to hold the 

position since he already shot through the door and wait for more officers. As a SWAT Officer arrived i 
provided him with a quick briefing and he went down another hallway. I took cover as the explosion.of the door 

was made, t heard oh the radio the suspect was down and I could see numerous officers in the room- Based 

on the fact the suspect was down l could see no reason for me to enter the room so I Jeff and went downstairs 
to. meet up With other response teams because of so many calls coming into dispatch of active shooters. Once 
downstairs I noticed several teams clearing the bottom of the casino and sweeping it for other shooters and or 
victims. Citizens kept walking Onto the casino floor so I began doing escorts to the Michael Jackson theater 
were officers were stationed. I left the Theater and decided to make my way back towards the valet and 

noticed more citizens kept coming down the elevators, at that time I posted on the elevators arid began to tell 

, Date and Time of Report: _, 10/05/17 hours, Officer: J. Smith : P#: 13218 

Approved By: „_ Officer; P#: 

Signature: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POUCE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event# 171001-3519 

people the casino was closed and advised them to go back to their rooms and shelter in place. I received relief 
from my post around 0600 hours when 1 proceeded back to the church parking lot and secured with the 
overtime command center. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: 171001-3S19 

Route 91 
SU^ECT 

DIVISION , ' ■ ' ■ ' DIVISION OF __ „ • 
REPORTING: SCAC-SC26 OCCURRENCE: CCAC-M4 

OATES TIME LOCATION OF ,' 3901S Las Vegas Blvd 
OCCURRED: '_ 10/1/17 2300 OCCURRENCE: ' ■ , ■ ,las VegaS; NV 09119 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10/1/11 at approximately 2236 hours, (, SCAC PD Dot T. O’Connell, P# 13231, was informed by my ;; 
supervisor, Sgt T Richter, P# 4373, of an active shooter located at the Route 91 Harvest Festival, 3901 $ Las 
Vegas Blvd, Las Vegas, NV'89119. I was informed that there were multiple fatalities and that there were 
reports of multiple shooters in the area of the festival; I was off duty at the time, having already worked my 
scheduled shift from 0600-1600 earlier in the day. We were then requested to respond to SCAC. 

When I arrived at SCAC at approximately 2330,1 was asked if I would .prefer to join a Strike Team, or remain at 
the. station for operational security purposes. I requested to be put on a Strike Team and was placed on Strike 
Team 22 under the supervision of Sgt. M; Marlow, P# 6204. 1 was assigned with approximately 5 LVMPD 
officers, 1 NLV officer, .and 2 CCFD firefighters; Strike Team 22 was delegated as a Force Protection Unit and 
tasked with entering the Festival grounds and searching for any victims which may have still been alive and in 
need of medical attention at the scene. As a squad, we meticulously cleared the Festival grounds, providing 
security for the CCFD firefighters in the search for victims, the only victims found were beyond help and our 
mission turned into crime scene preservation. I worked throughout the night, into my next scheduled shift 
which began on 10/2/17 at 0600 hours. 

LVMPD 82 (R*v,e<0t) 'WORD JQ10 



IAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#; 171001-3519 

Mandalay Bay Active. Shooter 
, SUBJECT . 

. DIVISION ... DIVISION OF 
REPORTING: _ HSP_ OCCURRENCE: !■_1, , TSP , ■ __ 

DATE & TIME ' ■ . LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED; __10/01/1.7 - 2205 hours , ■ . OCCURRENCE: 3.9S0 S, LasVegasBN.LV> HV , 

NARRATIVE: ' 

On October 1st, 2017, the SWAT/GNT notification was activated directing all personnel assigned to the 
teams to report to South Central Area Command (SCAC) where the Command Post (CP) was located. 
Detective E Morris P#13248 was already on duty arid performing his regular duties as an investigator in the 
Gang/Vice Bureau - Gang Investigations section. Det. Morris is also assigned as an additional duty to the 
Crisis Negotiation Team (CNT), Upon notification from the SWAT/GNT communicator system, Dei. Morris 
changed functions and logged in as a Crisis Negotiator once arriyad at $CAC, 

. During the duration.of the. incident, Pet. Morris was assigned with the CNT element to coordinate, 
receive and verify intelligence regarding the suspect- possible.additional suspects, possible awomplices and. 
possible motives, in addition to intelligence gathering on various law enforcement databases and open source 
digital media, Det.. Morris worked with other members, of CNT to verify information from the incident relating 
reports of other attacks taking place, all of which were unfounded. 

At approx. 0600 hours, the momentum of the incident had slowed as the agency moved toward the 
investigation phase. Det. Morris was released from the incident at 0600 hours by CNT Sgt. A. Bates. Upon 
being released from the duties of CNT, Det. Morris contacted Gang Investigations supervisor Sgt. T, Stovall 
who is his immediate supervisor. Det. Morris was released by Sgt. Stovall, and secured. 

Date and Time of Report: 10/06/17 -1700 Officer; , , , E. Morris , P#; 13348 

Approved By: Officer; ' P#: 

Siqnature: 
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LASVEGASMETROPOUTAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event #: LLV171001003519 

■ '■ ,_ ACTIVE SHOOTER 
SUBJECT ' 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: __■_ CGAC 

3901 S, Las Vegas Blvd Las Vegas, NV 
date ft time Location of 991,10, and 395,0, S- I^S Vegas SlVd La$ 
OCCURRED:, , . 1Q/Q1/17 2209 BR$ , OCCURRENCE: Vegas, NV 89119__ 

NARRATIVE; 

On 10/1 /171, Officer H. La Graves P#13332 responded, to the Command Post located at South Central 
Area command at approximately 2300 hours on niy regular day off in response to the Active Shooter event,for 
the Mandalay Bay and Route 91, My squad made contact with U, Hank to receive our assignment. My squad 

. was assigned as strike team 30 with two teams being 30A and 30B. My call sign for the evening was 30B. yye 
were dispatched as a roving unit to show presence on las Vegas Blvd, North and South between Tropicana 
and Harmon. We made contact with.LT Yatomi and cleared at the command post at approximately 0630 hours 

; which was located within a church parking lot ft 55 E> Reno Ave., Las Vegas, NV B9T19. Following the event, 
my squad was assigned to the MGM as 8-roster through 10M/17 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: OCAQ 

Date and Time t>f Report: 1Q/Q1/17 3E08 HRS Officer: H. La Graves , p#: 13332 

Approved By: , Officer: | | ;^ ' '' ■ Ptf: 

Signature:___. ' 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event#: 171001-3519. 

EVENT #171001 -3519 
: : ^ ^ SUBJECT | i ' T**™"™ 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
DEPORTING: __L_TRAFFIC OCCURRENCE: ■_ TRAFFIC 

DATE & TIME , LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: 10/1/17 . OCCURRENCE: , , LAS VEGAS BLVD/RUSSELL 

NARRATIVE:, 

ON 10/1/171 WAS HANDLING A ACCIDENT (401B) WITH INJURIES AT CHARLESTQN/FREMQNT ST IN 
DTAG. AFTER CONTACTING THE INVOLVED PARTIES AT-UMft I THEN REPORTED TO FtUSSELULAS 
VEGAS BLVD. I WAS TOLD tO KEEP.PEDESTRAIN TRAFFIC FLOWING SOUTH FROM THAt LOCATION 
MY TRAFFIC SQUAD WAS THEM TOLD TO HOLD WESTBOUND TRAFFIC ON PARADISE FROM 
FLAMINGO tO TRORICANAJ WAS STATIONED AT HARMON AND PARADISE UNTILL TOLD TO MOVE 
TO TRAOFICANA/PARADiSE. I HELD THAT POSITION UNTIL RELIEVED BY HENDERSON OFFICERS. 

Date and Time of Report: 10/10/17 1411 ,_ Officer; , QUINTANA F#; 1,33^7 

Approved By: ' Officer: ' F#: 

SIGNATURE: 
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